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PEEFACE.

The following pages are a translation of the 'Er-

Iduterungen zu meiner Griechischen Schulgrammatik\

published in 1863 by Professor Curtius together with

the sixth edition of the Grammar. Being merely

'elucidations', they must be read in connection with

the Grammar in order to be fully intelligible. Here

and there, it is true, quotations and notes have been

added in order to make the reading more continuous,

but it was impossible to render the book an in-

dependent one. Nor, indeed, was it necessary, as

the Grammar of Professor Curtius is within the reach

of English readers. (The Student's Greek Grammar,

London 18G2).

The present volume then is a companion to the

Grammar. The whole work may be considered a

manual of the Greek language embodying in brief

the latest results of Comparative Grammar, so far

as these illustrate the Greek language. In many

respects it will be found to differ widely from the

grammars and philological works used in England:

but the most distinctive characteristic is the scientific

method, which Professor Curtius pursues in dealing

with language. Throughout, he recognizes language
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as an organism, dependent, indeed, upon man, and,

therefore, parasitic, but still an organism with definite

laws of growth and decay. As such, therefore, it

must be studied. We must not approach it with

a priori ideas derived from metaphysics, but with

the watchful and observant eye of the student of

nature. What we see, we know; what we deduce

from our observations is probable; what we imagine

is the baseless fabric of a vision.

On this conception of language two observations

may be made.

I.—It may become of great practical value. At

the present time there is a widely spread desire for

scientific method in education. It is often said, and

not without reason, that the classics are studied in

our schools to the exclusion of physical science, of

our advances in which we are justly proud. Without

doubt, the desire would be more readily met, were

not classics and science felt to be widely separated.

The study of one is regarded as incompatible with

the study of the other; and as it is impossible to

study both in the time usually set apart for education,

the classics maintain their prescriptive position. And
yet this separation of the two subjects is detrimental

to both. The scholar accuses the man of science of

a 'want of taste': the man of science reofards the

scholar as one who neglects the present for the

past. But when we regard language as an organism,

and the science of language as a physical science,

this unfortunate separation is bridged over. A com-

mon point is found where the advocates of both
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systems can meet. Scientific method can be in-

troduced into our schools without drawing boys

away from classics, or increasing in the least the

material amount of instruction.

Again. Many boys leave school with little or no

knowledge of Greek and Latin. Now it is not al-

together easy to answer satisfactorily those who ask

what is the value of this minimum of knowledge.

The practical value is nothing: the educational value

is little more, if the tasks have been learned merely

by rote. To be able to decline musa is not a great

accomplishment if we merely know how to decline

it, and remain in ignorance of the meaning of de-

clension. Yet the distinction between musa and musam

conveys in the simplest manner the distinction between

subject and object, a distinction which it is impossible

to illustrate in an equally simple and regular manner

from our own language, because in form the nomina-

tive and accusative— except in the personal pronouns

—are identical, and the diiference is expressed by

position merely. This is indeed the great value of

the study of inflected language. It presents to the

eye differences which in uninflected language must

be grasped by the mind. Now by teaching language

scientifically all these distinctions and the reasons for

them are impressed upon the pupil; and thus even

a knowledge of the declensions becomes of value.

For though the boy leaves school knowing little or

nothing of Latin and Greek, he knows something

of language. And of all knowledge this is the most

valuable. For language is in nearer relation to the
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mind than anything else. It stands between us and

the outward world; we may almost say between us

and our own thoughts. Unless we know something

of its true nature it is almost impossible for us to

emancipate ourselves from its dominion, and become

thinking, not merely speaking, beings.

II.—The view advocated by Professor Curtius is,

in the main, correct. The organic nature of language

is seen in the fact that the changes take place in

obedience to some internal force, and are beyond the

power of man to hasten or retard. No one could

introduce a new sound, or a new rule of syntax into

language. Even the attempt to do so argues a certain

imbecility of mind. Yet the constant use of books

and writing tends to give us too material a view

of language. We are apt to regard it as existing

apart from the mind. As easily could the plant

exist apart from the parent soil. Written language

stands to spoken language much in the same relation

as the plants in a herbarium to those in a garden,

as dead structures to living. And yet, though we
speak of the science of language as a natural science,

and of the mind as the soil in which language,

the plant, grows, we must not be misled by the

metaphor. There is this important difference. The plant

is wholly an organic structure: but language is not

so. It is organic only so far as it is unconscious.

Thus inflections changes of sound, &c., are organic:

not so the order of words in a sentence or the mode

of connecting one sentence with another. Here rhetoric

and logic have invaded the natural domain of Ian-
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guage. Or we may say that there is in language a

physiological, and an intellectual element, and that

it is in virtue of the former rather than the latter

that language is brought within the sphere of natural

science.

It may not be altogether superfluous to point out

that a distinction must be drawn between Roots,

Stems, and Words. A root is a 'sound of meaning';

it is that part of a word which conveys the mean-

ing divested of any addition or modification. It is

a sound, not a word. Thus ^s is the root in xt-

^s-xat,, s-^s-TO, '^i-ci-Q. But when a root has be-

come modified in any manner, by the addition of

syllables, or by internal change, it becomes a stem

:

thus Ti^s is a stem formed to express the present

tense ; ^sct, a stem formed to express an action.

As compared with roots, stems are changeable.

But Tt^s, and '^sct are not words: to complete the

structure a termination is needed, '^scic, xi^zx<xi.

As inflection is accomplished by terminations, it

follows that stems are uninflected: and that, though

changeable as compared with roots, they are the

unchangeable elements in words. The three terms,

therefore, express three distinct stages of analysis,

and in this respect are of the greatest value in both

in grammar and etymology. Whether they also

represent three stages in the historical growth of

language is a matter which in no way concerns the

Grammarian however interesting in itself. They are

not arbitrary distinctions. In language, it is true.
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the sentence is the unit; and all divisions of it are

fractional. Thus even words are fractions: 5wpov is

unintelligible without Uboai', hihoai necessitates a

8wpov. Yet the distinction of words is useful in

practice, and defensible in science; it is based on

definite principles, and not an open question to be

decided at the caprice of the individual. The same

may be said of the division of words into Roots,

Stems, and Terminations. The parts are fractions

no doubt: they are, it may be said, fractions of a

fraction. Yet the division is not capricious. The

distinction between a 'sound of meaning' and a 'sound

of relation' ; between a 'variable' and an 'invariable'

element is as logical as that between subject and

predicate, substantive and attribute. The practical

use of the distinction in exhibiting the unity of words

in conjugation and declension is beyond a doubt.

The Rev. W. Sanday, Fellow of Trinity College,

has rendered me very valuable assistance in revising

the proofs ; the Greek Index also I owe to the kind-

ness of a friend.

The chapters and sections are those to which the

Elucidations refer.

Oxford, June 25th, 1870.

E. A.
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INTKODUCTION.

The Greek and Latin languages are commonly
termed classical. If used in the old sense, as imply-

ing that no other language has been born to a similar

heritage of dignity and delicacy, the epithet is no

longer, strictly speaking, correct; since modern science

has rather taught us to regard every language as

in itself a marvellous product of man's intellectual

activity, and to find in many of those already in-

vestigated a high degree of development. But never-

theless, as the circle embraced by this science spreads

wider, the conclusion becomes more certain, that

in general framework and principle of structure

the Indogermanic family remains unsurpassed. And
among these again Sanskrit alone perhaps can con-

test with Greek the claim to the richest and most

happy development of the germs common to all.

Still, when we direct our attention, not so much to

the faithful preservation of old sounds and forms,

and the consequent transparency of the whole struc-

ture—on which account the language of the Indians

is of such vast importance for the general study of

language—as to the consistent accomplishment of

aims which from the remotest period floated before

the genius of language, to the light and flexible

character of the forms retained, and the delicate

shades of meaning expressed by them, to the rich-

ness of the vocabulary which reflects every side of

A
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Greek intellectual life—we can hardly avoid the con-

clusion that the language of the Hellenes is that in

which, on the whole, the most complete structure

is brought before us in the highest degree of deve-

lopment.

At the present time this language forms a neces-

sary part of advanced instruction at school. This

position, it is true, it has attained, not by excellency

of structure, but by the contents of the literature

of which it is the key. And not even the most en-

thusiastic admirer of Greek as a language will go

so far as not to recognize the object of learning

Greek in a knowledge of Homer, Sophocles and De-

mosthenes, no less than in understanding the form

of the Aorist, or use of the Optative. But since

the only way by which the intellectual treasures to

be found in the Greek language can become so

perfectly familiar as to have a real influence in edu-

cation, is an accurate knowledge of the language;

and the study of the language in the literal sense,

that is, careful practice in the forms and their uses,

and the gradual unlocking of the treasures of the

vocabulary, justly lay claim to a large part of the

time devoted to learning Greek—two considerations

seem to be suggested by the present position of

in Greek our schools.

It is, on the one hand, altogether monstrous that

a number of our schoolmasters should proceed, as

they do, to this their most important task of teach-

ing languages—what I say holds good of Latin no

less than Greek—without ever studying the structure

of the language they have to teach, and that in many
German universities no opportunity is evfer aiforded

for this study. That this defect operates beneficially

on the delight of the teacher in undertaking his task

is what no one will believe. On the contrary, as Ave

always find most pleasure in teaching subjects which
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we love, because we have laboured upon them, and

admire, because we apprehend their internal organi-

zation, we may suppose that those will teach languages

—and Greek especially—with more enthusiasm, and,

therefore, with better results, to whom the forms

are something different from a motley multitude of

unintelHgible structures, and something more than

an unavoidable task to be learned mechanically. Now
the task of teaching the elements of language is

chiefly in the hands of young men, and for these

the transition from the regions of science to the

practical teaching of a school is always very abrupt.

For in the first attempts at teaching it is almost

impossible to apply the studies in criticism, exegesis,

literary history, and antiquities, which fill up the time

spent at the university. But with the science of

language the case is different. Language becomes

at once the subject of instruction. And though of

course, even here, scientific investigation and the

practical teaching required at school are naturally

far apart, it is by no means impossible to enliven

the latter even from the very first by the insight

obtained in the paths of science. Changes of sounds,

rules of accentuation, forms of inflection are no longer

what they were in the eyes of one who has learnt

to combine them into a whole, and to recognize even

in the smallest details the web woven by the genius

of language. To him even elementary teaching ofi'ers

many of the charms of science. The study of language

at the university has, therefore, a peculiar value as

reconciling science and practice, though such a recon-

ciliation, it is true, is only possible when instruction

at school is so arranged—and in Greek this can be

done the soonest and most widely— that the charms

of science are to a certain extent embodied in prac-

tical teaching.

But not merely the pleasure of teaching—that of

A 2
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learning also will be increased, if instruction in

language is not cut off from contact with science.Do
For in this way something of the delight which

every glimpse of order and law ensures, will come

even to the pupil's aid. If, when the forms have

been impressed on the memory, the pupil is taught

to recognize them in their origin by correct analysis,

and to perceive the special causes of apparent irre-

gularities, there is no doubt that by such a course

the attention is sharpened, and the memory rendered

more tenacious. And who would refuse to recognize

the exercise of the understanding, also called into

play by such a process? Nay, more than exercise

of the understanding. For to be habituated to com-

bine complicated details into a whole, to seek for

analogies, to reject the shallow admission of mere

caprice and exception, contains a higher element of

culture. And this can be brought to the help of

the youthful pupil without in the least increasing

the material amount of his studies, but in the closest

combination with the acquisition of that which with-

out this must be learned for quite other objects.

In earlier times when instruction in the ancient

languages—which at that time was almost identical

with instruction in Latin—far outweighed instruction of

any other kind, an accurate and lasting knowledge of

language was acquired by a method essentially the same

as that now followed in learning modern languages,

that is, by a certain passive devotion to the material

part of the language, in acquiring which the imitative

instincts chiefly were taken into consideration. And
if at the present time complaints are very frequently

made that the acquaintance of pupils with the ancient

languages on leaving school is not always in a satis-

factory proportion to the important space of time

devoted to learning them , the reason of this is still

without a doubt to be found mainly in the fact that
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in modern times it is very difficult to maintain an
equally concentrated devotion to the object of study
among pupils. Under such circumstances we ought
not to despise any means calculated to excite the

student's attention to the phenomena of language.

And I should think that in a more scientific treat-

ment of instruction such a means would be found;

and that even those who take no part in the science

of language, would readily avail themselves of it as

conducing to an end which all schoolmasters recognize

as desirable. For no one will deny that subjects

are best remembered which have been learned with
pleasure and enthusiasm.

As a fact, the Greek language has not for these

many years been taught in school merely as a task for

the memory. On the contrary, more than a century

has elapsed since the attempt has been made in various

ways to make the forms more intelligible, and, there-

fore, more easy to teach, by tracing them to their

origin, and by distinguishing between stems and
terminations. While our Latin grammars of the

ordinary stamp content themselves with paradigms
of the conjugations, and e. g. in tango^ tetigi^ tactum,

are careful to conceal the fact that the perfect and
supine are formed from the stem tag^ but the present

from the longer stem tang, there is scarcely a Greek
school-grammar to be found in which AABi2 or Xa^

is not mentioned as a stem or 'theme' beside Xafj-jSavo;

and thus one of the most essential foots in the

structure of the Greek and Indogermanic verb, the

distinction between the present- stem and the verb-

stem, is noticed as a fact in individual instances,

though not recognized as a principle. Even the

existence of several dialects in Greek with which
the pupil must be familiarised, led necessarily to a

accurate study of the sounds in their relation to

each other. The difference between the Homeric (.'8-(Ji£v
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and the Attic ic-psv made an observation necessary

on the relation of 5 and a; and it was then ahnost

impossible to avoid the conclusion that c had arisen

out of '^, not only in xexopua.asvoi; as compared with

Homeric xsxopu'^fxsvoc, but also in TCs7Cu<J[JLai. beside

TTsu'^OjU.ai,, and in consequence to take the same view

of the sigma in TreTtucrat,, tzxictic, Tzia-zi-c,; and in spite

of any aversion to further linguistic analysis to allow

some little of this discovery to transpire even in the

presence of the pupil. But in Latin, on the other

hand, the change from tZ to s in es-tis, from ed-tis^

which is quite analogous to the last mentioned change

in Greek, is often regarded as a mystery lying far

beyond the sphere of the schoolmaster, and many
would perhaps even yet regard the comparison of it

with the corresponding change in Greek as an im-

proper innovation.

There is no doubt that Greek accidence has for

a long time been treated in a far more scientific

manner than Latin. Hence the step, which still re-

mained for the grammarian to take, was in reality

not very great. His labour was directed chiefly to

increasing and correcting the analyses already long

in use by others at once deeper and more trust-

worthy—because resting on a wider basis—which are

brought forward by the modern science of languages

with the aid of the comparative method tried and
proved with such signal success in Sanskrit. Other

changes, especially in the arrangement of the material

and the terminology, were also rendered necessary.

And it is the main object of the following pages

to make many things of this kind clearer and more
accessible to persons unacquainted with the science

of language in a strict sense.

The science of Comparative Grammar which in

regard to the Indogermanic family of languages begins

with the publication of Bopp's '•Coajvyationss^jatem''
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in 1816, has now run its course for half a century,

and scarcely any person whatever, competent to form

an opinion, will treat it any longer with that con-

tempt which forms by no means a creditable page

in the history of modern philology. Indeed it would

now be a mere waste of words to dwell upon the

importance of such studies, and the value of the

results obtained. Bopp's ' Vergleichende Grammatik''

(2nd ed.), Schleicher's '•Compendivm der vergleichen-

deu Grammatik'' (Weimar 1861. 62. 2nd ed. 1866),

not to mention other works of a more special cha-

racter, or touching less upon grammar in the narrower

sense, put it in the power of everyone who chooses,

to make himself acquainted with this new science,

even without a previous knowledge of Sanskrit, an

important advantage which is sometimes overlooked.

The results of this science have also been reproduced

in a popular form suited to general readers by

Schleicher in the 'Deutsche Sprache'' (Stuttgart 1860),

and Max Miiller in his 'Lectures on the Science of

Language\ 1st and 2nd series.

In regard also to the position which comparative

grammar, occupies in respect to philology in the

stricter sense, I may here be permitted to refer to

other works, especially to my inaugural lecture '•Phi-

lologie iind> Sprachivissenschaft'' (Leipsic 1862); and

in reo-ard to the relation between Greek and the

kindred languages to my 'Grundzuge der Griechi-

schen Etymologie\ I, p. 21 sq.

On the other hand, a few words may here be added

on the particular position which the author of a

school book has to take up in this respect. In her

first attempts to reach the mighty aims proposed,

our science could not always avoid falling into mis-

takes; and, as is usually the case in the youth of

science, regarded much as easy of attainment which

it was found on repeated trials beyond our power
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to comprehend or teach. Excessive enthusiasm was

followed by indifference; unhesitating confidence in

our own powers of vision gave way to a more ac-

curate inquiry into our means of vision, and method

generally. In this way a small nucleus of truths was

gained, which, though perhaps it was still possible

to look at them from more than one point of view,

were nevertheless in themselves beyond all reasonable

doubt. On the other hand there were other deeper

questions in regard to which, as was natural in the

ever-increasing spread of the science, opinions were

divided, and more than one path struck out. From
a work of a practical nature the latter are of course

to be rigorously excluded; and we must strictly ad-

here to facts which are accepted with scarcely any

hesitation or variety of opinion by those familiar

with the science. Hence it w^as my first principle

entirely to exclude everything which did not seem

to me proved to demonstration; and, therefore, though

often requested by critics of my grammar to insert

this or that theory, which, while not altogether beyond

a doubt, appeared plausible to them, I have not al-

lowed myself to be misled, believing as I do that

in a school book we must certainly keep a step in

the rear. In every vigorously advancing science,

there are investigations which though commenced
and not without important results, are not as yet

brought to a conclusion and fully ripened. The at-

tempt to teach such theories in a school, where

all hypothesis is out of place, and simple 'yes'

and 'no' are absolutely necessary, is just the very

thing which often brings out in the plainest manner

the weak or missing links in the chain of our re-

searches. So long as such are to be found we must

adhere to the old explanation. For it is in a school-

grammar as in a state: reforms, however desirable,

must be abandoned when obviously beyond our reach,
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and we must be content with the old established laws.

Our principle must be to keep the old explanation

unless some important and certain gain is to be ob-

tained by a change; and to this I have adhered, at

the risk of being accounted overcautious by many

fellow students of language, and finding myself and

my book cast aside by advanced enquirers. Never-

theless I do not of course imagine that I have not

fallen into mistakes in this respect; but I have at

least acted upon the most conscientious conviction

in every case.

Further; those results of science only could be

introduced which can easily be rendered intelligible

from Greek alone, or at most from Greek with the

aid of Latin and German. The limits imposed by

this principle were not without the corresponding-

advantage, that the language is thus made to appear

throughout as a connected wdiole, an advantage from

which even science gains an additional charm. It can-

not be denied that the student, comparing a number of

individual fjicts in different languages, is occasionally

in danger of losing the connecting thread which com-

bines all the phenomena of a given language together,

and unites them into a single product of the national

genius. For this reason the studies of linguistic en-

quirers constantly require to be mutually supple-

mented by works proceeding from different points

of view. The special grammar of a given language

must endeavour mainly to set in the clearest light

the analogies which prevail throughout the language

as a whole, together with the more special rules

and types found only in certain limits, and floating,

as it were, before the linguistic genius of the nation.

Thus, to take an instance from Greek, it is absolutely

necessary that one common name should be found

to denote the so-called tempora secmida et prima,

that is, shorter and lonsrer forms having the same
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"

function, though not always standing on exactly the

same level. The system of the Greek language makes
that indispensable. In such matters the individual

character of every language must be carefully vindi-

cated. The distinction mentioned between the tenses

which I call 'strong' and 'weak', is as necessary in

Greek as similar distinctions in German grammar;
though scientific enquiry has to arrange and explain

many things of this kind in a different manner.

But in as much as every phenomenon must be made
clear from the Greek itself—though proved, perhaps

by comparison with other languages, the grammarian
is compelled to make many omissions. Thus, for in-

stance, the relationship between the personal termi-

nations of the verb in the Sing., -fxt,, -at, -zi, and
the pronoun-stems |jis, as, to, can be pointed out

even when we confine ourselves to Greek forms; but,

on the other hand, we should be led too far away
from the form ai of the second person, were we to go
back to the older stem tva which may be obtained

from the Sanskrit and from which, on the one hand,

the -'^a (a^a) sometimes found in the second person

singular, and, on the other, the -'^i of the imperative

can be explained. In other cases also this compen-
dious treatment compels us to assume auxiliary and
intermediate forms, which, though certainly in existence

at some time or another, may perhaps never have
existed on Greek ground. This also is a point often

too little regarded in linguistic enquiry. Science in-

deed cannot be too exact in this resjDect; but in a

school-grammar some freedom may be allowed in

favour of the language which has to be taught. An
instance in point will be found in the fern, of the

Part. Pref. Act. The Skt. -iishi beside the masc. -^mt

(vas') proves that -uia has arisen out of -PoT-ca, t

being weakened to c and then dropped. But whether

this change took place when Greek had already become
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separated from the kindred languages, or whether the

Greeks brought with them the form -usia from a pre-

Greek period, must be left undecided. The inter-

mediate form focia, therefore, assumed in § 188, though

perhaps unknown to Greek lips, was nevertheless in-

troduced as a connecting form absohitely necessary

for the object in view.

The dialects are a very essential instrument in ex-

plaining Greek forms. They must, however, be used

with the greatest moderation in a school-grammar

where the material must be kept within due Hmits;

such forms only being available in explanation as

occur in books read at school. Happily Homer
presents so great a number of the most instructive

formations that this book alone is of more importance

than all the other dialects. Of it the most extensive

use must be made as being the most natural and

convenient instrument for explanation. The best

method is to bring the corresponding forms together

before the eye on one page, in which case the Attic

forms in the text are often at once explained by a

glance at the Homeric forms beneath. This arrange-

ment presents a further advantage to the teacher

who proceeds intelligently with his work. Attic Greek

must, in my opinion, form the central point in in-

struction, and must be first impressed firmly on the

memory as the most delicate and complete develop-

ment of the language. But when the first and, so

to speak, dullest drudgery is over, and the forms are

being established and fixed in the mind by analysis,

no harm will be done by occasionally quoting a few

Homeric forms in support of the analysis; and more

especially at a later period, when the Homeric dialect

must of necessity be studied in order to read the

book, the most frequent opportunities will be given

for comparing it with the Attic, and renewing an

acquaintance with the latter. This indispensable
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comparison of the dialects replaces to a great extent

the more extensive comparison of different languages

which lies beyond the sphere of a school. It is, and
always was a scientific leaven in instruction in Greek,

and even the most declared opponents of all anatomy
of language have not the power to eliminate it. In fact

analysis of some kind is here absolutely necessary;

unless like the ancient grammarians, who derived

everything in the world except their language from

Homer, we would again teach that '3'soco has arisen

from jeoij, Moucauv from Mouccov, likaUcci from AcXaL'/],

z^iXr^ai from stjs'X-^ by Paragoge, Pleonasmus &c.

But no intelligent teacher will venture to act in such

complete contradiction to science and his own better

knowledge. Yet if this plan is not adopted, what
remains? Must every enquiry of a clever pupil after

the why and how be steadily set aside, and the

meaningless phrases 'instead of, or 'for' used with

cautious indecision in order to conceal what is un-

intelligible, and to repress every innocent desire, as

I think, for the tree of knowledge. Such a course

would I fear be as unworthy of a teacher as of a

man of science.

Hence the need of a more scientific treatment of the

Greek language is so widely felt that I am not alone

in my attempt to satisfy it. Ahrens' ' Griec/nsche

Formenlehre des homerischcn mid attischen Dialckts''

appeared in 1852 simultaneously with the first edition

of my grammar; and there are many points in which
the two works agree. A later school-book, also

proceeding from a correct insight into the study of

language, is the 'Griec/nsche Formenlehre fur Gym-
nasien\ by H. D. Midler and Jul. Lattmann (Gottingen

1863). This is not the place to enter upon a detailed

criticism of these works. My grammar is distinguished

from both, inasmuch as it includes not only a more
complete and systematic account of the whole ac-
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cidence, so far as is needed in schools, but also a

sketch of the syntax. The latter, though brief, is I

believe sufficient for the object in view. Accidence

and syntax have already been separated too long,

to the mutual detriment of both. It is now high time

to reunite them; and in explaining the syntax to avail

ourselves, at least to some extent, of the results of

our enquiries into the forms upon which all syntac-

tical constructions ought to rest; and conversely, to

enliven and deepen the analysis of the forms, which in

some piU'ts is very easily done, by a reference to their

usage. This object has at present, it must be allowed,

been attained to a very limited degree; nevertheless

it is important that both parts of grammar should at

least be based upon the same view of language, and

carried out in the same sj)irit. In practice I consider it

essential—and my opinion is shared by many teachers

of experience—that one book, and one only, should

be used by the pupil in learning Greek, from the time

that he enters school till he leaves it. With this he

will become perfectly familiar, and though at the

present time there is a common, and not perhaps

unreasonable desire for concentration in instruction,

for my part, I can imagine nothing more hkely to

distract the student's attention in this very important

branch of instruction than the successive perusal of

a number of entirely difierent manuals.

Such a plan of course pre-supposes that the teacher

will make a selection for those commencing the study

of Greek. This I do not on the whole regard as a

very difficult matter. Experience and practical in-

stinct, together with the special character of the class

taught, will supply the necessary clue. Much as

my book is used in schools, few complaints on this

subject have come to my ears; on the contrary many
intelligent teachers have expressed the opinion that

the necessity for a personal study of the grammar,
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and for teaching it to pupils according to a plan of their

own, has been a jDeculiar source of delight to them.

And the systematic arrangement of the material,

which I have attempted, unquestionably renders the

book more useful for reference, which is and ought

to be an important point in every grammar.

In conclusion I must say a word on the external

limitation of the contents in my book. All exceptional

forms or constructions of no importance in the pupil's

reading had of course to be excluded. Hence those

writers only are kept in view which are usually read

in schools, i. e. of the poets. Homer, Sophocles and

Euripides; and of the prose authors Herodotus,

Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato and the Orators. Even
in these, phenomena which would hardly be discussed

in a school, are entirely omitted. With regard to

the statistical citations commonly given, every one

who has studied the subject knows how misleading

they are. Notwithstanding the careful collections in

Kriigers Greek grammar, and the quotations in our

lexicons, much has been omitted, especially in reference

to the compound verbs, of which owing to the ar-

rangement in our lexicons, it is often very difficult

to obtain a connected view, to the great detriment

of linguistic science. In some cases also we must

allow that it is mere accident that a form quite usual

in the Attic period is not known to us till a later

era. With such forms we nmst not be too strict.

Thus according to Kriiger the Perf. Med. Tjxoucu.ai

is first found in Apollonius Dyscolus. But it is

hardly possible that no Perf. Med. of so common
a verb existed in the Attic times, and since there

is nothing in the formation which points to a later

origin (cp. vjxouc'^'irjv) , 7]xou(j}j.at. is quoted with the

verbs in § 228 ; whereas I held the fact that the

form does not occur, according to Kriiger, before

Menandcr's time, to be a sufficient reason for the
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exclusion of exxaxa, the later representative of sV.xova.

On the other hand, in the formation of compara-

tives (§ 197) xkzizx(axs,go(; stands among others as

a characteristic example of an irregular formation

although the form is first found in Suidas in the

proverb NoOXAet'Sou ylzTZTiazzgoc. But since the pro-

verb owes its origin to the Neocleides satirized in

Aristoph. Plut. 655, the form is proved to be good

Attic. It was unnecessary to mention the superlative

which also occurs; and I only quote this to shew

that I have not been so inattentive and thoughtless

as the remarks of some of my critics would seem

to imply. On the other hand, I make no claim to

absolute consistency in this respect, and such in my
opinion is not required in a school-grammar. It was
not my purpose to be exhaustive within the compass

allowed, still less to guide the student to the formation

of all the possible forms of every noun or verb ; but

to arrange neatly and accurately what is requued

for the understanding of the Greek authors read at

school. The writing of Greek is obviously of secondary

importance in instruction, and I had no intention of

aiding the pupil in this respect. And even if the

teacher has to add something here and there, as the

reading becomes more extensive, the harm is not great.





Part I.

—

Accidence.

Chap, L—Of the Greek Alphabet.

The separation of this first chapter which treats

of the alphabet, from the second, which treats of the

sounds, rests on the strict but sometimes neglected

distinction between letters as such, and the sounds

of which they are the symbols. This difference, in

itself so simple, must certainly be impressed upon

the pupil. The ancient grammarians knew nothing

of it; for instance, they divided the vowels into long,

short, and intermediate, and in this way obtained

seven vowels in Greek, e, o, tj, o, a, i, u; whereas,

as a fact, there are no more vowels in Greek than

in Latin, viz. five, a, o, e, i, u—or if a difference

is made between long and short, there are ten, a, a,

0, o, £, 7], X, t, ij, u. The fact that in two cases

only, there is a separate symbol for the long and

short sound, is naturally of importance for the writing-

only, not for the sound. Nevertheless down to the

latest times, the greatest confusion has been caused

even by clever and learned men, because they have

allowed themselves to be misled by the old method
of writing, in which E, as is well known, represents

both the long and short vowel, into the idea that

in certain cases the lono; vowel could arise out of

the short one. Thus from the old method of writing

H0MEP02 the conclusion has been drawn that the

middle syllable of the word was once short. With
equal reason we might argue that every Latin e must

B
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have been originally short, because in Greek the

symbol E continued to be used for the short vowel

only. The distinction between long and short vowels

is a fact of great antiquity in the Indo-germanic

languages; but the most of them never carried it

so far as to use any different symbols at all for the

long and short vowels, and the Greeks only in the

case of s and o.

With regard to the accent also, it is important

to distinguish between the sign, the need of which

was first felt in Alexandrian times, and the tone

signified, in order to eradicate the notion, which a

pupil is very apt to entertain, that accentuation itself,

and not merely the marks of it, is a vexatious, and

quite unnecessary addition to the Greek language.

§4.

The pronunciation of t as z in Latin, before un-

accentuated ?', is here only quoted as a practice now
current, without in the least intending to point it

out as established and recommended (cp. Corssen,

Ueber Ausspradte, Vocalismus und Betonung der Lat.

Sprache, I, 69).

§5.

Of the many errors current in regard to the pro-

nunciation of Greek none is more totally at variance

with the phonetic system of the language than the

rendering of t, by the hard combination ts, which in

common in the greatest part of Germany. Even in

the middle of a word this combination was carefully

avoided by the Greeks, as e. g. in avu-cco for avut-cw,

in Kg-fi-ai for Kp7]T-a!.; and at the beginning of a word

it would without doubt be more intolerable still.

According to all that we learn from the grammarians.
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the sound ? is rather to be considered one of the

very softest; it contained that weak sibihmt which

is found in German at the beginning of words, before

vowels, e. g. sein, soil; and which can be just as easily

distinguished from the similarly written sound in ist,

as the French soft s in maison^ from the hard s in

son. Being used to denote the weak sibilant ex-

clusively in French and several Sclavonic languages,

this letter z is now frequently adopted in several

works on the science of language as the common
symbol of the weak sibilant. In Greek this weak
sibilant has in most cases arisen out of the palatal

spirant Jod. If, for instance, we compare the Greek

Zsu-c with the Sanskrit name of the sky-god Djdu-s.,

this d meets us just as plainly as in 8ia, which

through an intermediate dja^ passes into Eolic ^a,

i. e. dza. 'C, therefore, which is shown by prosody

to be a double consonant, must certainly be pro-

nounced as dz., i. e. d with soft s. When in the

Eolic dialect we find ah in the place of ^, the change

is due to metathesis of the two elements. In this

way may be explained the modern Greek pronun-

ciation which has allowed the d to drop out, and

preserved the weak s only. For the origin of ^,

see further Grundzilge der Griech. Etymologie^ II,

p. 187 sq.

. § 7.

The lisping pronunciation of ^ like the English M,

usual in modern Greek, has the advantage of marking

the distinction between '^ and t more sharply, but

is at variance with the nature of the old Greek "i",

which is proved (Grundzilge^ II, 10 sq.) to be a true

aspirate—i. e. a sound compounded of t and h, chiefly

by the easy change which takes place in many in-

stances from t to th (av*^' ou =^ avT', ou, xs'i'ei.xa for

B2
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js^eixa); by the old method of writing in Latin

(^esawMS = ^Tjaaupot;) ; and by the evidence of Diony-
sius of Hahcarnassus, de compos, verbi, c. XIV, who
speaks of a :rpoa'^7Jx7] tou 7rv£U|xaT:o?. In German we
may perhaps express i and 9 by ch and /, although

they were certainly pronounced as kh and ph, to

escape imposing upon ourselves too much that is

foreign ; but in the case of 'j' it is not advisable to

accustom ourselves to a pronunciation which is foreign

and also demonstrably of recent origin.

§8.

I have treated the pronunciation of vowels and
diphthongs at length in Zeitschrift fur d. 0. Gymnas.
1852. p. 1 sq. This difficult question is often placed

in an entirely false light by restricting it to the

alternatives of modern Greek pronunciation on the

one hand, and the Erasmian pronunciation with its

numerous errors and corruptions on the other. It is

better to put the question thus—How early do we
find traces of the modern Greek method of pro-

nunciation? At the same time, we must be careful

not to take all the sounds together, but to examine
each separately. The modern Greeks have, it may
almost be said, entirely reversed the quantity of the

vowels, and, to a certain extent, of the diphthongs
also. To follow them in pronouncing £)(^$t, like echi

would render useless every attempt to make the

ancient verses tolerable to the ear; and any one,

who like them, pronounces eu as ew, can form no
intelligible conception of a verse like Od. v. 19 (ps'pov

§' suT^vopa x^Xxov, nor can he understand why forms
like TusTraiSsuvTai, were possible, while others like trs-

TUTCvxat were avoided. With regard to the diphthongs
we have a fixed terminus a quo in opposition to the

terminus ad quern of modern Greek. As a rule,
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the history of these sounds begins with the distinct

pronunciation of both the elements: in Greek, as

in many other languages, it ends with compressing

numerous double sounds into single ones. That the

real diphthongal pronunciation of ai, oi, st, was the

oldest, is the more certain, because in Greek itself

we find each of these double sounds proceeding from

the amalgamation of the two elements— e. g, in tzolIq

compared with Homeric Troci';;, oic, from Homeric ol'?,

Tspstva from xspevia. Equally certain is it that even

at a very early period the diphthongal pronunciation

began to be lost. The only question is, how early

did this take place? Was it so early that the diph-

thongal pronunciation was quite unknown in the

works of the best period, or, on the other hand, so

late that in using the monophthongal pronunciation

we introduce an element of corruption into a period

in which it had no place? Since there are good

reasons for selecting one particular period, (which

can hardly be any other than the Attic), and since

it would be very ridiculous in practice to have a

separate Homeric and Attic pronunciation, the Attic

age must necessarily be our standard. Within this

period, which in round numbers reaches from 500 B. C.

to 300 B. C, the year 400 b. c. may fairly be chosen

as a fixed point, not merely because it is half way
between the two limits, but because the new alpha-

bet, made public in 401 B. C, ofi'ers at least some
footino; in regard to the sound of the letters. In

many languages, it is true, letters are retained from

an old alphabet which in no way correspond to the

existing sounds. But if an innovation in orthography

becomes current, it is •« pi'iori probable that it is

on the whole, in close connection with the existing

language. It is very improbable that the EI of the

older alphabet began to be divided into EI and HI
by public edict at a time when the distinction between
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the pronunciation of the two sounds was already

obliterated, or that the new H would have been

introduced if the I which had already been long in

existence could have supplied its place. On the

contrary, we may naturally suppose that the sound

represented by H was at that time such that it re-

quired a separate symbol; and that on the whole,

the new alphabet has handed down to us a picture of

the language, as it was spoken in Attica at the time

when that alphabet was made public. Many difficulties,

it is true, still remain. In many cases we cannot

exactly prove how early the older pronunciation

began to be laid aside. It is certain that at, and st

were the first to change; and that as early as the

Alexandrian period, they were pronounced in some

districts as a and i. But it can hardly be proved

that this corruption began as early as the Attic

period. Perhaps without being too bold, we may
connect it with the violent changes which the Greek

world underwent after Alexander. The mutual con-

fusion of the difi'erent Greek races, the supremacy

of the semi-barbarian Macedonians, the manifold con-

tact with non-Greek, and especially oriental nations,

could not be without an influence on the soimd, of

the language. There is nothing whatever to prove

that the corruption existed earlier, and as it is an

advantage, from a practical point of view, to draw

distinctions wherever sufficient data for them are

to be found, the rule laid down in § 8 with regard

to the pronunciation of diphthongs—that both ele-

ments should receive their proper value, as far as

possible—may in general be recommended with

certainty.*

* If any one considers this impossible, I advise him to

request a Bohemian schoolmaster to pronounce the diphthongs.

There , and as I believe in Austria generally—where owing to

the intersection of different nations and stocks, the vocal organs
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at, therefore, is not to be confounded with vj. G.

Hermann, de emendanda ratione grammaticae Graecae,

p. 51 recommends a pronunciation midway between

a and e, sharper than t]. His advice has not been

followed in Germany, but -r] and at, e. g. in [xvT^piwv

and 5at'fj!.«v are still pronounced the same. In any

case, those who render at by ii must also render st

by ^, for there is no probability whatever, that cor-

ruption set in earlier in the one case than in the

other. It is useless to appeal to the Latin transcrip-

tion in support of this pronunciation, because it is

certain that ae, the Latin representative of the Greek
at, which was originally written, and without any

doubt, pronounced as a diphthong—was carefully

distinguished from e by educated Romans, even down
to Varro's time (Corssen, Aussprache des Lat., I, 194).

The monof)hthongal pronunciation of at has at least

the authority of the later Greeks from Alexandrian

times, and of many scholars; but the ordinary pro-

nunciation of et as a broad German ei is quite

absurd and utterly baseless. In German, ei is in

sound indistinguishable from at, ^veiser for instance

rhymes with Kaiser (cp. Rumpelt, Deutsche Grammatik,

I, p. 36), and, therefore, it evidently contains the

elements a and i. But in regard to the Greek et

there is not the slightest probability, either from the

origin of the diphthong, which arises out of s or t;

or from the transliteration of the Latins who some-

times used 6', sometimes i; or from the sharpening

into i which began to be common from 300 to 200
B. c, that the a sound was ever heard; or that st

and at had the same sound, or that et was pronounced
as at while at became a. We may maintain with

the greatest certainty that ainae or aind never re-

are more pliable, this rule is fully carried out, whereas in

other provinces of German civilization the greatest mistakes have

crept in.
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presented the sound of the Greek sivau G. Hermann
saw this: de emend, rat., p. 53, he says: '•Diphthongum

zi male 'pronunoiari plena voce ut Germanicuni ei aut

Brittanorum i longum, vel Latina lingua docere potest^

quae istam diphthongum nunc in e nunc in i mutat. . .

.

Ex quihus merito colligi videtur, diphthongi zi soniim

fuisse medium inter e et i, eodem modo tit in quibus-

dam Gernianiae regionihus ei pronunciatur^

If there is little reason to follow the modern Greeks
in the pronunciation of ai and si, there is obviously

even less reason still to follow them in pronouncing

0!. as i. Nothing is more certain than that ot became
sharpened into i far later than st, or even t]. Liscovius

in his tract on Greek pronunciation (Leipsic 1825)

which contains much that is still useful, refers p. 140

to the various orthographical rules which have come
down to us from the old grammarians. He mentions

the E^'otemata of Basilius Magnus p. 594 (4th cent.

A. c), where among other rirles the following occurs

xaaa Xs^!.i; oltzo t^<; xu cuXXa^-rj^ ap)(_o{Ji£V'>] 6(.a tou u

^iko\) ygda^sxai ttXyjv tou xoiXov. The rule would be

false if xu were pronounced like xi, because in that

case exceptions like ^iC^agiQ, xl'c, yciaaoQ, xtx^vo, xl'ov

and many others ought to have been quoted. Si-

milarly in the Epimerismata which have come down
to us under the name of Herodian, and in the Ety-
mologists, e. g. Etymologicum Magnum, p. 289. 11.

Tfx sic, u^ ocTuavxa 8'.a toij u ^CkQ\> jgdcpsxai ttX'tjv tou

Tcpol^. This case is especially instructive on account

of the great number of words in i^. K. J. A. Schmidt

has collected a great number of such facts in his

* In Swabia, on the lower Rhine, e. g. in the word Rhein,

and in the North West of Moravia, and probably in many other

districts of Germany also, a real diphthong ei occurs, clearly

distinguished from ai, in such a manner that e and i are distinctly

perceived. It is no very difficult experiment to accustom the

young pupil to this sound.
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Beitrcige zur Geschichte der Grammatik, p. 73 sq., and

deduces from them an explanation—undoubtedly

correct—of the terms s vL»t.X6v and u ^jiXov, i. e. that

^Cko^ here means 'bare' in opposition to the diph-

thonofal method of writin<2i; at and ou For this reason

also, these terms first arose at a tnne when s

(hitherto named zV) and u (hitherto u) were no

longer distinct in pronunciation from at, and ou

Schmidt rightly refers the alphabetical arrangement

in Suidas to the same principle. Isolated instances of

a similar arrangement are found also in the Etym.

Magn. SoiSu^ for instance stands after 6pu9axT0C,

and then, after a number of words beginning with

Sot, follows 5uo. Although rules and usages of this

kind were transferred from older collections into

these later ones, it is not likely that they were

borrowed without any alteration, unless at the time

when the Efym. Magn. was compiled, i. e. as is

commonly supposed in the 11th cent. ot. was re-

garded as phonetically identical with u, but as distinct

from t, St,, 7], which at that time were one and the

same sound.

Such being the state of the case, two results follow.

(1) Those who pronounce u as t, follow a system

of pronunciation which certainly did not exist in

the 4th, and probably not in the 11th cent. A. D.

(2) That it is a great mistake to conclude from

the Latin transliteration of ot. by og, that ot, had

the sound of a German o, as K. W. Kriiger among

others maintains § 44, A, 1. ot, in the 4th cent. a. d.

was pronounced as u, the latter, therefore, according

to this theory must also have been pronounced as o

which—in spite of certain mutual changes between

the sounds—no one will maintain, and which is the

more inconceivable because Quintilian XII, 10, 27
' expressly says that the u sound was wanting in

Latin. The Latin oe, the identity of which with
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the German o is by no means certain, like ae, only

represents the Greek oi, because it is the successor

of the older diphthong with t. When Oinomavos
was written (Mommsen, Corp. Inscr. No. 60), both

sounds of the diphthong were certainly pronounced.

And if oe had been like German o, it could hardly

have given rise to u (oetier := uti, poena = punio).

The history of the Greek ot is, therefore, as fol-

lows:—At the time of the general corruption of

the diphthongs it passed first into w, and then by a

much later change into i.—All these deteriorations of

diphthongs meet us first in the Boeotian dialect, which
even in classical times replaced ax with vj, ti with t,

and 01 with u: oostXeTT], ffxt, xtic (Ahrens, jEoI. 191).

Besides, even in modern Greek acute observers find

delicate distinctions between the several (,-sounds, and

quite unmistakeable remains of older sounds in several

words (Thiersch, Griech. Gram.^ 4. Aufl., § 7, Anm.;
E. Curtius, Gott. Anz., Nachr. 1857, No. 22), a further

objection to the Itacistic method of pronunciation

which reduces all to one level.

As distinguished from ot,, which in sound was not

far removed from the English oi, su must be pro-

nounced so that the sharper s may be heard before

the u. This is the regular pronunciation of the

German cu in Mecklenburgh, whereas the common
mode of pronouncing this dijohthong identifies it

with oi or even ei (a^). The Bacchic exclamation

suot may serve as a warning against the confusion

of £(, and 01 ; odd and asuet against the confusion

of ai and ei, su and si.

Two main proofs may be cited of the strict

monophthongal pronunciation of ou. (1) In the

Boeotian dialect ou represents even the short U-sound,
e. g. xouvsi;. (2) The Latins never made the attempt to

write this obviously merely graphical diphthong with

two letters, although it would have been very easy for
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them, having in earlier times the diphthong o«<, to do

so. It is true that ou in certain cases corresponds

etymologically to a diphthong, e. g. ^o\)-c, = Sanskrit

gdu-s, yet the sound must have been simple at a

very early period ; and only when the letter Y became

fixed for ii, w^ere the Greeks, like the French in

modern times, compelled to denote the simple vowel

by combining the symbols of the sounds which to

some extent denote the limits between which the

vowel in question lay. 'hiopia fecerunt'' says even

Nigidius Figulus in Aul. Gellius, N. Att. XIX, 14.

That the t, subscriptum had ceased to be sounded

as early as Strabo's time (contemp. with Augustus),

is clear from XIV, p. 648. Inscriptions belonging

to a period even earlier present considerable variation

in writing or omitting it, though it may have been

sounded in the best period. But it would be difficult

to express it with our northern organs of speech.



Chap. II.

—

Of the Sounds.

§ 25.

The vowels are divided into two classes, which

it is of importance to distinguish. Those in the first

class, I call hard, those in the second, soft vowels.

The choice of these technical terms may be called

in question; indeed, there are perhaps no grammati-

cal terms against which some objection cannot be

made from one side or another. Nevertheless distinc-

tive terms are needed both in practice and in science,

clearly to mark out essential facts; and it seems to

me that Comparative Grammar, especially in her

latest representatives, has too carefully avoided setting

new expressions in circulation, from the fear that

they might in some respects be open to objection.

The value of terms is obviously underrated in the

science of language. In this respect J. Grimm was
far more fertile. How strikingly does the single

term Lautverscliiehung mark out a whole series of facts

in the history of language. For a school-grammar ac-

curately chosen terms are indispensable.

The vowels which I call 'hard' have all arisen out

of an original a, which is still to be found in Sanskrit.

Hence in Greek also very frequent interchanges

take place among these vowels, as a glance at the

dialects will show. But besides these, such cases

also as the following are especially to be noticed,

9pT^v (stem 9p£v), £U9pov (stem eucppov), £U9paivo

(i. 6. £U9pav!.«), X£G)v (Xeovt), Xeaiva (i. e. X£av[T:]!.a),

TcoijJLTv (stem tcoi^jiev), 7ro!.[j.aivo (i. e. 7ro!.|j.av(,o )

;
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a[j.a also stands by 6[xou, while the E sound is in

this case shown in the Latin sem-el, old Lat.

semol (simid). (Grundzuge, I, p. 286.) Hence we
may explain ol'>ca-6£ from stem otxo, verbs in -oo
from stems in a, e. g. xopucp6-« and v. v, Patro-

nymica in -t.a.b-f]-Q from stems in to, e. g. TaX-

^uPLaSif] -
1;

, derivative adjectives in -!.ax6-(;, e. g.

nsXo7uovv7]a!.a-x6-<;, also from stems in -to. Thus
even without the aid of Sanskrit the original iden-

tity of these vowels can be made clear. As they all

go back to a, we might call them A -sounds; but

such a term would be, at least for schools, likely

to mislead, and we use the expression A -sound in

a narrower sense to denote short and long a in their

common difference from E and O. Besides, in this

case there would be no common homogeneous name
to denote the second class i and u * 'Hard' sounds are

those which cannot easily adapt themselves to others;

'soft' those which are pliant and flexible. Thus the

hardness of the first class of sounds is shown in

the fact, that though harmonizing with following

soft vowels, e. g. in the diphthongs (§ 26), they can-

not be combined with each other; but undergo
changes of various kinds (§ 36), while the soft vowels
of the second class remain unchanged both be-

fore and after hard vowels (§ 35). There is another
indication of their soft nature, which lies beyond
the compass of my grammar; i and u pass into the

semi- vowels Jod and Van, and in other cases de-

velop these spirants, throwing off as it were a portion
of their natural softness (i— y—u = uf.) cp. Grund-

* Benary {Rom. Lautlehre p. 4) names the vowels of the first

class Starr (fixed) and those of the second fliissig {mobile). But
since we connect the idea of immutability with the word starr,

and the vowels a, £, o certainly undergo numerous changes, the

expressions do not seem to me very happily chosen.
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zuge^ II, 145 and 208. The effect also of t., and more
rarely of u, on a preceding t, which by direct con-

tact with these vowels becomes softened to c in

certain cases (e. g. Ion. 97j-ai for Dor. cpa-Tt (§ 60)

oa-a', i. e, 9a -vet, for (pav-ri, ou for older xu) is

owins^ to the soft nature of these vowels, from

which a part, so to speak, is separated off" and

expended in modifying the preceding dental. Taking
a wider view, it is to this head that the phenomena
belong, to which Schleicher gives the name Zeta-

cismus^ the most essential of which are mentioned

in § 55— 58, and those which I call Dentalismus

(Gfundzilge II, 71 sq.). For these reasons the ex-

pressions 'hard' and 'soft' seem to me quite ap-

propriate.

It was impossible in the grammar to give any

further explanation of the dialectical phenomena
mentioned in § 24. D., e. g. ^etvo^, [jloi)vo<; for ^s'vot;,

[jLOVoc. Many of them no doubt are not without

a deeper reason. Thus the lengthening of s to st,,

and to ou is due to the rejection and transposition

of consonants, e. g. in the Homeric ouvo[j.a, which

stands for o-Yvo-fxa cp. old Latin gno-men (rt. gno =
Greek -yvo). The short middle syllable may be

compared with Latin no-ta. Nevertheless philologists

have as yet been by no means successful in discover-

ing a definite cause for the lengthening in all cases

;

and, therefore, in a school-grammar, it is indispensably

necessary merely to point out the facts as such.

§ 30 sq.

In the division of the consonants I have attempted,

so far as possible, to reconcile the current expressions

with those brought into use by the new enquiries

set on foot from a physiological point of view (cp.

I
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especially Brucke, Grundzilge der Physiologie iind

Systematik der Sprachlaiite, Vienna 1856, and Lepsius,

Das alJgemeine lingnistische Alphabet). What is here

called the organ, acco;^"ding to the usual terminology,

has received from physiologists the more accurate

designation 'region of articulation'. Hence it follows

vi termini that we cannot in Greek speak of linguals,

because the tongue takes as essential a part in the

pronunciation of a x, as in that of a x. But the

expression 'dental' as applied to t, §, '^, is thoroughly

justified, the tongue being pressed against the upper

row of teeth in pronouncing them. In the earlier

editions of the grammar X and p were placed among
the dental consonants. But the objection has been

made, and not without reason, that X has no par-

ticular place of articulation, but is really a pure

lingual
; p on the other hand, may certainly be pro-

nounced by the vibration of the tip of the longue

against the upper row of teeth; but it is not ne-

cessary so to pronounce it. In a great part of

Germany, for instance, this sound is produced in

the back part of the mouth by vibration of the uvula.

Since we cannot decide which pronunciation was
used in the case of the Greek p, I have exempted X

and p from the organic division of consonants.

In the note to § 31* reference is made to the

designation of mutes as 'momentary' sounds, and
semi-vowels as 'continuous' sounds, which is usual

among physiologists. In order not to multiply ex-

pressions, other terms also, in some respects still

more striking, have been passed over. Among these

is the term 'explosive sound', equivalent to mute,
an expression denoting in the clearest manner the

* § 31. Obs. 'The mute consonants are also called momentary,
because they are produced in a moment: the sonant, are called

continuous sounds because we can continue to pronounce them
for some time.' This note is omitted in the Eng. Trans. TR.
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essential characteristic of these sounds, which are

produced by the sudden opening of a closure formed
in some particular region of the mouth.

§ 34. D.

The aversion of the Greek language towards
spirants—as I, with other grammarians, term the

sounds y, s, V—is a very imjDortant fact, by reference

to which numerous cliang.es in Greek, and more
especially distinctions between Greek and Latin,

can be explained. Of these three homogeneous
sounds, G is frequently dropped before vowels (cp.

§ 60 b, § 61 b). At the beginning of a word it

passes for the most part into Spiritus asper, but
in the middle, apparently through the medium of a

Spiritus asper, it vanishes altogether. The labial

spirant P, in regard to which the absurd notion

that it could be prefixed to, or inserted in a word
at will, must once for all be abandoned, was pre-

served to a considerable extent in iEolic and Doric
from a very early period, especially at the beginning

of words; of its existence in the Homeric poems,
in the words quoted in the grammar, there can be
no doubt.—The third spirant Jod, produced by
breathing over the palate, has not come down to us
in any Greek dialect, but the existence of the sound at

one time as inferred from the comparison of kindred
languages, is one of the most important facts in the

history of the language, by which a number of ap-

parently quite diiferent processes receive a very simple

explanation (see further Gnmdzuge, II, p. 176 sq.).

With regard to the digamma in Homer (cp. on
this subject the extremely careful work of Hofi'mann,

Quaestiones Homericae, Clausthal 1842), my prin-

ciple was to give those words only as beginning

with the digamma, in which the existence of the
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sound is proved, not merely by the criteria of the

Homeric verse, which by themselves are not in all

cases sufficient, but also by the evidence of other

dialects and kindred languages. For this reason,

the corresponding words in Latin are given where-

ever the coincidence is striking. Hence many words

will not be found here, which are given with the

digamma in other works, e. g. Bekker's 2nd edition

of Homer (Bonn 1858, 2 vols.). In school instruc-

tion the digamma can only be noticed so far as it

explains the anomalies of the Homeric verse which

are mentioned in the grammar, and much apparent

irregularity in the inflection and formation of words.

The doctrine of the augment more especially comes

into consideration here, the acquaintance with which

in § 236, 237, or the repetition of it in the course of

practical instruction, perhaps first gives an op-

portunity of referring to § 34. D., and so preparing

the way for a knowledge of the Homeric dialect.

Another opportunity is given in § 275, 2; and also

in many verbs belonging to the two leading con-

jugations, especially in those of the 8th or mixed
class (§ 327), and in the composition of words (§ 354,

360. Obs,), Everywhere it is very important for the

teacher to bear in mind that besides J^, the other

two spirants could be dropped, in obedience to the

laws of sound (e. g. di-o-v — e-(G)£)(^-o-v). The cause

of these phenomena is, therefore, by no means to be

sought in the digamma only. Indeed, in the Homeric
dialect a short syllable is so frequently made long

before oi; (e. g. '^s.oc, 0^)7 that we should be justified

in assuming the existence of a digamma, did not

the kindred languages point rather to an old Jod
(Grundzicge^ II, 177), and make it probable that in

this very common word the effects of that spiriant,

and not of the digamma have been preserved.

C
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Of f in the ^olic and Doric dialect the fullest

account is given in the admirable works of Ahrens,

de dialecto jEolica {Gfoii. 1839), de dial. Dor. 1843.

On s as evidence for J= (sslxoci) cp. Grunc/2^w^^,II,152sq.



Chap. III.

—

Of the combinations and changes
OF SOUNDS.

§ 40.

The most careful explanation of the vowel-orders
is given in Schleicher's Compendium, 48 sq.— For
school instruction it seemed sufficient to distinguish

between the two most essential kinds of lengthening,
which are: (1) Organic, the strengthening of a vowel
in subservience to aims present to the genius of
language and consequent lengthening of a syllable

causing it to be pronounced with greater force,

(2) Compensatory, which arises in consequence of
the loss of a sound, and is due to the desire to

compensate the loss of consonant-sound by increasing

the amount of vowel-sound.

Organic lengthening can be made clear in detail

only by the aid of the kindred languages. It is due
to the fact that the vowels were originally only
three in number: o, i, u. Of these, a was extended
by reduplication and remained a simple sound, a-\-a

= «, d-\-a=d, i and w became diphthongs, a short,

and then a long, being prefixed—i, di^ di— v, dtt, du.

These two stages of phonetic extension, known to

Sanskrit grammarians by the names Gwui (i. e. power)
and VrddJii (i. e. increase), are in Greek confounded
with other changes of vowels, which appear to be
of later origin. The hard vowels—a, s, o—change
into -/] (Dor. a) and o not merely in forms in which
the kindred languages display a similar lengthening,
!•• g. in Perf Act., xpay xs'-xpay-a, Xa^ \i-\'(p-oi. (Dor.

C2
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As'-Xa'i'-a), 65 oS-o8-a, but the change also takes place

along with the addition of elements used for the

formation of stems, e. g. in the Future, the Perfect

stem, the weak passive stem, and in numerous noun-

forms, e. g. TeTt',a-if]->ca, s'-TuoLTq-^Yj-v, Tcoi7]-ai-c, 6i.xato-[i.a,

ao<f)6-xzgo-Q, where the kindred languages have no

corresponding change.

The latter mode of strengthening sounds, which

has as yet received but little attention from scientific

grammar, is far more important in a school-grammar

than the other, because it occurs more frequently.

It is one of the cases in which the special grammar
of a lano;uao;e must take its own course. The disturb-

ance which has taken place in the original relation,

is displayed in Greek most conspiciously in the

fact that not only are the hard vowels lengthened

far more frequently than in earlier periods of the

Indo-germanic language; but also the soft vowels

t, and u, instead of becoming diphthongs according

to the old usage, are simply lengthened as single

vowels, and this occurs in the same places, in the

same forms, which in the kindred languages, especially

in Sanskrit, have the diphthong. The Greek 1st per,

pi. 6eL>c-vu-{j.£v corresponds in formation to the Sanskrit

ap-nu-mas; the first sing. §st>c-vu-[JLt, to Sanskrit di)-

no-mi (ap-nau-mi). From the root TuXu, TrXsu-coufxat,

is formed regularly by diphthongal extension; and

may be compared with the Sanskrit active form of

similar meaning, pl6-shja-mi; from the root cpu, on

the other hand, we have 9^-50 (cp. Sanskrit hhav-i-

shja-mi). In this case the Zend future hu-sjeiti stands

by the Greek ^u-asi. Schleicher, Comp., p. 619.

Bopp, Vergl. Gram.^ II, p. 553. By these facts my
explanation is sufficiently justified. In a school,

certain subtler changes of sound can be passed over

without danger of superficiality. Even the relation

of to £, and the corresponding relation of 01 to e!.
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(e. g. xpcTTO-i;—TpsTCo, oihoL—siSsvai), which may be

considered as a slighter form of organic extension,

I have preferred not to point out as such, because

a doubt might arise in the mind of an enquiring

thoughtful student concerning the relation of the

vowels in stpaTUov, xpsTCO and xgoKOQ^ a doubt which

for him, and to some extent even for us also, must

remain unsolved. Indeed, it has been my object

generally in dealing with the sounds to call attention

to none but the most essential of the laws and ten-

dencies which govern language.

§42.

The principle of compensatory lengthening was

first brought into notice so far as I know by H. L.

Ahrens, Ueber die Conjugation auf ^ii (Nordhausen

1838. 4. p. 34), although of course the fact that

vowels were lengthened in consequence of the re-

jection of consonants had been observed previously.

This principle is one of very great usefulness in a

school-grammar. In Miiller and Lattmann it is thus

very concisely defined.— 'The lost position-length

is replaced by a natural length.' The intention of

language is in some respects most clearly shown in

aXXvjXo-v, the origin of which from aXX-aXXo (alius,

alium) is beyond a doubt. The exact repetition of

the sound was avoided; but aXXo was not replaced

hj aXo, but by Doric aXo, Ionic r^ko (cp. svJjTjXa =
-iEolic i^aWa).

§46.

'Before mute dentals, mute dentals in order to

l)ecome audible pass into the sonant a—(Dissimila-

tion).' Although here, as elsewhere, I attribute an

intention to language, I need hardly remark that I
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do not mean a conscious purpose. Anything of that

kind must be altogether exckided from the spon-

taneous life of language, of which it is just in the

changes of sound that we have the most direct reve-

lation. Obviously, we have here only to deal with

an instinctive adaptation of means to ends, an un-

consciously pursued tendency of the genius of language.

In Greek this tendency aims with marvellous energy

at giving full value to each significant element. This

peculiarity may be called the intellectual character

of the Greek language. Thus, when the proximity

of other dental sounds made the preceding dental

of the stem intolerable in a pure state, e. g. in a5-

Ts'ov, the tongue was placed as before against the

upper row of teeth in the position necessary for

the pronunciation of the 5, but instead of the firm

closure required in producing an explosive sound,

a compression only was formed, and in this way
the dental sibilant was produced instead of the pure

dental. Thus language attains a double object;

the pronunciation is made easier, and the dental

element retained, though in another form: cp. Latin

es-t = ed-t for ed-i-t ; claus-trum from claud-

trum. In lae-su-s = laed-tu-s, the corruption has

gone further, in which case nevertheless we may
with probability assume an older form laes-tu-s,

which through later assimilation became laes-su-s;

lae-su-s.

§ 47.

'Before [j. a guttural becomes y, a dental cj, a

labial [jl.' Three changes are here classed together

which do not exactly stand on the same level, but

which in a certain sense may all be regarded as

assimilation. The principle is marked most clearly

in the change of a labial before [jl, for in this case
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the preceding sound becomes, not merely similar to,

but entirely identical with [j., oTr-pi-a, o[j.-[j.a (in jEolic

we find the reverse change oTr-Tta). But even the

change of a dental into a can be regarded as as-

similation in so far as the continuous sound (semi-

vowel) a is nearer to the continuous sound [jl, than

it is to a dental explosive sound. Lastly, it is clear

that among the guttural explosive sounds the weak

Y is the most closely connected with [j., and, there-

fore, represents the other gutturals before that letter.

The numerous exceptions to the two latter changes

in the formation of words, do not allow us to con-

sider the whole as a law, but only as a tendency of

language. The analogy of the other person-termina-

tions may have had an influence in making this

tendency more widely-spread in the inflection of

verbs, e. g. l'a-[JLSv like I'c-ts, lacnai; Tzi-Tzaa-\i.(x.i like

§48.

'Before a as a hard consonant y and x become x,

and p becomes tu,—Assimilation: y,a is then written B,

and Tia, vj;-' Here again it is important to insist on

the distinction between sound and the symbols of

sound. The want of such a distinction has given

rise to the false notion that 'E and vp are triple

sounds , according as the one = xc, ya, x'^? ^^^ the

other = Tca, pa, (pa. The absurdity of such a notion

is evident, and it is worth while, both in Greek and

Latin, to guide the pupil into the right path.

§ 49.

The connection between the first and second di-

visions of this section is sufficiently clear. As in

Tsixsc, so in Tzo-ai a dental sound has disappeared.
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There can be no doubt, at least in the case of the

dental mutes, that the history of the change was

as follows. First, the dental became assimilated to

the sibilant. This is sufficiently proved by Homeric

forms like -Koa-ai. Later on came the desire to drop

one of two consecutive sigmas. In this way izo-ai

arose, which indeed as well as izoaai is found in

Homer. The rejection of one of two sigmas is a

proceeding which explains numerous forms, e. g. Attic

x6ao-Q compared with Homeric xoaao-c, i. e. to-tc-o-^

(cp. Latin tot, for toti, totideni'), ifoofxat. compared

with Homeric Ea-ao-[xai, ^£Xs-ai with Ps'Xsc-a and

the termination a(v) in dative plural generally as

compared with the original -ac(.(v), apparently derived

from aPi(v). It is important also to point out to

the pupil (cp. § 62. D.) that the double consonants

which are found in the dialects beside simple ones,

belong as a rule to the older forms, and not vice versa.

§ 51.— ObS. 2 AND DIALECTS.

The insertion of auxiliary consonants is in Greek

confined to a few cases, and can be explained by

reference to the precisely parallel phenomena of the

Romance languages, e. g. French ce?i-d-re = Lat. cin-

e-rem., Vendredi = Veneris dies, chamhre ^=- camera,

com-b-le = cumulus (Diez, Grammatik der roman.

Sprachen. I. 201, 206). Still nearer is the German
Fdkn-d-rich

.)
and provincial Hcin-d-rich^ Hen-d-rich.

§ 55— 58.

In inserting these changes of sound in a practical

school-grammar, I have the support of Ahrens. There

is, however, this difference between us, that he in

p. 182 sq. of his Formcnlclire quotes other changes

besides those which I have mentioned—as e. g. those
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from Ti, pt, and 9!. into tct, by which the third, or

T- class of verbs, would be made a subdivision of

the fourth or I-class—changes which I cannot regard

as established. In Grundz., II, 231 sq. I have given

the reasons for my view at length. Miiller and

Lattmann also in the Forme?ilehre which I have

quoted, assign a place to these phenomena, confining

themselves however to what is certain. As a fact,

I regard this innovation as one of the most important,

because in this way, a number of phenomena of

language, in appearance very diverse, are brought

back to one principle, which is easily intelligible,

even to a pupil. Chief among the classes of such

phenomena are the following three: (1) the formation

of comparatives, (2) the formation of feminine ad-

jectives and proper names, and (3) the formation of

present-stems in verbs of the I-class. When these

have become familiar to the pupil, the teacher may
avail himself of a repetition of §§ 55—;58, to com-
bine them all together, and thus impart an insight

into the connection of all these phenomena.

All the changes here pointed out are due to the

operation of the old consonant Jod, which, we have

seen, was not unknown in the oldest times to the

Greeks. But since this spirant frequently passes

into its kindred vowel in the very changes under con-

sideration (e. g. in Tsc'vo for tsv-jo), and elsewhere

also, in similar formations, appears as t,; 7j§-iov, l§-lo

(Sanskrit svid-ja-mi^ Grundz.^ I, 207), TTOiYJTp-ia ; and

since in any case, the most frequent changes, and

the closest relationship between Jod and Iota must

be assumed as existing in that ancient period, I have

thought myself entitled to give a full account of its

operation without introducing a letter unknown to

the Greek alphabet, which however the grammars
mentioned above have inserted without scruple; but
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I believe that it ought to be our object to introduce

as little as possible that is strange into a grammar.
On the several changes here mentioned the fol-

lowing remarks may be made. (1) The transposition

of I into the preceding syllable hardly needs any
particular explanation, metathesis being one of the

most common phenomena in language. Those who
question the fact, may be referred to JEolic forms

like [xs'Xav-va, x,£?-p«v, the origin of which by as-

similation from [j.£Xav-ja, )(£p-jwv is self-evident. In

several of the forms which belong to this head the

Jod of the second syllable has further asserted its

power in two ways; (1) it combined with the pre-

ceding consonant into one of the usual groups^, and

(2) also entered as t. into the preceding syllable;

e. g. in xpeo'ccov= xpsT-^ov, [xsc'^ov =: ^.s-y-yov, see § 19S

Obs. Here also belong '^aaaov= Tax,-iov, and [xaXXov

= [j.aX-yov, in which the i has only lengthened the

stem-syllable and has not combined with it into a

diphthong. A similar eifect is produced by the J-

sound on a preceding vowel in the verbs xpi'vw and

aupo (§ 253). The ^olic forms xpivvo, ouppo arc

proofs that this explanation is correct.

(2) The most convincing proofs of this change

are those given in the text.—Latin alius compared
with Greek aXXoi;, sal-io with aXXo[JLat,. Somewhat
similar is Old High German stellan for steljan.

(3) and (4) These changes of dentals and gutturals

with Jod, are discussed elsewhere in full, Gncndzikje,

n, 233 sq. The most important results of the en-

quiry, which bring the theory of spirants into a

consistent whole for the first time, are the follow-

ing:

—

aa—in New Attic and Boeotian xt—arises only

out of a hard mute or aspirate (t, '^, x, x)j ?— i^i

Boeotian in the middle of a word, 86—arises only

out of a soft mute (8, y)- Where the first group
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appears to rise out of y, e. g. in 9paaa(i) (stem 9paY),

Y is the representative of an older x, compare Latin

farc-io = 9paaaG). I could make no use of this dis-

covery in the text of the grammar, because the

change from x to y cannot be made clear to the

pupil in every case. The statement, therefore, is

allowed to remain for the present, that aa arises out

of y. Further, the assumption that aa sometimes
' arises out of §j is quite without foundation. The
comparative ^paacjov, which is only found in Iliad

K. 226, belongs to Ppa^u'c, not to ppa5uc:, and, there-

fore, has arisen out of ^pax-jov (cp. § 198. D).

aa arises out of tj in the following manner.
The Jod of XiT-Zo-piat,, for instance, was changed into

a sibilant, originally soft, but afterwards hardened

—

XcT-ao-fJiat. From this group arose (1) aa by retro-

gressive assimilation (i. e. assimilation working back-

wards from the end of the word), and (2) tt by
progressive assimilation, '^j has gone through the

same changes, with the additional loss of the aspirate.

In the same way ^ is explained, the sound of

which is, as we have seen, dz. ih-jo-\k(xi became
ih-2Q-[ka.i^ that is stop-at.. In this case no further

change took place.

At a period long anterior to the formation of

existing groups of sound, the gutturals, under the

influence of a following Jod, became thrust forward
into the fore-part of the mouth. Thus r^yi-jav passed

by diff'erent steps into rf:-j(dv, oXiy-yov into oX(,5-jov.

The manifold changes between c and t in unaccen-
tuated syllables in Latin—e. g. patri-ciu-s and patri-

tiu-s, condi-cio and condi-tio, rest on the same prin-

ciple (see Corssen, Aussprache. I. 28), as also the

change of the Latin c into the French sibilant, fades
face. Out of the hypothetical forms vir-^/ov and okih-

jov arose rfati^^) (vj-cxov) and oXi'^ov, exactly in the

same way as \iaao\y.ox (Xixxo^aC) and stofJia'. out of
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lix-JQ-i^ai and ih-jo-iKOLi. The breathing of x like that

of '^ is lost in the process of change.

In conntries where Sclavonian lano-uages have come
nito contact with German, all these phenomena can
easily be made intelligible, because a great number
of the changes of sound peculiar to Sclavonic, are
due to the influence of Jod on preceding consonants.

Whether it w^ould be advisable in other places to

trace out to the pupil in detail these developments
of sound accordino- to the indications here ffiven,

is doubtful, not because such a course would be
beyond his comprehension—for this whole theory is

very simf)le, and quickly mastered, if studied with
attention—but because it would occupy too much
time, and lead too far away from Greek, as a his-

torical language. Nevertheless, it is to be wished
that the teacher, even if, with his pupil, he confines

himself to those facts of the history of sound which
I have here pointed out, should obtain for himself

an idea of the basis on which the whole rests.

§ 62.

After what has been said, I need not show in

detail that the double consonants mentioned in this

section preserve as a rule the older forms of the

language, and have arisen out of assimilation. In
nearly all the roots beginning with p more especially,

the earlier existence of a consonant before p can be
proved ; aggt]-/.TO-^ is the assimilated form of a-Pp7jXT0^

{Gnmdz., II. 119), TTspippuTo-c; of Tuspi-apu-To? (I. 318).

In the same M\ay the double p after the augment

(§ 234) can be explained.

Thus too the first [j. in 9i.Xo|x[jL£t§7]? is proved to be
a representative of a; by the fact that the root smi
(Gnmdz.^ I, 293) means in Sanskrit also 'to smile.'

[xiaooc (Ionic and ^Eolic) corresponds to Sanskrit
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madhja-s and Latin medms (I. 297). But in other

cases the attempt to explain the double consonant

is a failure, e. g. in suvvirjiro-c, in which, with all the

help of the kindred languages, we can get no further

than the root vs (I. 280). In Xai^slv also we cannot

prove the existence of an older sound before X (II.

109). A Greek school-grammar, therefore, must be

content with pointing out the fact that the Homeric

dialect has often a double consonant in the place of

a single one. This fact is to be taken together with

the lengthening of short syllables at the end of a

word, mentioned in § 77. D. The lengthening of

the final short vowel of a preceding word, like the

doubling of the consonant in the middle of a word,

is in many cases due to the influence of a consonant

no longer in existence— e. g. in St^v, which as the

form 5oav in Alcman proves, has arisen out of §tPav,

SiJ^Tjv, and is akin to the Latin diu, signifying li-

terally—'a day long'. Grundz., II., 145. The close

opea v!.96£vca II. S- 227, is to be explained by the

older cv which is retained in this stem in the Gothic

snaiv-s— 'snow', and the Lithuanian snig-ti (Ho snow').

In both these word-stems, and in many others, the

first consonant Avas still, at the time of the origin

of the Homeric poems, a fuller sound. The influence

of this sound was in some cases, e. g. in the middle

of a word, indicated by the doubling of a consonant;

sometimes, e. g. at the contact of two words, by
the lengthening of the final syllable of the preceding

word. But there is no doubt that the second of

these phenomena occurs before w^ord-stems, which

in all probability never at any time began with two
consecutive consonants, e. g. before {xsya-;; (I. 292),

in which from the comparison of Latin magnvs,

Gothic mik-ils, it is impossible to suppose that an

initial consonant has been dropped; and which never-

theless in numerous lines like dho^ ts (xsys^o? ts
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(II. B. 58), and even Al'a? 6' o fj-sya? aU'v (11. 358)
is preceded by most remarkable lengthenings. Such
facts are not to be removed by bold alterations of

the text, but must be fully recognized. So long as

we confine our enquiries to isolated forms and sounds,

we can obtain no correct idea of them ; they become
intelligible only when we possess a proper insight

into the peculiar character of the Homeric dialect as

a whole. The further our researches penetrate, the

more certain does the inference become, that this dia-

lect is the production of a conventional minstrel-usage

which preserved a number of very old forms, and
sounds regarded as in process of extinction; but at the

same time availed itself of many formations of a later

date, and evidently in contemporary use. For this

reason the dialect preserved that character of variety,

that luxuriance of forms, and elasticity of rule, which,

though almost unconceivable in a language actually

spoken, offered immense advantages to the minstrel

in the construction of his verse. At the time when
this dialect of the epic minstrel-schools—if we may
use the expression—became fixed, much was taken

for licence which was really archaism, and nothing

was easier than that confusion should arise, and the

province of Epic licence should thus extend itself

by false analogies beyond the limits of archaism. In
the idea that 9!,XopL[j.e!.§7J(; owed the double \k simply

to an archaic habit of doubling the consonant, forms

like £[JL[Jia^£ were ventured upon; and to iizl vsupv)

(cp. Schmir, Rt. snar. Grundz. I, 279) was added

uTio vi^^zoQ. At all times these innovations were
limited to a certain circle of words by the authority

of those who introduced them Avith the greatest

moderation. But the most frequent opportunities

for introducing them would naturally be found in

words of very common occurrence, e. g. p-syac;, and

its derivatives; just as it can hardly be pure chance
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that only the two proper names, which occur most
frequently in the Iliad and Odyssey, waver between

a single and double consonant in the middle of the

word. Such remarks as these are not in the least

intended to dissiuide from further enquiry into the

subject—for we may always expect to find the oldest

forms in Homer— but merely to justify myself in

quoting many of the peculiarities of the Homeric
dialect simply as facts; and at least to point out

the way in which many of the riddles here presented

to us may be solved. At the same time wdiat I have
said will show sufficiently what view I take of the

paths struck out by Ahrens, especially in Rhein. Mus.
n, 167 sq., and by Hofimann, Qucestiones IIomerica\



Chap. VI.—Declension of Substantives and
Adjectives.

With regard to the position of the separate parts

of the accidence, I have not felt myself called upon
to diifer from that in general use. Several attempts

have been made of late, from a scientific point of

view, to place the formation of words or stems be-

fore inflection, under the impression that the order

of origin is in this way more strictly preserved, the

relations of the sounds, as elements in all formations

of words being taught first, then the formation of

stems, last of all the changes which stems undergo

when brought into relation with other words, that

is inflection. But even in a strictly scientific work
this arrangement could not be consistently carried

out without separating much that is necessarily

connected. Thus the formation of the Participles

and Infinitive—which is a part of the formation of

words—cannot be explained without entering into

the difi'erence of tense-stems, a question of inflection;

and the last part of the theory of the formation

of words, which treats of composition, presupposes

of necessity the declension of nouns. In a school-

grammar, at any rate, the far greater importance

of inflection is quite a sufficient reason for teaching

it before the formation of words. The attempt to put

the verb before the noun in the theory of inflection

—although frequently attempted owing to the in-

fluence of K. F. Becker's system—has for a scientific

basis the false assumption that the verb as such,
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i. e. as a system of forms, is older than the noun,

whereas the modern science of lano-uaoe leads more
and more decisively to the conviction that the forms

of both noun and verb are of equal antiquity. As
a practical matter it is clear that the inflection of

nouns can indeed be taught without a knowledge of

the verb-forms; but the inflection of verbs cannot

be taught before the declension of nouns, on account

of the participles. Thus on every side we are forced

back to the old method, and in fact not much Avould

be gained for either science or practice in this

struggle for priority.

In the whole theory of inflection everything turns

on the strong and sharp distinction between stem and
termination. On this is based all analysis of forms.

Even the pupil can easily be brought to understand

that the stem of a noun, to go no further for an instance,

which peculiarly and exclusively conveys the meaning,

runs through all the cases, while the terminations

are added to it to denote the several cases, among
which the nom. sing, naturally has a place. Compared
with all the earlier methods, the stem-theory has

the advantage of far greater simplicity. By the old

grammarians the nom. sing, of the noun (like the

1st sing. Pres. Act. of the verb) was regarded as the

starting point, the TipoTY) '^iaic. No attempt was made
to explain how the other cases developed themselves

out of this. They were contented with the simple

fact; Nom. o:;, Gen. ou, Dat. o, &c. The unity of

the third, or consonantal declension, as I call it,

can never become intelligible on such a method.

In '^'»]p, for instance, the Gen., as compared with

the Nom., gives us an additional -o?, whereas in

cwjJia we find an additional -roc. In sXtti? the final c,

is replaced by -§o^, in xopu? by -'^oc. To avoid

complete confusion, the expedient was invented of

learning the genitive as well as the nominative of
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this declension. Thus in reality the first step was

already taken towards the stem-theory ; for the

genitive was of course selected merely because in

it the element which remains the same through all

the cases—which is no other than the stem—stands

out in greater prominence- To speak accurately,

therefore, it was only in the two first declensions

that the old grammarians derived all the cases from

the nominative sing. ; in the third they derived them

from the gen. sing., beside which the nom. remained

as a simple fact which was not explained further.

The genitive here owes its prominence, not to any

peculiarity of its own, but merely to the circumstance

—quite accidental in the analysis of forms—that it

stands second in the arrangement of cases on the

old method. But leaving the arbitrary nature of

this position out of the question, the old theory

attains to no insight into the formation of cases.

It remains content with simple changes—for nom. -oi;,

gen. -ou; gen. -oq^ dat. -i., ace. -a, &c. ; but the

stem-theory gains a clearness of quite another kind

by the simple fact that the case -termination is

distinctly named as such and taught in combination

with that which is the really unchangeable element.

Besides—and this is an advantage of a most essential

character—the nominative also on this theory no longer

occupies an exceptional position, but is developed

like the other cases from the single base common
to all. There is another way also in which their per-

verse treatment of inflection revenged itself upon the

old philologists. So long as one case or verb-form

was derived from another at will by assuming a

change of sound (rpoTCT]) or addition (7r);£Ova(j{ji.oc), &c.,

no one hesitated to follow a similar plan with regard

to the formation of words. A rational phonology

was quite impossible; and thus, there was no firm

foundation for etymology, as an enquiry into words;
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but in the place of it a soil was secured in which all

sorts of caprices and eccentricities sprang up in great

luxuriance.

Nevertheless since Buttmann's time (Ansf. Gr. I,

p. 159 Anm.) a certain regard has been paid to the

stems in the so-called third declension. In this respect,

it is true, Buttmann himself was very uncertain; for

he was inclined to leave the 'genetic method' to the

oral instruction of 'thoughtful teachers.' Matthiii (I,

199) opposes even this 'hypothesis,' and wishes the

well-known apophthegm of Quintilian

—

inter virtutes

granimatici Itabebitur aliqna nescire—to be applied

even to the question:—'what is the reason that the

Greeks form the words of the third declension in

such various ways.' Only, in this case we ought to

read omnia instead of aliqua ! Here as elsewhere

Thiersch takes a far more certain and intelligent course
But even K. L. Struve, to whom Latin Grammar is

indebted for essential corrections, in his Greek Gram-
mar p. 27 (Riga and Dorpat 1823, 2. Aufl.), allows

the Genitive to arise out of the Nominative by various

rejections and insertions. Klihner, following the lead

of Reimnitz, whose treatise (System der Griech. De-
clination. Potsdam 1831) was written under the in-

fluence of Compai^ative Grammar, was the first to

make the stem-theory dominant in the third de-

clension. Since that time, a return to the old con-
fusion in all its fulness has been impossible. To a

certain extent every author of a school-grammar,
even against his inclination, must yield to our new
insight. But even to the most recent times the

stems in c;, e. g. ysvs? (Nom. ye'vo^) are ignored by
Rost and Kriiger; though it is just as easy to con-
ceive that jivz-QQ has arisen out of jzvza-oc, as that

s-ysv-so has arisen out of s-ysv-s-co, and is quite

absurd to regard the q in -^hoc, as a sign of the Nom.,
since on the contrary that sign as a rule belongs only

D2
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to the personal genders. Still the insight into the es-

sential laws of language, the possibility of recognizing

the regularity of the forms of language is in the eyes

of many teachers far too small a thing for them to

move out of the old track on that account more
than is absolutely necessary. Any one who wished
to write a book on the sluggishness of the human
mind would find ample materials in the history of

our school-grammars, though numbers come year
after year into the market.

Among the consequences resulting from this stolid

acquiescence in traditional doctrines may be reckoned
the inconsistency of treating the first two declensions

as entirely diflferent from the third. If we reduce
TcavT-oc to a stem xavx-, we must also reduce Mouca-
ov to a stem Mouca, Xoyov to a stem Xoyo-. Such a

comprehensive treatment of the stems has been shrunk
from merely because in the case of the A- and O-
stems there was no such pressing necessity for it in

practice. For the teacher can certainly allow the

paradigm Xdy-oc, Gen. Xcy-ou to be recited after the old

fashion without any practical difficulty. But such a
course is not without some attendant evils; it destroys

the insight into the unity of declension as a whole.
And it might perhaps occur to a clever pupil that

as V only is the termination of the accusative case

in toXi-v, av and ov can scarcely be considered as

such in xwpav and Xoyov; that as ^Tjp-ov has the

termination -ov in the Gen. PL, this, and nothing
more, is the termination in the Homeric Mo'jaawv;

and that, in general, if the stem is to be considered
the unchangeable part of a word, the vowels a and
0, when they run through the whole declension with
few changes, can on any rational method only be
regarded as part of the stem. From a scientific

point of view there is not the slightest doubt that

these vowels form part of the stem; and, therefore,
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it is quite inconceivable why the truth should not
be taught even in school. In this way only is unity

introduced into great diversity; whereas the apparent
steins Moua, Xoy which still adorn more than one
grammar, have neither a basis in science, nor mean-
ing in practice.

The consistent carrying out of the stem-theory is

sometimes opposed on the ground that it has to deal

with pure abstractions, whereas it is the real Greek
language as it existed in time past in the mouth of

the nation which has to be impressed upon the

pupil, and not a system of phantom-forms, which
never had any existence at all. This seems a serious

objection. But where is the Greek grammar which
does not take refuge in forms, the existence of which
can no longer be proved from actual usage? Were
the endings -[xt,, -a, -n, or those false stems Xoy,

Tt.[jL, ysvs ever uttered as separate words ? Or did any
Greek author ever use AABO? Yet for the last

hundred years no grammarian has appeared without

such abstractions. And if in regard to such verbal

themes the attempt is made to guard against con-

fusion of the real and hypothetical by the use of

large letters, we may avail ourselves of a similar

expedient in regard to our stems. Besides, where
do we find XsovT-a written, from which every one

very properly derives Xeou-a? In a word, we are

not dealing with an absolute innovation, but only

with the consistent carrying out of a principle uni-

versally recognized as correct; indeed, in many cases

the real question is merely whether we are to in-

troduce hypothetical forms the existence of which
can be proved by the severest method of linguistic

enquiry; or forms like Xoy, Tt[JL, ysve, which can be

proved never to have had any existence at all. It

is noticeable that the opponents of innovation are

the chief supporters of the latter forms.
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Besides, the stems are by no means mere ab-

stractions. There was a period in the life of language

—a very early one, it is true, and long antecedent

to the existence of Greek as a separate language,

because antecedent to the formation of the inflection

common to all the Indo-Germanic languages— in

which in all ^probability those forms which we now
call roots and stems were actual words, although

for the most part they had not as yet received the

phonetic form peculiar to Greek. There is also no

doubt that a stock of stems, in the first instance

comparatively small, was increased by the addition

of a number of other stems formed at a later period

by analogy. But even apart from this, so to speak,

antenatal existence of stems, they have preserved

at all times a truly real existence in so far as they

live in the completed forms of inflection. They exist,

though not independently and separately, and have

as much claim to be recognized by science as cells

in plants, or, one may say as letters, which with

very few exceptions, are not used separately in actual

speech. The noun-stems prove their reality especially

in the derivative formations— e. g. in hiynx-io-Q,

Sixaio-cuvT], v£6t7j(t)-c, TuaiS-to-v, eu[X£vscJ-T£po-(;, and

in composition, e. g, lojo-jgdc^o-Q^ vso-to'xoi;, aa.y.ia-

xol\o-(;. In many cases also the pure stem appears

in the vocative—^oxpaxst;, 8ai[JL0v, vu,a9a; and even

the pupil can draw the inference that the vocative

is the noun in itself apart from any grammatical

relation, and, therefore, without any case-termination.

Here we see plainly enough that language is an or-

ganic whole, in which all the parts fit into each

other. Without a correct knowledge of stems no

rational theory of sounds or of the formation of

words is possible, and even syntax cannot be fixed

upon any firm basis by any other method.

By a proper application of the noun-stems it is not
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difficult to bring to view the essential unity of Greek
declension. But it is self-evident that in practical

instruction the multiplicity of forms must be first

impressed on the memory ; and the unity which

underlies all that multiplicity—to the knowledge of

which § 173 introduces us— can only be enforced

as an advanced stage of instruction. We must not

be led by the proof of unity to pay too little at-

tention to the variety which nevertheless exists.

The science of language in its latest phases carries

the aversion to classification to an excessive degree.

More concerned to trace out the several forms through

all their changes than to pay attention to the com-
bination of all forms under a whole, or the grouping

of them round a stem, it displays a certain in-

diflerence to divisions of every kind, an indifference

which in some of our youngest students has reached

a complete contempt of so-called declensions. Even
on severely scientific grounds— especially where we
have to deal with a particular language—we cannot

leave out of sight the unity, and the analogies which

have grown up between the separate forms of the

same stem. The instinct of language perceived these

very clearly; thus many anomalies, especially He-
teroklisis, are owing exclusively to the fact that the

instinct of language extends these analogies too far.

For instance, owing to the large number of proper

names in -'t^-q nom. sing, which are formed upon
stems in A, others like 2fo>cpcx't7](;, Aif][jLoa'3~£V7]^, which

were originally sigma-stems, are treated as similar.

Such cases cannot be explained by mere relations

of sound or by the formation of stems; they are

made intelligible only by classification. The old

grammarians preferred to give the name of analogy

to inflection. The analogies between similar and simi-

larly treated words floated before the instinct of

language, while yet purely natural, and were also
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the first to present themselves with clearness when

that instinct became conscious, and was awaking

into a science. Without a due regard to this ele-

ment even science herself would be lost in the vague

and indefinite; she cannot on her part exist without

a certain system. That in the practical co"urse of

instruction, proper to a school, we ought certainly

to divide the declensions, to distinguish and arrange

the divisions, needs no further confirmation.

The difference of the declensions is owing chiefly

—though by no means exclusively, since in some

cases, e. g. Gen. sing., two terminations are certainly

in use—to the final letter of the stem. As this can

be either a vowel or a consonant, we have a primary

division into vowel and consonant declensions. This

division is not however perfectly accurate. Only the

stems ending in hard vowels follow the first main de-

clension; and as a and o were originally one sound,

this is in reality simply an A-declensiou. The soft

vowels !. and u, on the other hand, no less than the diph-

thongal stems which are very closely connected with

them, belong to the second or consonant declension.

For this reason objections have been made to my
dichotomy as illogical and misleading. The note

to § 135 is intended to give the pupil a hint on

the matter which at first sight is certainly not quite

clear. The intelligent teacher will find no difficulty

in pointing out the fact that here, as often, the ter-

minology is given a potiori; and that the consonant

stems not only form by far the largest part of the

second main declension, but give the type for the rest.

But from a scientific point of view the matter may be

explained more clearly. It is here that the division

of the vowels into hard and soft mentioned above

(p. 28) becomes of importance. At the end of the

diphthongs, the soft vowels pass into the correspond-

ing spirant—thus vau-o? becomes vaJ=-6(;; but when
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they stand alone, they develope a spirant after them,

which adapts itself to the rules of the consonant de-

clension. Thus in Sanskrit from the stem hhu (Nom.

hlius, Earth) we have the Gen. hhu-v-as (op. plu-v-ia

from the root plu + m). By analogy we should ex-

pect in Greek ou-f-oc, from which au-c? afterwards

arose. In other stems in u and still more in those

in I the formation is very variable. With some, e. g.

stem y.1, Nom. xl'-c we must suppose a Gen. y.i-j-OQ^

in which the spirant developed out of i corresponds

exactly to the P in the case previously mentioned.

But in other stems h takes the place of Jod, spi,

zgi-h-QQ. But that this 5 must be regarded as a

sound arising out of Jod in accordance with certain

distinct analogies, I believe has been proved in

Grundzuge II, 207 sq. Other stems again in i and

u undergo extension. The si arising out of i passes

before vowels into £/', e. g. xoXs/'-o^; so that when
the Jod is dropped the s alone remains as the re-

presentative of the final letter of the stem. In a similar

manner u lengthened to su becomes eP and then s,

aoxef-oi;, olcxzoc,. In this way, therefore, all these

vowel-stems become in certain case-forms consonantal,

and justify us in classifying them in that declension.

On the other hand, in the formation of the ace. sing,

of Masc. and Fem., the true vowel-nature of the

stems declares itself, toXi-v, tcoXu-v; and the voc. sing,

also, where it exists as a separate form, contains

the pure vowel stem. The double nature of these

stems, therefore, is now clear. The only group not

as yet completely explained is the stems in o and o.

In the grammar (§ 135 Obs.) I could only introduce

the remark that these stems have apparently lost a

consonant, but which the consonant in question is,

it is certainly by no means easy to decide. Only

the two words iqw^ and a'.So)? leave no doubt on

the subject. They are distinguished from the other
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feminines by the termination c, in the nominative.

-^oc, iEolic auoc, as the comparison of the kindred

language proves (Grimdziuje I, 368), goes back to a

stem ausos, common to Greeks and Itahans; in Latin

this stem was lengthened by the addition of an a

(aiisos-a^ later aurora)^ just as the Indian word of

the same meaning iishas (for zis-as) has the form

vshds-d existing side by side with it. Hence very

little doubt is left that in the case of aiSwc too

we must regard a'.Soc as the stem; both these

words, therefore, properly belong to the sigma stems.

It is merely because they are the only two words

of their kind, and are dechned throughout as O-

stems without regard to the nom., that they have

retained their place in the grammar among the latter.

The masculines in o (nom. o?), on the other hand,

point to another origin, xaxpo-? corresponds to the

Latin patruu-s; and though there is no matruu-s

existing by the side of (jLT^rpo-c, the derivative ma-

truelis shews that this form must once have been

in existence. These forms, therefore, appear to have

lost an f. From a common form patrovo-s, the

Greeks by dropping the o obtained TZO-xgof-Q, TCaxpo?

(cp. ttXo -to = 7iXof-o by the side of ttXs'-o = ttXsP-w,

Grimdzuge II, 152). The feminines which have -«

in the nom. I formerly connected with stems in v;

and there are certainly many points of contact between

the two. The same connection—somewhat differently

carried out, has of late been adopted by Leo Meyer,

Ueher die Flexion der Adjectiva im Deutschen (Berlin

1867, S. 57). But the rejection of v in this case

remains a very doubtful assumption, and seems in-

deed to have been set aside with justice by Ahrens

in a more complete analysis, Kuhn's Zeitschrift III,

81 sq., upon which we here at once enter. It is

very remarkable that the nominatives of these stems,

in inscriptions, and according to the evidence of
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orammarians, had secondary forms in -m, At|-c«, 2aTC9w.

Without question this form is the oldest, and at the

first glance we see that 2aTC9(i) is the regular nomi-

native to voc. 2a7T:9ol, to which it bears exactly the

same relation as 5aL[j.ov to Saiixov. Ahrens is, there-

fore, quite correct in assuming ot. as the primary

ending of these stems. This ending is shown most

plainly in the vocative, but it also appears in the

Doric accusative in otv of which we have a genuine

instance in xav Aarotv on the Cretan inscription of

Dreros. (K. F. Hermann, Gott. Anz. 1855, Nachr.

p. 101 sq.). Only we shall now have to go a step

further. The Ionic form of the ace. in ouv which is

found not only in the best MSS. of Herodotus ('low,

BouToijv, T(.[xoijv), but also on Inscripp. ('ApTSfxoijv,

A7][j.ouv, MvjTpoijv) certainly cannot be derived from

stems in o(,, or indeed from stems in v. Now we found

that the Masc. in -o sprang from -of: it will not,

therefore, be too rash to refer the feminines in -o

to o>F!,. Greek t, corresponding to Sanskrit ?, is an

old suffix for the feminine. The form oFi^ there-

fore, as the feminine of -oF or -oPo, need not appear

strange to us, and as a fact, feminines of this kind

are found existing by the side of the very rare

nominatives in -o, in three instances—though all are

proper names—IlaTpd), Mir]Tpw, 'Hpw. I have, there-

fore, no doubt that the supposed connexion really

existed, though I cannot here go on to establish it

in greater detail from the formation of words in

Greek and Latin. The result, with which we are

here concerned, would, therefore, be that the fem.

stems in o, the mutilated form of an older oJ^t, have

the same right as the I-stem to be included in the

consonant declension. The actual P is retained only

in those Ionic Accusatives. By the loss of F, -oJ^t,

became -ou This stem appears in the Voc. and in

the Accusatives quoted, of which Aarot-v, for instance
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is related to the stem Aaxot. (from AaroPt.) in exactly

the same manner as ci-v to the stem oi (as 6ft, —
Lat. ovi, Nom. oris). Between two vowels the i,

like u, passed in the diijhthong-stems primarily into

the corresponding spirant, until at length it also

became utterly lost. In these, as in other similar

changes, we must assume that they did not all take
place at once, but gradually, one after the other.

To these remarks on the general classification of

the declensions may be added a few on the further
'

division of the same. In these we return at once to '

the vowel declension. This was, as we have said,

originally but one declension. The relation is pre-

served in Sanskrit. There the A is short in Masc.
and Neut., and long in Fem., so that in Nom. sing.

the ending, as, a, a-m corresponds to the Greek o-;,

a (tj), ov, and Latin u-s, a, u-m. The use of a for
,

the long vowel, and o for the short one is evidently

anterior to the existence of Greek as a separate '

language. Latin has a full share in this division !

of the vowels, the only diflPerence being, that in the

latter language the o has in certain cases, and at first

by slow degrees, been supplanted by u. Hence it

has a more varied appearance: yet old Latin forms,

like equo-s, dono-m, are exactly similar to the Greek.
There is another peculiarity common to Greek and
Latin as distinguished from all the other kindred
languages. It is a very general rule that A belongs

to the feminine gender; but in Latin and Greek we
find a number of masculines ending in this vowel.

No definite reasons have yet been discovered for

change of sound in these words. The assumption
of A- and 0-declensions is, therefore, equally ne-

cessary in both languages. We put the A-declension
first for two reasons:—L because the A -sound is

the older, and 2. in order to abide by custom.

—

The change from the meaningless designation hx
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numbers, to a terminology based on the characteristic

sound, needs no defence.

§ 112.

All the stems of the A-declension are here said

to end in a. Ahrens, Formenl. p. 11 and 12, and
Miiller-Lattmann also assume stems in tj. But even

those very stems which like Tt.[Ji7], Sixr], in the Ionic

dialect present the t] to a greater extent than any

others, confine it to the singular number, and t] in

the dual and plural is unknown to the Attic dialect.

It is true that the Ionic admits t] in Dat. plural:

but in this case we have always the same vowel

without any reference to the singvilar: Mouaa, MouGTjat.,

no less than [^.a^ir], [Kdyir^ai. t], therefore, cannot pos-

sibly be regarded as the final letter of the stem.

A stem TifJLTj would never give us Tt[xaL, Ttfxa-ov,

Ti[ji.a-c, but conversely ti.[jl7], xi[).rii could certainly

be produced from xttjia. The assumed stem T!,{j.y],

therefore is found insufficient, wheu we ask whether

all the forms can be derived from it with the as-

sistance of the laws of sound— which is the only

proof that we have chosen the stem correctly. The
Masculines also, with their vocatives and old nomi-
natives in a (IxTZOToC) shew clearly that the change
of the original a to t] is a mere affection of the

vowel occurring here and there according to no fixed

rule. It cannot, therefore, be regarded as forming-

part of the stem which has already been defined as

the u)ichonc/eahle element in words.

§ 114.

The coincidence between Latin and Greek is here

most striking, except indeed in the two cases gen.

sing, and plur. But with regard to the gen. sing.,
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forms like pater familias may be quoted to advanced

pupils, from wliich it follows that in the formation

of this case also there was originally no difference

between these two most clearly connected languages.

On the contrary we must assume, and there is further

support for the assumption, that the ending -ajas,

still retained in Sanskrit, formed the common starting

point for Greek and Latin. From this -ajas, by

weakening the syllable j^as, arose the Latin -dis (also

-aes), which, on the one hand, became worn down

to di (terrui) and further to ai, ae; and on the other,

was contracted into as (famiUus). But the Greeks

allowed the j to drop out, and contracted a-a? to ac.

To the gen. pi. in its contracted form the Latin

poetical forms in -nm, e. g. ccelicohcm, correspond

exactly. For drachmum JEneadum are imitations of

Greek forms. No form from the Latin is here

compared with the dat. pL, because the fuller Greek

form in -ai is proved to be really a Locative and

quite distinct from the Latin Dat. and Abl. Plur.,

which in the consonantal declension preserve the

proper termination -bus (Sanskrit bhjas). Such at

least is the decision of Bopp and Schleicher, VergL

Gram. I, 485 ; Compendimn 476, in opposition to Leo

Meyer, Declination, p. 99.

§ 125 sq.

The identity of the Greek and Latin 0-declension

scarcely needs to be especially pointed out. But the

use of the Accusative termination in this declension

for the nom. of the neuter—a use found in Sanskrit

also—is very remarkable. Language utterly refuses

the characteristic formation of the nominative to the

neuter gender. Here in its place is added the ter-

mination of the Ace, evidently because the neuter,

even where it assumes the position of the subject
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in a sentence, carries with it a notion of dependence,

distinct from the self-sufficience of the masculine.

—

The a of the neuter phu^al, Hke the s of the voca-

tive, is obviously not to be regarded as a peculiar

termination, but as the final letter of the stem, which

in this case was lengthened, the Greek and Latin ti

having here arisen out of a. In the vocative, on

the other hand, the o-sound is represented by the

weaker e, the sound which after a stands in the

nearest relation to o. In my grammar I use the

word 'termination' to express the elements which

are added to the stem with a change of meaning:

a, therefore, is not called a 'termination', but merely

an 'ending*', which general term I adopt to express

any sound or group of sounds whatever at the close

of a word. §wpa, therefore, ends in a, but has no

termination; Swpou has the ending ou, but the ter-

mination added to the stem 6opo is the o arising out

of -(,0. In the vowel declension, in Avhich the stems

and terminations have coalesced in various ways,

this distinction is essential, and must certainly be

observed by the teacher. Even the pupil cannot mis-

take the two ideas without danger of error and con-

fusion. Into such confusion the older grammars are

constantly falling.

In the 0-declension, and to a certain extent, it

is true, in the A-declension also, the separation of

stem and termination is not marked in the type

throughout all the cases. In av^puxo-c, av^poTO-v

the division is clear and simple, and the two parts

are separated by a hyphen. But to mark oif the u

in the genitive av^po7ro-u is somewhat doubtful, be-

cause X) alone cannot possibly be regarded as the

termination. Similar difficulties present themselves

in other cases, the separation, therefore, is omitted.

* This distinction is not strictly preserved in the translation

of the Grammar. TR.
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§ 128.

In the Attic dialect I have assumed -o only as

the termination of the genitive singular, because here

every trace of another element before the -o is lost.

But the observation on the Homeric forms in -oio

makes it sufficiently clear that -o has arisen out of

to, no doubt through the medium of ji"o. The chasm

also between the Homeric j'so-lo and the form '^scO,

which was also in use in Homer's time, is filled up,

if in accordance with the indications of the Homeric

verse we allow certain genitives in -oo. Even Butt-

mann, Ausf. Gr. I, 299, suspected that the form oo'j

which is contrary to all analogy and occurs but twice

(II. B. 325, Od. a. 70), both times before a double

consonant, ought to be written oo (oo xpairoc, oo ylioQ).

Ahrens went further, inasmuch as he proposed, Rhei/i.

Mies. II, 161 and Formenl. p. 15, to remove the ir-

regular lengthening in Od. x. 36, by reading

Sopa Trap' Mokoo p.syaXirJTopo?

and naturally also x. 60

AloXoo xX\JTa 5w[j.aTa

and similarly elsewhere. This sounds very probable.

But Leo Meyer p. 27 goes further and gives forms

in -00 as Homeric, not only in cases where the con-

tracted form causes a difficulty in prosody, but even

in Spondaic verses—e. g. S'/jfxoo cpTJfX!.? (Od. ^ 239)

—

though the Homeric dialect certainly did allow such

verses under certain conditions; and even maintains

that this older form ought to be restored in every

instance where it is not excluded by the metre.

This is mere extravagance due to ignorance of the

language of Homer, which, as we have already seen,

everywhere exhibits older and later forms side by

side. In many of these very verses the ear abso-

lutely requires the later form. In the grammar even
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those forms which have been assumed with great

probabihty have not been mentioned, because it is

my invariable rule to pay attention to such forms
only as really occur in current texts ; and in no case

to enter the field of conjecture..

In order to leave no room for the erroneous notion
that the epic Genitive and Dative Du. in -oav owe
their fuller form to a simple lengthening, it may be
mentioned that those cases have lost a consonant
before the i. The complete termination, as is shown
by the comparison of the Sanskrit vrka-bhjam— 'to

the two wolves', was -cpiv. From Xuxo9t,v arose on
the one hand Xuxo-iv, Xuxotv, by dropping the 9;
and on the other, Xuxoi.-9(.v, Xuxot,-Lv, by the addition

of I to the stem -vowel, exactly as in Dat. Plur.

\woi-ai. Cp. Bopp, Vergl. Gram., 437; Schleicher,

Compend., 479 for further information on the drop-

ping of the 9 and insertion of iota. The supposed
form XUX091V stands in exactly the same relation to

Xuxot.9t,v as the Locative forms nXaTaiaai., 'A'^n^vTjai

(§ 179) to the ordinary datives in the Ionic form

nXaxatalai, 'A'^iqvat.aL

§ 133.

The peculiar accentuation of the Attic declension

is evidently owing to the fact that these stems ori-

ginally ended in -ao. From that time, in spite of

the change of quantity, the acute continued fre-

quently to be placed on the propenult : M£vs-Xao-(;,

MeveXeo-c, dvoYa(i,)o-v, avwyeo-v. For the same
reason the same pecvdiarity is found in the form
of the Gen. Sing, which is also called Attic, e. g.

Tco'Xeoc, with which compare Homeric ttoXyjoc.
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§ 134.

The original termination of the Ace. PL -% can be

deduced from the Greek dialects even without the

assistance of the kindred languages. It is found in

inscriptions in the Cretan form Tupscysura-vi; (Ahrens
Dor. 106) = 7cpeap£UTa(;, and apparently also in the

Argive to^q = tou(;. Only by assuming such a

termination can we explain the forms of all the

other dialects. The ^olians of Lesbos replaced

the lost V here, as elsewhere, by t,, rati;, to''?;

some of the Dorians by lengthening the vowel,

Tocc, TToc; others not at all

—

xaQ, t6^, where the

shortness of the vowel is the characteristic. The
lonians and Attics adopted the compensatory length-

ening usual with them, xon;, xo^q. The Latin as, os

resemble most the Doric forms first mentioned. The
old case -termination occurs in the most complete

form in Gothic vulfa-ns, fisha-ns; but traces are

to be seen in almost all the other families of the

Indogermanic stock. (Bopp, Vergl. Gr., I, 465 sq.

Schleicher, Comp., 441.)

§ 147.

The formation of the Nom. Sing, out of the stem

is an important element in the consonantal declension

to which the teacher must again and again return.

Agreeably to the general principle of my arrange-

ment this formation is mentioned separately in each

division; but the teacher will not find it difficult

here, as elsewhere, to give a connected view of what
has been previously learned separately. The two
formations of the Nom. Sing, are distributed among
the different kinds of stems belonging to this de-

clension in the following manner: the Nom. Sing.
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invariably ends in sigma in guttural and labial

stems, stems in 5 and ^, in the single stem in X,

aX, stems in weak vowels and diphthongs. Stems in

p and c, never have sigma in the Nom. Sing. Stems
in T—especially vt— , in v and o, vary between the

two formations. From this synopsis it is clear that

the formation in sigma is the typical one, and pre-

dominant by far. The intention of language was
everywhere the same, viz. to add the sibilant to the

stem. Only in cases where the addition gives rise

to too hard a combination of sounds this intention

gives way to euphony. Even then, language was
intent upon distinguishing the Nom. from the stem.

The lengthening which takes place in the formation

without sigma, e. g. from xaxep to Tcaxirip, from 6ai,[ji.ov

to 8ai[ji(i)v, is manifestly due to the desire for compen-
sation. Comparative grammarians, therefore, among
whom Schleicher is most consistent, Comp., p. 427,

very properly assume as the original forms, izareg-i;^

SatfjLOv-?, aadjiza-Q. But for Greek grammar, and es-

pecially for Greek school-grammar, the two methods
of forming the Nominative, 7roi[Ji,Tf]v from stem 7cot(j.£v,

and zi-c. from stem sv, must be carefully distinguished.

In cases in which the addition of the sigma causes

difficulties, there are evidently before us two periods in

the history of language, which must be chronologically

distinguished; and this is, so far as I know, a point

of view which has hitherto been unnoticed.

At a very early period in the life of language the

combinations rs^ ss, ts were felt to be distasteful. They
are avoided even in Sanskrit, and hence it is probable

that at a time anterior to the separate existence of

Greek the older termination -ars became -ar, -ass

became -ds^ -ats became -at, while in the other case-

forms the short vowel remained unaltered. From this

ancient condition of lang-uaofe—for which we have

evidence in Sanskrit pita (instead of pifdr = 7caxT]p)

E2
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compared with Latin pater, Sanskrit durmanas ^=

Greek 5uc[j.svi(^?—the Greek borrowed the long vowel

in Tcarrip, ca^pir]?, XsXuxo? for XsXdxwt. In the same

way the combination ns began at a very early period

to be objectionable, and, therefore, the sibilant was

dropped in many cases, especially when the stem

ended in ~n only. Thus a?rs became an and the

Greek ovi;, ov, e. g. in ts'xtwv = Sanskrit takshd (for

taJcshmi) from the stem tsxtov. The antiquity of such

formations is proved by the Latin o in homo for

homon, stem homon.

On the other hand, other combinations of sounds

were retained much longer, especially ns, when a t

had fallen out after the n: for it is a comprehensive

law in language that hard combinations of sound

are more tolerable when they have arisen out of still

harder combinations. Even from a due regard to

clearness of meaning language imposes certain limits

on the changes of sound. Thus Latin are for art-8^

Mars for Marts remained unaltered, while patej's was
intolerable, and for the same reason we have dens, but

not homens, ordens, or homon-s, ordon-s. For the same

reason forms like Trt^sv-? were long retained on Greek

ground ; they are indeed to some extent actually

vouched for as Argive (Ahrens Dor. 105). From this,

at a proportionately recent date, came xCss,l-c, by the

usual compensatory lengthening, from c8ovt-^, 68ou(;.

It cannot certainly be denied that language was incon-

sistent. In the formation of participles especially,

we must assume an early variation, by which, in

the conjugation with the connecting vowel, the leng-

thening of the stem-vowel replaced the sigma—ap-

parently in accordance with old tendencies—9£pov

being intelligible only as the residuum of an older

9epovT, which is related to 9epovi: as XeXuxor to XeXuxor.

In the conjugation without the connecting vowel, on

the other hand, the form with the sigma remained,
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rftevi:-? from which later zi^dQ. A similar variation

may be found in the ?i-stems, cp. xspirjv with el-ij.

§ 148. Obs.

The reference to § 85 is intended to show that

the accentuation of 'AyaixefJivov harmonizes with the

general accentuation of compound words, as also that

of 2&)xpaTS?, A7][a6c^£V£^, § 165. Accurately speaking,

therefore, the accent cannot be said to be thrown
back. As in the Vocative we find the pure stem
we must look to this case also for the natural stem-
accent. The intention of language which aimed at

accenting the first element in compound words can
only be carried out in the Vocative. In the Norn, it

is frustrated by the length of the final syllable. This
becomes still more clear from the comparison of forms
like 'laaov, 'Apsxaov, in which as being simple there

is no such intention on the part of language. There
are, it is true, exceptions like the stems in -vjvop,

e. g. 'EXTCTiVop and others. It is not the object of a

school-grammar to point out individual cases of this

kind, and therefore the rule is so framed that the

attention of the pupil is merely awakened to the

varieties of accentuation which occur. The attempt
to start in every case from the stem-form in explaining

accentuation, though scientifically correct, presents
great difficulties in practice. I believe I have done
right in limiting the accent, which in a true sense

gives life to the word, to really living forms.

§ l^y-

The difference between jagU-ci and xi'^dci is ex-

plained by the fact that the adjectives from an early

period had forms in -sir, i. e. in -S^ix existing side
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by side with the stems in -svt, originally -PevT. For

the same reason the feminine of yjxi^^^iQ is iccgi-BCCOL

(cp. § 187), that is lagi-f&z-ioi^ in distinction from

xi^daoL i. e. Ti.'^svc-ta. In a similar manner the cor-

responding adjectives in Sanskrit vary between the

'strong' form -vant and the 'weak' form -vat (cp. Ebel

in the ZeitscJir. filr vergl. Sprachforschung, I, 298).

§ 154.

Accusatives Plural in -s,ic, like tzoXzic, and 7Xux£i(;

are noticeable. The anomalous contraction from -eai;

is probably owing to the analogy of the Nom. Plur.

The same holds good of the rarer formation of the

same case in stems in -su (§ 161. Obs.).

§ 156.

For practical reasons, and for the sake of brevity,

stems in t and ^ are classified with those in 8, in

spite of the considerable diflferences between them.

The 5 in stems like sptS, sXmS, has,— as I have

briefly mentioned already p. 57—and elsewhere shown
in detail (Grundz.^ II, 207)—arisen out of Jod, and,

therefore, never occurs except before vowels. The true

stem, from a scientific point of view, is here spt,

i\%i, and there is no reason whatever to assume a

Nom. sptSc, sX7C!.5(;. On the other hand, in
x^'-P'-''^

and xopu-^, we must assume real stems 'tp.g^'^
and

xopi)^, and the formation of the Ace. )(_ap!.-v, xopu-v

is due to Heteroklisis (§ 174).

§ 160.

The formation of the Ace. PI. in diphthong-stems,

with the exception of those in su, is worthy of obser-

vation. The difi'erence between Ypa-e?, i. e. ypaP-s?,
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^6-£C, i- e. ^oP-sc, and the Ace. y^oiu-Q, Pou-(;, ot-(;,

is explained by the fact that the termination of the

Norn. PI. is -£?, but that of the Ace. -%. This vc.

could be added to those stems without any difficulty

—Pou-v?, Ypau-V(;; and afterwards the v disappeared.

There was no reason to insert the auxiliary vowel a.

In the same manner a\j-c, is not contracted from au-ac,

or the Herodotean koXi-q from TcoXt-ac, but both

are formed in the oldest and simplest manner. These

Ace. PI. stand to those in -olc, in exactly the same
relation as Ace. Sing, in -v (^oO-v, 7i6Xt-v) to those

in -a.

§ 161.

The special peculiarities of the stems in -eu are

most simply explained if we start from the Homeric
forms. These present, for the most part, a long

vowel in those cases in which the u, or rather its

representative P, is dropped. Forms like ^a(3i,X'7j-0(^,

PaaX^-a are apparently to be explained by the fact

that the lengthening of the vowel here compensates

the loss of the consonant, and, therefore, ^aaikzf-oQ,

^aadsJ^-a, not ^aatXifjf-o?, ^aaiXiQf-a, were the original

forms. From the Homeric forms arose ^aaiki-aQ,

PaatXs'-a, by metathesis of the quantity; but the

long vowel is not preserved consistently throughout,

for the I of the Dative is always, and the a of the

Ace. Sing, arid Plur. frequently, shortened. In Nom.
Plur. the old Attic forms in --^(^ are apparently

derived from forms in -r^^i^. The effect of a lost

digamma in lengthening the adjacent vowel was first

pointed out by Ebel, Zeifschr. fur vergl. Sprachf.,

IV, 171. We shall recur to this phenomenon in

discussing the augment.
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§ 164 sq.

An objection has been made to the expression

'elided stems', because elision is the term elsewhere

given in the grammar to the rejection of one vowel

before another. By the addition 'which reject the

final consonant in certain forms' I have guarded

against any mistake, and a better, and at the same

time shorter, term is not yet current. A closer

examination will show that the three principal di-

visions of the consonant declension have been so

arranged, that in the first division, the final conso-

nant is always retained; in the second it emerges

out of the vowel in certain forms; in the third, on

the other hand, it frequently disappears before vowels.

In the third principal division the sigma-stems

occupy the first place, owing to their frequency,

and because in them the characteristic mark of this

division is shown most clearly. The discovery that

the sigma in ysvo^, suysviqi;, belongs to the stem, has

already (p. 51) been mentioned as peculiarly fruitful

in results, because by it alone we can gain a correct

insight into the formation of the Vocative (^^'wxpaxsi;),

the Nom. Ace. Voc. Neut. (siiyevs?), the Comparative

(suysvearspoi;), and finally such compounds as sTcea-

p6Xo-c, aax£.a-(p6go-^, in which the older grammarians

were always compelled by their stupid and foolish

method to assume the addition of sigma—an addition

entirely without cause. The omission of sigma be-

fore vowels is vindicated in § 61 b, and before a

second sigma in the Dative Plural, in § 49. Never-

theless, a knowledge of Sanskrit was required to

extend this correct view more widely. But when
Bopp had shown that {khoQ is exactly synonymous
with Sanskrit nianas; that the Genitive of the latter is

manas-as; the Loc. manas-i^ the Gen. Plur. manas-dnij
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the Loc. Plur. manas-su^ it became clear that the

corresponding forms in Greek were at one time

fxsvsa-oc, (X£V£(5-t,, [xevsa-wv, [xsvea-ci; in fact we find

forms like ^£Xta-ai actually existing in Homer by
the side of [ii\c.-s,aai, which naturally arose out of

^sXsa-saat,. When the proper path had thus been

pointed out, the true relation of the Greek to the

Latin words of similar formation also became ap-

parent. It was seen that the r in gener-is arose out

of s; that, therefore, the old Lat. genes-is (c-p. foedes-is

in Varro L.L. VII, § 27)—according to all analogy

for a still older genes-us, genes-os^—was exactly similar

to the oldest Greek form. Even in the change of

vowels the two languages exactly correspond. The
Norn, only has the deeper vowel; all the other cases

present the clearer one. Hence we might be in-

clined to assume the Nominative form (ysvoc) as the

stem, and to regard the forms with s (yevsi;) as

weakened from this. But our principle is to denote

the unchangeable element as the stem, and, therefore,

it was advisable to start from the form with s ; at

the same time the kindred adjectives su-ysvet;, Su?-

yevsi;, with their unchangeable s (cp. Lat. de-gener')

are most simply explained from this form.

§ 168.

The stems with moveable t, few in number, are

best explained on the hypothesis that language has

here been led by the similarity of sound in the Nom.
case to waver between two stems, one short and the

other lengthened by the addition of t. Accurately

speaking there has here been no rejection of t,

which would be without a parallel in the constant

use of this consonant in inflection and the formation

of words. But there were two stems, e. g. xspai;

and xepax, standing side by side; and each having
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the same sound in the Nominative. From each,

cases were formed which continued to remain in

use side by side. Similar double formations, of

which the longer are characterized by x, occur fre-

quently among the anomalies. Cp. -ycvu, 56pu, xapT]

and &gt3C, as correlative of -ysXo^.

§ 169.

The same holds good of the stems with moveable v.

The rejection of v as a phonetic process cannot be

vindicated. This class contains scarcely any other

than the comparative stems, in which the -lov, as the

corresponding form in Sanskrit shows, has arisen

out of -ians or -jans (Sanskrit -ijans^ e. g. svdd-tjans

r=Yj5-tov), see Bopp, Vergl. Gram., II, 36; Schleicher,

Comp.^ 384. Of the two consonants v and c, the

latter has, as a rule, disappeared, perhaps through

the medium of vv as in J^olic p-Yivvo? = Attic [i.7]v6c

for [XTivao? (cp. Latin mensis). The Latin, on the

other hand, has thrust out the nasal, and retained

the s; sua{d)v-ios. The older language (VarroL.L.

VII, 27 meliosem) carried the s throughout all the

cases; but at a later period it passed into r between

two vowels, and at length remained only in Nom. Ace.

Sing, of the Neuter; suavius (for suavios). But in the

long of suavioris, at least the effect of the nasal

also is still felt. I have no doubt, therefore, that

for the Grseco-Italic period of the language we must

assume the stem suadv-ions. And it appears probable

to me that even in Greek certain case-forms with c

as (c)fa6-t.ovc-a-v = suadv-ions-em remained current,

which afterwards lost their v : (a)faSioca, and became

regarded as analogous to the sigma-stems. Such

forms—at a somewhat later period of the language

—naturally rejected c: faSioa, faSto (-JiSco), exactly

as ai5oa-a, aiSo-a, axho. Ebel, Zeitschrift, I, 300
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quotes this view as Benary's. He himself is in

doubt about it on account of the three forms 'AticXXo,

HoaeiSw, and Homeric xuxsto, for which this explan-

ation does not hold good. But in fact the origin

of these three words is unknown, and every attempt

at explanation must be given up. In a school-grammar

therefore the old doctrine of the rejection of v must

be retained, especially as the origin of the comparative

suffix cannot well be explained without reference to

Sanskrit.

§ 176.

'Several neuter stems in apx, as 9psap'c reject x in

Nom. Ace. and Voc. Sing, and p in other cases'.

That this explanation is correct is shown especially

by the Sanskrit jakrt, i. e. jakart (cp. Latin jecur)—
synonymous with the Greek rpzag— in which both

consonants stand side by side, Grundziige, H, p. 48.

A parallel to the rejection of p will be found in the

Homeric tcoti by the side of izgoxi (Cret. TtopxQ. In

the stems axapx and u8apx the vowel in Nom. Ace.

Sing, is deepened and lengthened; axop, u5t)p.

§ 177.

Those words are to be regarded as anomalous,

the inflection of which cannot be derived from any

single stem with the help of the laws of sound.

But on taking a closer view of the relation which

exists between the various stems which are united

to make one word, we find that 'here, again certain

analogies come to the surface. Some of the most

extensive of these are mentioned in §§ 174, 175.

In § 177, on the other hand, several anomalies are

quoted in alphabetical order; the main reason being

that in each of these, there is something deserving
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particular notice. Many of the words here intro-

duced can obviously be classed among the analogies

already pointed out. Thus the irregularity of'Apvjc;

evidently rests on the same principle as that of

2wxpaT7)(;, with an additional irregularity in the

quantity of the vowel ; Homeric "i^pirj-oc;, Attic "Ageoc,

beside "Agzoi^.—The words yovu and §6pu, which are

exactly similar, together with No. 22 xapa and their

secondary forms in t, are analogous to those men-
tioned in § 175; No. 20 spoc is analogous to those

in § 169. D. But in the first mentioned, the meta-

thesis of the final u into the preceding syllable is

peculiar; Hom. youv-a, i. e. yovu-a, cp. Lat. genu-a,

Soupa = 5opu-a are parallels to the metathesis of i,

in [xsi'^ov from [xsy-i-ov.—No. 17 mIo-c, and 19 'At8-7)-(;

wdth their complementary stems of shorter and longer

form have a precedent in aXx by the side of aXx'/j,

ucj(i.t,v and uafxi'vT] (§ 175. D). The stem occo (No. 25)

stands to the Homeric stem oaa, in oaas, exactly as

£pi7]po-(; to Plur. spcTjp-ec;, as §axpu-o-v to Saxpu.

Further enquiry shows that oaas has arisen out of oxi-e,

consequently that the stem in oxt, {Grundziige, II, 51)

which is retained to this day in the Bohemian Dual
oci (pronounce otschi\ and the stem in its original

form in the Lithuanian aki-s.—The rejection of p in

[jLOcpru-? is similar to that in 9p£ap, Y]7cap. The mobility

of ^ in the stem opvt,'^ is like that in xopu^ (§ 156).

The remaining anomalies, which are not numerous,

can be explained in part by very simple changes

of sound. In avrjp the irregularity rests on the same
syncope as in the stems discussed in § 153; only in

this case we have the insertion of a 5 as an auxiliary

consonant (§51. Obs. 2). The stem dpv is onty so

far anomalous as it is without a nominative. The a
in Dat. Plur. apv-a-at, is obviously the same as in

Tza.xg-a.-ai, av5p-a-at, uC-a-at..—The same vowel is in-

serted in Xa-a-c to facilitate the formation of the
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Nom. and Ace, Sing. The stem was originally Xaf

,

from which Xsu'-eiv (Grundz., II, 130).—vaij-i; is so

far anomalous that the diphthong undergoes various

changes, but these all take place in a manner strictly

in accordance with the phonetic inclinations of the

language.

The anomaly of ou^ is of a similar kind. The full

stem is found in the Ionic ouax-a. oijaT became

weakened to oPax; the digamma was rejected, and

oaT became contracted into or. This contracted form

was used throughout in the Doric dialect, and the

word was therefore quite regular. In Homeric and

Attic, on the other hand, the Nom. was certainly

retained for a longer time in the diphthongal form

ouac, from which, by contraction, arose ouc:. See

further Grundz., I, 370. On the Homeric forms of

this word a remark may here be made. In Homer the

following forms occur; Ace. Sing, ouc, Gen. ouaxoc,

the Nom. Ace. Plur. ouaxa, Dat. ouaaw. But singularly

enough by the side of these forms which occur so

often as to be beyond doubt, we find in one single

passage the Attic form oaw, at the close of the

narrative about the Sirens. Od. [x. 200.

ov a9t,v stt' oatv aXsivp' (viz. xTjpo'v),

In this passage Eustathius, it is true (p. 1707, 39),

gives the variant Tcaaiv instead of stc' oaw, but this

will hardly satisfy anybody. If however we compare

the corresponding account given in verse 177

i^dric, 8' sTapotctv s'tt' ouaxa Tcaaw aXet^ia

and 47

iizl 6' ouax' aXsivjjat exai'pwv

It becomes very probable that the original form

of line 200 was

« a<^lv sTc' ouax' aXeivp'.

So too in Iliad '<^. 264, 153 we ought to read

ouaxosvxa instead of oxwevxa with the more confi-

dence as the o in the second place is very extra-
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ordinary, as Buttmann perceived Ausf. Gr.^ II, 451.

Lastly we read in Iliad A. 109

where Bekker has now adopted Heyne's conjecture

auTS Tcap' o{)(; to remove the intolerable hiatus. Perhaps

the pronunciation was at one time Tcap' qclq. The

lengthening of the final syllable in the main csesura

is not at all remarkable. If this conjecture be true,

we should have the required transitional form in

this passage.

On the irregularity of the word Zsu-c, which is

explained by the comparison of the kindred languages

we may here refer to Grundz., II, 187 sq.; for fmrj

to II, 207, 247. With regard to the first word it

can be made intelHgible even to the pupil that Zexi-Q

stands for At,eu-<; (cp. § 58) and is thus not far re-

moved from the stem AtJ^ in At,(P)-6(;, &c.

§ 179.

The Locative was originally common to all the

Indogermanic languages. It is retained in Latin in

the names of towns (^Romae, Corintlii) and in a few

appellatives in common use (domi^ hell% ruri); but

we required the aid of Sanskrit in order to recognize

it as a separate case, distinct from Gen. and Dat.,

and to a certain extent from the Abl. It has left

but few traces in Greek; ol'xot, is the most common
instance, ^schylus has also Tzihoi (Prom. 615, 272);

the JEolians [xsaaot,. The Pronominal adverbs tcoI,

ol, are other examples of this case, which is more

common in proper names, being freqviently found

in combination with a preposition, like the other

cases, e. g. sv IIptavaLol on a Cretan inscription (C. I.

2556), and in Simonides {Frag. 209 Schneid.) sv

'la'^fxol. X'^\Loi = humi, which has been introduced

into the text of the grammar, is the only example
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belonging to the A-declension. It is formed from a

stem which is now found only in laikd-hn;, x,a[xa-?£,

X_a{xa-^ev, and with a change of vowel, in x^ajxo-'^sv.

§ 178. D.

The Homeric forms in 9t(v) belong to an extensive

class of case-formations in which the characteristic

element was, in its original form, the syllable bid.

In Sanskrit we find the suffix of the Instrumental

Plur. -bJii-s, the Dat. Abl. Plur. -bhjas (=Lat. bvs),

the Dat. Instr. Dual -blijdm, belonging to this class.

Connected with it is the termination -bi, in Latin

si-bi, ti-bi, u-bi. These various applications of this

suffix, which in Sanskrit becomes specified by ad-

ditional elements (on which cp. Bopp, Vcrgl. Gram..,

I, 420 sq.), form the reason why the Greek termina-

tion is not limited to one case, but corresponds

sometimes to the Dat. in the sense of the means or

accompanying notion (^£691.7 Pi'ifj-9!.), sometimes to

the Locative (^up7]-cpi,, Tcapa vaucpiv), sometimes to

the Genitive, especially in combination with various

prepositions (Jltzo TraacaXocpt, hih. ox-r\!sta(s^i-^). A com-

i plete enumeration of all the Homeric forms is given

;
by Leo Meyer (Gedrdngte Vergl. der Griech. und Lat.

Decl. Berlin 1862, p. 54 sq.) who however is wrong
in maintaining that these formations denote the rela-

tions of the Genitive case only so far as the Genitive

is the representative of the Ablative -Combinations

hke xt,xuaxc[jLevo<; x$9aXYi9!,v, 11. A. 350, X£9aX7J9Lv sTcst

Xoc^sv n. 762, can only be regarded according to

Greek usage as real Genitives, which have nothing

in common with the Ablative Sta aTT|^£a9!,v and the

like are also to be regarded in the same light.
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This whole chapter properly belongs to the formation

of words, and occupies a position here solely on ac-

count of its great practical importance.

§ 187.

The observation on this paragraph contains in brief

the result of my more detailed discussion of these

formations in Grundz., II, 234.* In my earlier edi-

tions I assumed that the hypothetical form xavT-ta

passed first into 7cava-ta, and then into 7cava-a, xaaa.

Further enquiry has led me to the conclusion that

this was not the path which language followed.

The a is found in all Greek dialects in this place,

but in the Dor. dialect t before i does not become

6 (cp. qja-Ti, 9av-TQ ; consequently the <y cannot be

due to the influence of the t,, but has more probably

arisen out of Jod ; and from xavT-aa came the usual

form Traca.

§ 188.

Without the aid of Sanskrit, it would be difficult

to understand how the fem. in -uta is connected

* In the English Translation of the Grammar the earlier view

is given. In the last (9th) edition of the original the Obs. is

as follows. 'The form of the Feminine is explained thus.

—

The I (cp. § 57) passes into a. Before this a, vt is dropped

with compensatory lengthening; uavT-ia, uavx-aa, izS.-Qo.; XuovT-ta,

XuovT-aa, Xu'ou-aa. TR.
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with the corresponding masc. stem in -ox. The San-

skrit perfect participle has the suffix -vat, with an

alternative form -vas, e. g. vid-vat = elh-oz; the fem.

-iis/ti^ i. e. ust, e. g. vid-usht^ for an older vid-um.

From this it is clear that the Greek form in -ot

goes back to -Pox; an origin which suits admirably

the numerous Homeric forms which like xs^vyj-wc,

x£X(.7]-(oc, have a long vowel before this suffix. As
the Greek feminine termination -t,a corresponds to

the Indian ?, we should have expected at first to

have -Pox-ta. But the weaker form in -vas appears

to have existed beside the form -vat at an early-

period. And this form also underwent a further

weakening, which in Sanskrit is common enough,

but is rare in Greek; us, Greek tj<; took the place

of -vas, Greek J^o<;, just as, for instance, the shorter

stem xuv took the place of xuov, and as the Greek

Otc-vo-i; corresponds to the Sanskrit svap-na-s (of the

same meaning), for which we have also evidence in

Latin sop-io, som-nu-s for sop-nu-s. Thus arose

ua-ta and with the usual rejection of a between two

vowels -wa. Cp. p. 10 and 11.

§ 191.

The stem ttoXXo is connected with xoXu through

the form ttoXPo. The difference, therefore, consists

merely in the addition of a hard vowel in order to

make the declension both in case and gender more easy.

The Homeric tcouXu-?, tuouXu, is due to the attraction

of the vowel into the preceding syllable, cp. slvl by

the side of sv' (Grundzuge, H, 249). This process

has been already touched upon, and it was shown
to be of great importance for understanding the

Comparatives (p. 42).
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§ 198. D.

On i^pacaov cp. Griindz., II, 239. This form only

occurs in II. K. 226 and in deriving it from ^pa^u-c,

and not, as is usual, from Ppa8u-c, we are merely

following the old tradition which can be shown to

have existed among the Greeks themselves, as the

Scholion of Aristonicus on this passage proves,

^pa^tov, the hypothetical form for'^pacawv, is quoted

by Hesychius, and ^paxt-CJTc-c is used several times

by Sophocles. The reasons why we cannot allow cc

to arise from hj have been already mentioned (p. 43).

§ 199.

In my first edition a[X£tvov was compared with

the Latin amtrnus ; a comparison which is by no

means improbable. But there are some difficulties

in the way, chief among which is the fact, that on

this hypothesis, this word would be the only re-

presentative in Greek of the Root am, om-or, ama-re,

so common in Latin. The comparison, therefore,

does not seem to have attained such a degree of

certainty as to admit of its introduction into a

school-grammar.

The stem apse, which we most naturally assume

for apcLov, and with which apLCx-oc also is connected,

is without doubt related to aps-xi], but also to aps-

cx-o, and belongs to the root ap- (to join or fit),

Grmidz., I, 304.

In the stem y^sp- of )(^£tpov, •^zigiazo the fundamental

idea is in all probability that of inferiority (^Gnindz.,

II, 167).

The stem tjxu is assumed for '^'acwv according to

the analogy of 7j5u, xa.jy, j^pa^u and others. The final

vowel may, it is true, have been perhaps somewhat
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dift'erent. The kindred Languages do not oflfer any

analogous word, from which to draw a certain con-

clusion as to meaning and form.

For [jLstov no stem has been given, because none

can be obtained without somewhat complicated com-

binations. In another place (^Grundz., I, 299) I have

attempted (following J. Grimm) to show that (j.!.vi)

(cp. [j,!.vu^«, [xwuv^a) is the stem from which [jiv£-tov

arose in the same manner as ttXs-i'ov from ttoXu.

Finally the initial [xv became shortened to [j.. [JL',xp6-c,

of which the fuller form is ff|j.i.xp6-c, is certainly not

connected etymologically with this word.

More intelligible even to the pupil is the stem sXax.u,

which is preserved in the fem. sXa^eta, in Hymn,
in ApoU. Pyth. 19, and in the compound i\a.yy-itzi^X)'S,

in Pindar. In Od. i. 116, >c. 509 Bekker now rightly

reads v^aoc s'ttsit' sXa)(^£ta with Zenodotus, instead

of the usual laida.. It is certain that the explanation

of this word by suysioi; mentioned in the scholiasts

and based on the derivation from Xax,at'v£t.v (to dig),

is absurd, for in i. 122 we have

out' apa 7roi[JLV7)ct.v xarataxsTat, out' ap6T0i,at.v.

Most modern interpreters have followed Nitzsch,

who 'struck out a dark path' to another explanation,

by which, with the aid of a very doubtful etymology,

he arrived at the meaning 'rough'.

The comparative tcXs-i^uv is due to a hypothetical

form TCoXsvP-iov, from stem tcoXu, extended to TCoXeu.

From this arose by syncope xXeP-twv, later TuXe-iwv.

The peculiar variation of the quantity and of the

consonants in xalo-c, is explained by the origin from

kalja-s^ which in Sanskrit means 'sound, whole',

and corresponds etymologically to German heil

(Gr'imdz., II, 110). Hence xaXX-iov, to xaXXo?, and

Doric even xaXXa = xaX«C'

The shorter stem, from which paov, paGTO^ arose,

is seen most clearly in pa-'^u(Jio-<;, in Homeric ps'a,

F2
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peia, while pa-Sio-c, Homeric piq-i-Sio-c, is a further

adjectival derivative from it.

§ 200.

The positive of Zax&goQ can only be quoted from
Sanskrit in the preposition ut^ or as it appears to be
more correctly written ud, from which are formed
ut-tara-s 'the higher, later', nt-tama-s 'the highest,

latest'. A suggestion on a Greek residuum of this

positive is given in Grundz.^ I, 194.

lafjxzo-c, is evidently connected with the prep, e'^,

in the sense of e.xtremus.

§ 203 AND 204. Dialects.

The Homeric szacjcurepot is apparently to be com-
pared with aaaoTspo. It is a comparative formed
from a comparative (cp. Tcpoixtaxo?). u stands for o

after ^olic fashion as in Tcpu-ravi-c from the prep, ^po,

and Homeric a(J.u-5i.? (cp. afj.a) a\\\>-hQ (cp. aXXo-ce).



Chap. VIII.

—

Inflection of Pronouns.

§ '205.

The stem of the third personal pronoun had ori-

ginally only the meaning 'self, and, therefore, even

from the very beginning, and not only in consequence

of misusage, could it be applied to the first and
second persons to express the reflexive reference of

these to the subject. This fact has been proved to

demonstration by comparative grammar. The Scla-

vonian languages are of especial importance in this

respect, because to this day they use the correspond-

ing reflexive pronoun for all three persons (cp. Mi-
klosich, Ueher den rejiexiven Gebrauch des Pronomens oi»,

Sitzungsherichte der Wietier Ak., 1). But in German
dialects also the same phenomenon occurs (Grimm,
Deutsche Gram.^ IV, 319); and the origin of the r

in the passive voice of the Italian languages from
se rests on the same ground (cp. Schomann, Rcde-

theile, 109). Hence in Greek H-hio-c later l-hio-c,

belongs to the stem J^s for older aPs. Hence also the

use of sauTou compounded with £, and the derivative

so'-c, o-c, for the first and second person (§ 471. c).

The want of insight into language on the part of

the editors of the old texts can occasionally be

recognized in the attempt to remove these usages

by conjectures which are at once superfluous and

groundless.

The ^olic forms in Homer a[X[xs?, u^fjist;, &c., have

had to contend with a somewhat similar prejudice.

To a certain extent they are allowed to count merely
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as metrical helps which would be only introduced

in place of the common forms, where they fitted

better into the verse. But the iEolisms in Homer
are by no means few and not at all restricted to

forms which are convenient to the metre (cp. sTcaa-

a'jTspo!.
J). 84).

In all except the personal pronouns the charac-

teristic of the declension lies only in the formation

of the neuter singular, in which we find the pure

stem, and not as in the Adjectives of the O-de-

clension, an additional v in Nom. and Ace. case.

But originally, this gender also had a termination

viz. T, corresponding to the d in Latin, z-c/, illu-d,

quo-d, so that aXXo is exactly identical with aliu-d.

For according to § 67 the dental consonant could

not be retained in Greek.

§ 213.

It is pure accident that a few forms of the relative

pronoun with initial Spiritus asper are identical in

sound with some forms of the demonstrative pronoun

(the Article of the later Greek). The relative stem

originally began with Jod. o-?, -rj, o, correspond

to the Sanskrit ja-s, jd, ja-t, whereas the article o

arose out of sa, Grundz., I, 363. Nevertheless even

this stem must in the first instance have had a de-

monstrative meaning, a residuum of which still re-

mains in the Attic usage xat oc sffiT], and in the

demonstrative use of the adverb oi;, which is formed

from this stem. In the relative use of the forms

with initial t, tou, to, in the Ionic dialect we see

more plainly still that the separation of the relative

from the demonstrative was gradual in Greek. The
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fact, therefore, is certuin—and it is exceedingly im-

portant for syntax, and more esiDecially for the ex-

phmation of compound sentences— that the Greek
language arrived at its relative pronoun, the most
complete means for combining sentences, by starting

from two pronoun-stems different in origin, but both

demonstrative.

The form oou as has been already mentioned p. 64,

is in all probability merely an incorrect mode of

writing for oo. More remarkable is the quite singu-

lar fern, erfi, II. 11. 208. Perhaps the old _/ has

been retained here under the form s. Other instances

of a like nature are collected in Grundz.^ II, 180 sq.

§ •^14.

To the same change, i. e. of j to s, are due the

Ionic forms of pronoun-stem zi; rs'w, xsoiatv, as is

shown most clearly by the corresponding ^olic forms

xio, Ttot.C!.v (Ahrens, u^EoL^ 127). By the addition

of a vowel, the stem t, like the stem ttoau, passed

into the 0-declension. xl-o became afterwards t£.-o.

Finally the vowel was entirely lost by contraction,

llius we may explain the Attic forms xou, tw, which

again are only accidentally the same in sound with

the corresponding cases of the article. On the origin

of the stem Tt. and its identity with the Latin qui

(cp. Grmidz., II, 75).



Chap. X—XII.—The Inflection of the Verb.

The following table, taken with some additions from the English

edition of the grammar, will give a convenient synopsis of the

arrangement of the verb which ^s discussed in the following

pages. The §§ are those of the Grammar.

I

INFLECTION OF THE VERBS.

List of Paradigms. § 225-230.

Et{j.u Table I.

Synopsis of Xuo (exhibiting the meaning of the

tenses). Table II.

VERBS IN o.

A. Vowel-stems.

1. Uncontracted \tjw. Table III.

2. Contracted Tt.[i.ao, cptXso, 5otja6o. Table IV.

B. Consonant stems.

1. Guttural stems tcasxo, (psuyo, xaaaw. Table V.

2. Dental stems vjjsuSoM-^"-? Tcst'^o, xo[jli?o. Table VI.

3. Labial stems tc£'[j.xo, Xsl'tco, xaXuTU-co. Table VII.

4. Liquid stems Se'pto, ayy^,\\(^), OTUSLpo. Table VIII.

VERBS IN MI.

First class Tt^7][X!., 8i5o[jli, iaxri[ki. Table IX.

Second class Ssi'xvuy.!.. Table X.
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Cluip. X. First principal conjugation or Verbs in «.

I. The Present-stem.

A. Inflection of the Present-stem. §231—233.

B. The Augment. § 234—242.

C. Contracted Verbs. § 243—244.
D. Distinction of the Present-stem from the

Verb-stem. § 245—253.
II. The Strong Aorist-stem. § 254—257.

III. The Future-stem. § 258—266.
IV. The Weak Aorist-stem. § 267—272.
V. The Perfect-stem. § 272.'

1. Perfect Active. §' 276—282.

2. Pluperfect-Active. § 283.

3. Perfect, Middle and Passive. § 284—289.
4. Pluperfect, Middle and Passive. § 290—291.

VI. Forms of the StrongPassive-stem. §292—295.

VII. Forms of the Weak Passive-stem. § 296—299.
Verbal Adjectives. § 300.

Verbs which have their stem-vowel short.

§ 301.

Chap. XI. Second Principal Conjugation or Verbs
in ML

I. First class. § 302—317.
II. Second class '(with vu). § 318—319.

Chap. XII. Irregular Verbs of the First Conjuga-
tion. § 320—327.

Obs.—The verbs in « are divided into eight

classes, four of which are contained in chap. X,
and four in chap. XII.

They are as follows :

—

I. The Present-stem is like the Verb-stem,

Xij-o, Ti-o, ay-o, xifxa-w, &c.

II. The stem-vowel is lengthened in the

Present-stem, 9SUY-0, XstTC-o, tyJx-o, &c.
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III. The Present-stem affixes x to the Verb-

stem, TUTIT-O, pXaTCT-o, ^aTCT-O.

IV. The Present-stem adds t to the Verb-

stem, X, 7, X with I form aa (New At-

tic xt), Tcpacao, xaaso, xapacGo.

8 and more rarely -y with i form ^,

£^o{j.a!., xpa^G).

X with t, forms XX, l^aXXo.

V and p throw the t into the preceding

syllable, xswo, 9'i^sipo.

V. Nasal class.

The Verb-stem is strengthened by the

addition of v or a syllable containing v

(av, vs) to the Present- stem, xi'v-o,

a[xapx-av-o, xu-vs-w.

VI. Inchoative verbs.

The Present-stem adds ex to the Verb-

stem, YYjpaaxo, yLYVooxo, supi'axo.

VII. E-class.

A short stem alternates with one en-

larged by £.

I, £ in the Present, Ya[ji-s-o.

n. the e forms the tenses except the present,

e. g. pooxu, ^ocxiqao.

VIII. The Mixed class.

Several essentially different stems unite

to form one verb.

The inflection of verbs is the most difficult part

of accidence, but it is also that which science has

done the most to elucidate. How we may Iiest suc-

ceed in presenting a synopsis of the extraordinary

abundance of forms, is :i question worth consideration

in the interests of science no less than in those of

education. The older graunnarians, it is true, cared
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little about the matter, and went to work in a purely

mechanical fashion, trusting almost entirely to the

learner's powers of memory. But this is just a point

on which scientific enquiry has every reason to put

herself in harmony with the requirements of practice,

if her results are to become fruitful and generally

accessible ; and, on the other hand, practice also may
certainly be expected to have some interest in the

attempt to apply the most important results of en-

quiry to a division of the subject matter, and thus

to put order and law in the place of a formless chaos.

For this reason a few remarks on my arrangement

of the verb will be in place here, and they will be

the less superfluous because this arrangement differs

essentially from that fbund in most grammars.

A verb-form is chiefly distinguished from a noun-
form by the greater number of different elements

combined in it. In a case-form we have to deal

with but one invariable and one variable element,

TZoi-ib-cQ ; or at the most a vowel is inserted to con-

nect the two, 7ta.ih-t-aai. But verb-forms of such a

simple character as I'-fxev, ay-o-^asv are few in number.
In l'-M-[jLsv, ay-ot-TS we have already an additional

element denoting the mood; in ay-ay-oi-Te a further

addition of temporal signification; and a still further

addition in rJY-ay-o-v, that is, the augment, which,

though also of temporal signification, is added for

a different purpose. In explaining the forms of the

verb, therefore, the grammarian cannot attain his

object by beginning with one invariable element,

that is, one stem only. Such a process would lead

us to create a number of widely different moveable
elements for each individual form; and also to ignore

the relative stability of certain parts in comparison
with others more mobile, the smaller unities and
groups existing within the grent whole, ayay has

a certain relative stability in comparison with the
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individual forms ayay-o-jxev, ayay-ot-fi.sv, aYttY-stv,

aYay-e'a^at., and the same is the case with a^ as

compared with a^op.£v, a^oifxev, oc^slv, a^za'^ai. Hence
to prevent entire dismemberment, it is necessary
to assume several fixed points, i. e. several stems,
in the verb. Practical grammarians indeed have
long since felt a similar need. Hence for the Latin
verbs a happy instinct established four leading forms
which together make up the so-called conpigatum,
or a verbo. Had these four forms been consistently

retained and not mutually confused when carried

out into detail in the paradigms, the Latin verb
would as a fact have attained a certain degree of
classification. Greek grammarians sought to ac-

complish a similar object by impressing on the

memory the future as well as the present tense of
the verb, and then developing from the former the

remaining tenses with the exception of the tempora
secunda which could not be brought into this scheme
—a scheme utterly wanting in science like all the

older grammar. Even a school boy, were he to

think of the matter, would find it difficult to con-

ceive how an Aorist or Perfect could be derived

from a Future tense. But even this plan shews
more practical sense than that other, which still

meets with much attention, where the explanation

of the verb begins with mere abstract rules about
stem, characteristic, augment, &c., the whole crowd
of forms being afterwards added in alphabetical

order, the most wretched expedient of all. If 1 am
not mistaken, this is a subject where the proverb
divide et iinpera is applicable; and indeed we can

apply it the more confidently as language herself

loads the way.

Thus of the many different elements which are

united in the structure of the verb, some are easily

detached, and have, therefore, a more general char-
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acter, while in others the union is more close, and

thus they become of a more special nature. Most

easily detached are the person-terminations, for they

can be joined to the most widely different stems,

to all the temporal and modal elements throughout

the active and middle voices. With these are to be

classed the terminations of the participles and in-

finitives, which though nouns by origin, are in Greek

—and this is one of the most decisive advantages

which the language has over her sisters—used in the

most different tenses. The same holds good of the

signs of mood which also recur again and again,

and lastly of the augment, so far as it is common
to three preterites of entirely distinct meaning. All

these elements have nothing of the nature of a stem

about them ; they are added in mvich the same manner

as the case-terminations, and constitute the inflection

of verbs in the narrower sense.

But with the second class the case is far otherwise.

In combination with these different elements we find

others also differing widely among themselves, which

as being comparatively stable in contrast to the ex-

treme mobility of the others, may be named stems.

For, as we have already pointed out, Xuca is as much

1 an invariable stem in s'-Xuca, Xuaa-1-p.ev, Xuaa-(;, Xuaa-

; a'^ai, as §t.xa in Scxa-t., Silxa-c, hiy.oi.-ic,; and so XsXu

in Xs'Xux-a, XeXu-fxai, e-XeXu-xo. To state the case

Iniefly, it may be said that in the noun, formation

— that is, formation of the word, or more correctly

j

of the stem—and inflection in the narrow^er sense

I
are distinct; but in the verb they combine, and en-

croach each upon the other. He alone is completely

master of the verb-forms who from the verb-stem

common to all can first form all the special stems,

j

and secondly can inflect the stems when correctly

' formed. To these special-stems as distinguished from

the stem common to the whole verb—the verb-stem

—
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I give the name tense-stems; for thus I do not break

with the old method which connects the moods,

participle, infinitive, &c., with particular tenses.

Ahrens, with the same object in view, uses the

word 'systems', Miiller and Lattmann the expression

'groups of forms'. As regards the arrangement of

the verb, we have here to answer the general question

concerning the relative position of formation and

inflection. Theoretically we may defend the ar-

rangement which begins with formation, just as in

many scientific works the formation of stems precedes

the inflection of nouns. But even from a scientific

point of view such a course is objectionable, for the

history of language was certainly not that here in-

dicated. The verb arises essentially out of a syn-

thesis of predicate and subject: the germ of it being

the verbum finitum wdiich from a very moderate

beginning has gradually developed into a great

variety of forms. Hence even in a severely scientific

examination of the verb it would scarcely be ad-

visable to begin with the formation of tense-stems

which are in themselves imaginary, and in practice

such a course is even less to be recommended.

No one would readily give his approval to a plan

in which the pupil is first taught to form uninflected

stems, and afterwards to inflect them. Nor on the

other hand, would it be well to give the priority in

our arrangement to inflection in its widest extent,

that is, as carried throiigh all the tense-stems; for

the result of such an arrangement would be, that

the pupil would understand how to inflect Xuo, Xust-i:,

Xus!., XsXuxa, XsX'jxai;, £Auaa[j.'ir]v, without having gained

any conception of the manner in which these dif-

ferent stems are connected together in one verb.

The proper course seems to me to lie midway between

the two extremes; inflection and formation are best

treated separately in each of the diff'erent tense-stems.
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and thus the A-erb is broken up into natural groups

which follow each other in a manner adapted to

practical needs. This division into groups constitutes

the peculiarity of my arrangement. The danger lest

in this manner the verb should be entirely dis-

membered has been most carefully provided against.

First of Jill a preliminary synopsis is given of the

whole scheme (§ 2"25—230); then the verb-stem is

retained as an integral in the formation of each tense-

stem; and the same paradigm is carried throughout

so far as possible; finally, another synopsis is added,

based upon an arrangement of the stems according

to the tinal syllable. This synopsis, it may be re-

marked, cannot possibly cross with the other, but

will rather supplement the preceding explanation

for practical purposes, in the same manner as the

synopsis of the consonant-declension given in § 172

supplements the preceding explanation.

In the division of the verb according to tense-

stems I have purposely departed from the usual

arrangement; but in some other parts I have, on the

contrary, adhered to it, viz. in the retention of the

two leading conjugations. Strictly speaking, it is

true, the distinction between verbs in -o and those

in -{j.t, does not run through the whole verb, but is

felt only in the present, the strong aorist, and,

though to a limited extent, in the perfect. It might,

therefore, have been discussed in each of these tense-

stems. But the number of these verbs in -[jl(, is

small, and they present many special pecularitics

which make a more complete enumeration of the

forms used in each necessary. Hence our view^ of

the whole subject would be greatly obstructed by

intruding them among the other verbs. More es-

pecially the pupil would be delayed too long with

the formation of the present stem, already sufficiently

perplexing. For this reason I thought it better to
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gather the verbs in -{xt, into a separate conjugation.

With this concession to traditional usage, which all

school masters will find, I hope, acceptable, is con-

nected another. A large number of verbs with

presents formed after the first leading conjugation

have aorists and perfects after the second. Forms

like sj^-riv, syvov, Til'^t, Te^vavat,, can only be under-

stood and properly inflected when the pupil has

been taught to combine the person-termination and

stem without a connecting vowel, as in saxYjv, &c.

The large number of verbs in -o, therefore, must be

divided into two parts, of which the first, as the

simpler, took the lead, but the second, as containing

more complicated phenomena, were placed after the

verbs in -\}.i. Hence the four classes as given in

^ 247—253, the remaining four not being added till

I 320 sq. In calling the latter irregular I do not

mean that they stand outside all rule, in which sense

the word could not be applied even to the anomalies

of declension. I only call attention to the fact that

in these the rule is not simple. Besides the irregu-

larity upon which the classification is based, we find

as a fact various peculiarities of less importance, ad-

ditional forms of several kinds, &c., in most of the

verbs belonging to these classes. This is a sufficient

reason for terming such verbs irregular, although,

in the most accurate sense,, the word can be applied

only to the eighth or mixed class.

But this classification, as a whole, needs explaining.

The first leading conjugation must of necessity be sub-

divided. An alphabetical list of irregular verbs is a

most wretched resource, which unfortunately has not

yet vanished from our common grammars, although

few are utterly without an attempt to arrange the

irregularities. But what classification shall we make?

What principle shall we go upon? It is easy, and

appears logically consistent, to classify the verb-stems
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on the same principle as the noun-stems ; i, e.

according to the final sound. The old division

into verba pura, liquida, &c., rests on this prin-

ciple. But no sooner do we compare the two kinds

of stems than we perceive the difference between

them. Noun -stems with the same final sound are

for the most part similarly declined, e. g. cpuXax,

XTjpux, TCarep, pvjTop, Xoyo, vo(jio: but with verbs the

case is different. Xu and tcXu are stems ending; in

the same vowel, but the formation of the tense-stems

is widely different: Xu-o, zXs'-m, Xu-co, TrXsu-coufxat,

ay, TCpay, Pay, all end in y; but ayo, Tipaaaw, ayvufxt,,

are quite distinct: so too Xnz and tutc; but in the

present we have Xsoto, tutttw. The synopsis given in

p. 103 sq. of the grammar brings this variety before us,

at least in part. In short, for the formation of tense-

stems with characteristic consonants, especially the

stems of the future, weak aorist, and perfect, the

difference in the final sound of the stem is of real

importance and must not be left out of sight. But
in explaining the verb the essential point is the

unity of each individual verb, and this rests on the re-

lation of the various tense-stems to each other. The
pupil must be taught from a given present— e. g. TCpaaao

—to form a tense not belonging to the present stem

;

and, by a reverse method, to find the present of a

given form not belonging to the present stem: e. g.

XiTTslv. He must perceive how such apparently diverse

forms can be reconciled, and this knowledge is the

hinge on which turns our insight into the structure

of the verb. If we arrange the forms of a verb

according to the tense-stems, we ought as a natural

consequence to make the relation of the verb-stem

to the tense-stem the principle of classification. Now
all the tense-stems with the exception of the present

can be derived from the verb-stem in a very simple

manner; e. g. a^M is formed from ay as Trpa^o from

G
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Tcpay, s-ayvj-v from fay, as s-ypacpTj-v from the Rt. yg(X(^.

t^or this reason the corresponding tenses in Sanskrit

are called 'general', that is, tenses formed in es-

sentially the same manner in every verb. But the

present stem is of a very different character. The

forms which correspond to it in Sanskrit are called

'special-tenses' because developed in various vi^ays.

The important position of the present tense, and its

relation to the other tenses in the whole system of the

verb was correctly seen even as early as Buttmann.

In § 112 of his larger grammar he says: 'By far the

greater part of the anomalies of the Greek verbs

are due to the union of forms which pre-suppose

different themes; especially in such a manner, that

several derivative tenses, treated in the regular way,

pre-suppose a different present than that in use.' Hence

Buttmann regarded the irregularities as proceeding

from 'a change of stem', or 'double theme,' and

classified them accordingly; and in a similar sense

Kriiger distinguishes the 'tenses formed from the

pure stem', or 'thematic' tenses, from the present

and imperfect; that is, from the forms of the present

stem. What the glance of acute scholars had dis-

covered in the Greek language alone is only set in

a still clearer light by Comparative grammar. It was

at once seen that the structure of the Greek verb

is based essentially on the same distinction between

two large groups of forms as that in Sanskrit,

though in detail, it is true, i. e. in the manner of

distinguishing the present stem from the pure verb-

stem, great differences occur. That arrangement

only can be correct which brings this general prin-

ciple into force, and at the same time is suited to

the individual peculiarities of the Greek language.

In this manner only can the analogous phenomena

be arranged together, and a real insight gained into

the structure of the verb. For syntax also such
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an insight is of essential importance. The various

distinctions between the present stem and verb-stem,

now brought into prominence by the classification of

the verbs, are of great use in syntax, especially in

pointing out the difterence between the aoristic action,

e. g. 9U7£tv, and the durative, e. g. (ps,X)-^ziv. And the

correct distinction between the tense-stem and ad-

ditions which, like the augment, are made to particular

forms only, preserves us from grave errors in syntax.

To these general remarks on the tense-stems and
the division into classes may be added a few on the

arrangement followed in regard to both. First, of

the tense-stems. The arrangement introduced into

the grammar is based mainly on practical con-

siderations. From a purely scientific point of view
something might be said in favour of beginning

with the strong aorist stem, as that tense -stem

which in most cases, if not always, is identical

with the verb -stem. But the objection at once
arises, that the strong aorist is found in a pro-

portionately small number of verbs; and further,

when we come to unite inflection with formation,

we find that the former can be developed but im-
perfectly in these stems because no primary tense

is derived from them. On the other hand, the

present stem forms a desirable starting point in

every respect. In practice the present is universally

regarded as the datum. Present stems also of the

first class like Xu, 90, ay are identical with the

verb-stem, and, as this class is very extensive, form
in fact the simplest basis in a great number of verbs.

Moreover, in the present stem the best opportunity

is offered for acquiring a familiarity with inflection,

not only because in this stem all the moods, to-

gether with the infinitive, participle, and pre-

terite, are carried through the Active and Middle

—

which latter is also used for the Passive; but also

G2
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because an almost unlimited choice of examples is

offered for practice. For in the inflection of the

present stem every verb is regular. The pupil can,

therefore, be taught, by means of a good exercise

book, to use the forms of s'xo, [j.av^avo, Tipaaao,

Tuaaxo, ytyvwaxo, and other verbs in the present-

stem no less than Xuo, ayo, &c. To me it seems

a great advantage that this important element in

the structure of the verb should first be accurately

committed to memory in all its essential parts. With

the augment also and its use an almost complete

familiarity may thus be acquired, for observations

on those forms which by accident occur only in

the aorist (§ 236), can easily be added afterwards.

Further, the contracted verbs are included in the

present stem, for it is in the forms of this stem only

that the characteristic contraction is found; this too

it is important to bring clearly before the pupil. The

usual method of separating the contracted verbs from

the so-called regular verbs is not merely contra-

dictory but impracticable, inasmuch as the futurwn

secundum in the so-called liquid verbs, and the Doric

and Attic futures necessarily pre-suppose a know-

ledge of contraction.

When the inflection of the present stem is thoroughly

familiar to the pupil, the distinction between the present

stem and verb-stem discussed in § 245 sq. may be

mentioned. Even for instruction it will be more

expedient if a familiarity is previously acquired with

a strong aorist like s-Xot-o-v and all its forms, and

the difference between the stem thus brought for-

ward, which is also the pure verb -stem, and the

present stem, firmly based on a number of actual

forms impressed upon the memory. The question

of the mutual relation of these stems, thus forcing

itself upon our notice, receives a satisfactory answer

in the paragraphs referred to, at least with regard to
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a considerable number of verbs. At the same time,

the cardinal point in the whole explanation of the

verb—the distinction between the pure verb-stem

and the present stem, and the notion of the verb-

stem as a whole,—is put in the clearest light. The
strong aorist stem also is fitted to follow upon the

present stem, inasmuch as the inflection in both

is identical, and the pupil can at once, therefore,

give all his attention to the formation. The unity

of the verb-stem being now clear, and the neces-

sary foundation laid for the further explanation of

the verb, the question arises what tense-stem must

follow next?

In a severely scientific treatment of the subject

we might feel inclined to take the perfect stem

after the strong aorist stem, both being formed

simply and without composition. But inflection and

formation present too many difficulties to make this

plan advisable in practice. The third stem, therefore,

is the future, which again in inflection is identical

with the present. But the formation ofi'ers an op-

portunity of turning the preceding explanation of

the pure verb -stem to account in regard to such

verbs as have no strong aorist, e. g. most of

those in the fourth class. Here we see that our

care in distinguishing Trpay from TCpaaa, xpay from

xpa^, Tsp from Tsip, 9av from cpatv, was by no

means superfluous. In regard to many verbs of the

third class also the knowledge of the verb -stem

can here be made available. At the same time,

the changes which take place owing to the com-

bination of the verb -stem with sigma can now be

explained with the aid of the chapter on sounds.

The contracted verbs being already accurately known,

the contracted future can present no difficulty.

The sibilant common to both naturally leads from
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the future to the weak aorist. In this there is httle

that is new and peculiar in the formation. In the

inflection, on the other hand, owing to the charac-

teristic a and the pecuHar terminations of the Im-

perative, Infinitive and Participle, much has to be

learned.

But just in this very way is preparation made
in part for the perfect stem, which has the a in

common with the weak aorist, and is, therefore,

placed next as the fifth link in the chain. In this

the most important point is the explanation of re-

duplication, as the distinguishing characteristic of

the stem. Throughout the whole arrangement care

has been taken to prevent any confusion between the

augment and reduplication. The distinction between

these elements is to be strongly marked, not merely

because science regards them as entirely distinct,

the augment being the sign of a past, the redupli-

cation of a completed action; but also on practical

grounds, in order to guard against the misappre-

hension that either of them excludes the other—for

in the pluperfect both are found together—or that

the augment can be prefixed to any other than a

preterite tense—that is, a tense in the Indicative

mood. Even for syntax this strict distinction is of

importance inasmuch as it thus becomes self evident

that the idea of past time belongs in the first instance

to augmented forms only, whereas the idea of com-
pletion, conveyed in reduplication, runs through all

the forms of the perfect. Owing to the very different

manner in, which the perfect stem is combined with

the person-terminations in the active—where a con-

necting vowel is most frequently found—and in the

middle—where such a vowel never occurs—the two
voices are more widely separated in this stem; and

in the active voice also two modes of formation.
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the strong and the weak, must be distinguished.

But the reduplication which is common to all serves

as a link to connect these forms.

The two passive stems bring up the rear. The
priority is given to that which, as uniting more
closely than the other with the root, we call the

strong stem. In it the inflection of both the pas-

sive stems can be learned, and preparation made for

the study of the verbs in [xu In the weak passive

stem the combination of the verb-stem with the

characteristic syllable je, that is the formation, is

the important point.

In this manner I believe my arrangement of the

tense-stems is sufficiently justified. Committed to

memory by the pupil in the separate forms, one

after the other, they must afterwards be combined,

and the unity of the verb brought into prominence,

when using the synopsis p. 103, in the constant re-

petitions which on other grounds will be necessary.

With this division is connected an innovation in the

terminology which has met with some opposition.

I refer to the expressions 'strong' and 'weak' as

used to denote the tenses commonly known as secunda

and prima. We have seen good reason to place the

tempora secunda before the tempora prima in our

arrangement of the verb. Could we then continue

to use these terms? Ought we to confuse the pupil

by teaching him that one is two and two is one?

The numerical designation of these tenses is moreover

objectionable for another reason. It leads us wrongly
to expect both formations in every verb, whereas
the rule is quite the reverse, one form or the other,

not both together, being found. A change in the

terminology was, therefore, in my opinion unavoidable

in this case. At the same time a comprehensive ex-

pression is given embracing the whole of the so-called

tempora secunda and prirna. For this reason, the
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distinction which from a scientific point of view at first

presents itself for the Active, and Middle aorist—the

distinction I mean between simple and compound

—

is not applicable throughout. For the perfect, which

I call 'weak', cannot be proved to be a compound

tense; still less can the Passive aorist, which I call

'strong,' be proved to be a simple tense. The ex-

pressions 'old' and 'new' also would be unsuitable,

especially for the Passive aorists. I am well aware

that the expressions 'strong' and 'weak' seem also

objectionable at first sight. But they have at least

the advantage of brevity; they are used in German
grammars, although not quite in the same sense,

and are easily intelligible. That those forms are

called 'strong' which spring as it were from the

internal force of the root, and those 'weak' which

are formed by the addition of syllables externally,

can easily be made intelligible to the pupil: and at

the same time it is very easy to compare the double

formation of perfects in German or English {nehme

'take', nahm 'took', like xpsTCw, sxpaTCOv, hege 'cherish',

hegte 'cherished', like Xs'yo, sXe^a). To this may be

added the somewhat extensive parallelism between

Greek and German with regard to the intransitive

and transitive meaning of the verbs quoted in § 329,

sank and senkte like s8uv, £§uaa, trank and trdnkte

like sTTiov, sTuica, losch and loschte like sa^Tjv, scj^saa.

Thus, as yet, I know no expression which ofi'ers so

many advantages with so few deductions as this, and,

therefore, I retain it till some one coins a better. In

necessary innovations it is often of more importance

that men agree, than upon what they agree.

I have still a few words to say on the arrange-

ment of the classes of verbs. The first and last

class are to a certain degree necessary consequences

of my principle of division, for which reasons have

been given. They are the extreme opposites. In the
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first class there is no distinction between the verb-

stem and present stem; in the last the distinction

is so great that two essentially different stems, and

often a third, are united to make one verb. In the

division of the other classes my plan has been to

proceed from the lesser changes of the verb-stem

to the greater. Thus in the lengthened class (2) the

two stems are distinguished simply by the weight

of the vowels; in the T-class (3) and the I-class (4)

one sound only is added in each case; but the ad-

ditional I gives rise to more or less striking changes

of the stem. In the fifth class the nasal is extended

to the syllables av and vs; the sixth class has the

important addition ax, and the inchoative idea often

connected with it shows that this addition was not

made without a purpose. It also gains further im-

portance from the reduplication frequently found with

it. The seventh or E- class might appear at first

sight very simple, and fitted to have a place among

the first classes. But inasmuch as this s is some-

times found in the present stem, sometimes in the

verb-stem, and serves to connect the most various

formations of tenses, we find in it a somewhat compli-

cated anomaly, which forms the proper stepping-

stone to the eighth or mixed class, as that in which

alone, to be accurate, we can use the word anomalous

in the full sense.

§ 226.

Of the origin of the person-terminations, and many
other questions respecting the structure of the verb,

a detailed account will be found in my 'Bildimg der

Tempora und Modi im GriecMschen und. Lateinischen'

(Berlin 1846), with which may be compared Bopp's

later explanation, Vergl. Gramm., II, 2nd ed., and

Schleicher's Compendium.
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The auxiliary vowel which appears in the termi-

nation -axai, -OLTO ought certainly to be distinguished

from the connecting vowel mentioned in § 230. The
latter occurs regularly and passes throughout the whole

inflection of the verb; the former is added only in the

individual forms—^just as in Ace. Sing, and PI. of the

consonant-declension—in order to make them easier

of pronunciation. Schleicher p. 25 assumes -avn,

-avT as the termination of the 3rd PI. in the Active,

-avxai, -avTO in the Middle, so that in his view

the a is an integral part of the person-termination.

Such a view has much to recommend it; but it is

also open to considerable objections which can only

be examined in a discussion on the general structure

of the verb in the Indogermanic family. I adhere

to the explanation here given, because it appears

to me impossible to separate the a in the 3rd PI.

Med. -axai., atro and Act. -aa, e. g. s-a-ct. for sc-a-vxt

(^{e)sunt) from that which appears in 1st Sing. Act.,

e. g. in Tj-a i. e. r^a-OL-(y) = Latin er-a-m, Sanskrit

ds-a-m.

It is important to bear in mind continually, and as

soon as possible to impress even upon the pupil, the fact

that the similarity between the 3rd PI. and 1st Sing,

so often observed in the historical tenses, e. g. s-Xu-o-v,

is due to a subsequent corruption of the sounds. In

the first instance the latter form was e-Xu-o-fJi,, cp.

Lat. er-a-m, and also mqna-ni, (e)s-um. This change

of m into n can in this case be illustrated in a com-
mon New High German form: ich bin = O.H.G. hi-m.

On the other hand, the complete form of the termin-

ation of the 3rd PI. in the historical tenses was -vx.

A glance at the Latin forms will convince us of this,

without having recourse to more distant languages.

Lat. er-a-nt stands for es-a-nt, which corresponds to

the Ionic sa-a-v, but has preserved the -nt without

mutilation. Even the Greeks themselves in the Doric
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dialect still distinguished the two forms by the accent.

The 1st Sing, was s-Xu-o-v, the 3rd Plur. s-Xu-o-v

(Ahrens, Dor. 28), the difference being due to the

fact that the full form of the latter was s-Xu-o-vt.

The last syllable in the 3rd PL, being long by
position, drew the accent on the penultimate; but in

the 1st Sing, the general law of accentuation in the

verb forms took its course, and the accent was placed

on the preceding syllable.

§ 228.

The comparison of the Greek conjunctive with the

Latin conjunctive forms characterized by long a is

established by me in Tempora und Modi, p. 264 sq.,

in agreement with Pott, but in opposition to Bopp
and other scholars. Schleicher takes my view, p. 542.

The element peculiar to the optative, which in

most cases is simply an Iota, is also found in a fuller

form in the syllable u (e. g. X'j-ols-v) and it) (e. g. in

^s-L7]-v). This fuller form is apparently the original

one. It points back to a pre-Greek syllable jd or

ja, and t must be regarded as the shortened form
of this syllable. In aorist forms of the optative like

Xu-ae-ta, Xu-as-ia-v (§ 268) the old a has been retained

without alteration, and the a in Ionic ikot.)ioia.-zo can

be regarded in the same light (§ 233. D. 6).

§ 230.

I agree with earlier grammarians, especially Butt-
mann, in regarding the presence or absence of the con-
necting vowel as the basis of the thorough distinction

between the two main conjugations—a distinction which
appears in exactly the same manner in Sanskrit as in

Greek. Even those who are averse to the term 'connect-

ing vowel', and oppose the notion as a matter of science,

will allow this view to have a place in a school grammar.
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What I have to advance in support of it vi^ill be !(

found in Tempora unci Modi, p. 39, where also the

difficuhies which stand in the way of the different

views maintained by Bopp, Pott, and others are dis-

cussed. The vowel in question, which in Greek
varies between s, o, and o, and in Sanskrit between

a and d, is regarded by Schleicher (p. 574) as a

component part of the present stem, so that, for

example Xuo, Xus, 9590, 9£p£, and the Sanskrit equiva-

lent to the latter, hhara, are assumed as present

stems. Against this I think it may be said that

we find the same vowel in other stems beside the

present, e. g. to take the plainest instance, in the

strong aorist stem; and, therefore, in Xoto, XtTCS, no
less than Xsitto, Xsijce. The consequence is that the

vowel is not a radical element characteristic of the

meaning of the present stem, and, therefore, cannot

be properly regarded as a component part of this

tense-stem, whereas everything leads to the suppo-
sition that this vowel, whatever its origin may be,

is an element belonging to the inflection of the verb
as a whole, with the exception of the second princi-

pal conjugation. The assumption that this vowel
at least in a great portion of the forms now in

question owes its origin to the desire for ease in

pronunciation, becomes less strange than it appears
from a specifically Greek point of view, when weDw
go back to the origin of many of the forms. The
vowel vindicates its claim to be called a connecting
vowel most naturally in stems ending in a consonant.

It is obvious that the pronunciation of Xey-o-[jL£v,

7rft-£-G^s, 7C£t.^-6-[X£^a, is rendered easier by the

insertion of a connecting vowel, indeed without such
a medium some of these forms could hardly be pro
nounced at all, e. g. X£y-[j.£v, m^-c^£, 7C£!.'^-[X£j'a;

and I cannot see what absurdity there is in attri-

buting to language in this case as in TCaT£p-a-v,
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Trarep-a-vi;, the power of introducing a vowel to

unite the stem and termination, especially as the

l>rinciple of euphony here coincides with the effort

to attain clearness, an effort which permeates the

formation of language to a very great degree. For
the direct addition of person-terminations to stems

ending in a consonant could not have been carried

out consistently without the elision of important

consonants. In optative forms also, like Xsy-o-tsv,

the vowel may certainly be regarded as having

this office, for in this mood, as has already been

said, the characteristic syllable was originally jo..

As to the vowel -stems, in many of them, viz. in

verbs which have the presents in -ao, -ew, -oo,

the connecting-vowel may be explained by the fact

that a Jod has been dropped between the vowels

which at first sight seem congregated in a most
capricious manner, and that there was a time when
T!,,aa-o was pronounced Ti[JLa-y-o-[j.t, (cp. Sskt. -a-jdmi\

and the vowels did not come into direct collision.

But I do not intend to maintain that the vowels o

and £ throughout the whole inflection of verbs are

due to the same origin. In the 4th class of verbs,

which corresponds to the same class in Sanskrit, the

syllable jd or ja (Greek ^o, lo) may have been the

element added to the stem, so that cpp',K-yo-[JL£v, for

example, would be the proper division of ^piaaofxev

;

and in the derivative stems just mentioned this ex-

planation also seems to me the more probable. Perhaps

even these very classes of verbs, in which language

was accustomed to introduce certain vowels before

the person-terminations, may have contributed by
their numbers to the yet wider use of these vowels.

It is not our object to pursue the matter any
further in this place. For Greek grammar there is

no doubt that the vowel in cpptcao[xsv, xifxaofjiev, and

|>£psT£ must be regarded as essentially the same. We
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require a name for it, and I believe that the name 'con-

necting vowel' can certainly be completely vindicated.

§ 234, 235.

The augment is in all probability a demonstrative

pronoun-stem referring to past time, like the German

da, dmnals (Tempora und Modi, p. r26sq.; Schleicher,

Compend., 567). The original form in Greek as in

Sanskrit was a, of which certain traces still remain

even in the Greek dialects (Ahrens, jEoJ., 229, to which

add Hesych, aal^sa^s hi<ptigz). Before consonants the

a regularly became s ; before vowels it took the form

of the initial vowel, and combined with it to form

one long syllable. Thus we can suppose the Doric

a-yo-v to have arisen out of a-a^-o-v, from which,

in the Ionic dialect, must come Tjyov. To the Greek

«p-TO corresponds the Sanskrit dr-ta, which has

arisen from a-ar-ta {Grundz., I, 312). This con-

traction had certainly taken place before a became

divided into the three sounds a, e, o; and after

that the R. ar became fixed in Greek as op, op-TO

stood beside cp-vu-[i.t, as in the earlier period of lan-

o-uage dr-ta stood beside ar-nau-mi. The same was

naturally the case with initial s also, e. g. in 7)cav

= Sanskrit dsan beside ia-xL — Sanskrit as-ti. With

initial i and u we might certainly expect a diphthong.

But it must be observed that primitive verb-stems,

beginning with this vowel, are not common. Hence

they followed the analogy of the initial hard vowels

;

and by degrees the feeling grew up in language that

the augment was nothing more than a lengthening

of the vowel. The mobility of the augment also is

common to Greek and Sanskrit. But it would be

quite wrong to suppose that the augment is not

essential, because it is sometimes dropped in poetry.

Language not unfrequently lays aside individual
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symbols of meaning, when, by means of them, forms

have been coined, so distinctly marked, that the

original elements are no longer absolutely necessary.

The doubling of the p after the augment is owing
to the fact that a consonant has, as a rule, fallen

out before it. With the aid of the kindred languages

this consonant can often be discovered, e. g. in s-

pps-o-v, i. e. s'-apsP-o-v = Sanskrit a-srav-a-m^ from
the root cpu = Sanskrit srw (Grundz., I, 318); s-pps7c-

o-v, i. e. e'-J^psTi-o-v from a Root J^psTc {ihicL, 316),
the J^ of which occurs also in xaXa-upo'Jj.

§ 236.

[In the following verbs the augment (e) becomes £t instead of y]].

This apparent irregularity, like that just mentioned,
may be explained from the history of language, and
reference is made to this fact in the observation
on this section. With the exception of s'ao, the
origin of which is still a matter of opinion, it has
been proved that all the verbs here quoted originally

began with a consonant, s^t'^o, suetus {Grundz., I, 216)

;

sXi'aao, vol-v-o (I, 325) ; sXxo, Lith. velka ; e7i:-o-[j.at,,

sequor(ll^^l); spya^Ofxai, 'work' (I, 150); spTc-w, serpo

(I, 230); sanao saxca = Vesta (I, 175); £x,-o (I, 161);
sijx7)v (I, 369); sIX-o-v (II, 135); slaa, sedes (I, 205).

§ 237.

[Verbs which originally began with a digamma, i. e. with
a consonant, have the Syllabic Augment in spite of the initial

vowel, eop-ra^w has the augment in the second vowel: opato

and a^joiyo) have both the syllabic and temporal augments].

These phenomena Hke those in the preceding section

can all be explained by the loss of an initial consonant

:

avSavcj = aJ^avSavo, Latin suavis (Grundz., I, 195);
oupso, Sanskrit t?dn, 'water' (I, 315); o^s'w, Sanskrit
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va-vadh-a (I, 225); ov£-o-[j.ai., voido (I, 285). sopira^o

stands for sPopxa^o (II, 154) with e prefixed (cp.

p. 34). The loss of the consonant was readily

compensated. In the first instance, no doubt, the

preceding vowel was lengthened (cp. ^ctaikriOQ); hence

Homeric r^-eih-ri = i-ftih-ri (§ 317. 6. D) but after-

wards the reverse process took place, and the follow-

ing vowel was lengthened (cp. ^cuaikiciQ) ; hence

STt]v5av-ov, sovoxost, apparently with a double aug-

ment, saXo-v (§ 324. 17), s-opa-o-v (Rt. Pop. Grund-

ziige, I, 312), av-soy-o-v (II, 90). Ebel has rendered

good service towards clearing up these facts in

Kuhn's Zeitsch\, IV, 170sq. The irregularities which

from the arrangement of the grammar could not be

mentioned here, because belonging to the aorist stem

or the later verb-classes, can easily be brought into

combination with those here pointed out, by means

of the references to these paragraphs, which are never

omitted.

§ 238.

The position of the augment (and the reduplicated

syllable) between the Preposition and Verb-form is

proved in Derivation (§ 356) to have a deep foun-

dation in the structure of the language. The Pre-

position was always felt to retain a certain indivi-

duality: the real verb-form follows it. After the

pupil has learnt (cp. § 446) the free position of the

prepositions in Homer, and how they can be sepa-

rated from the verbs which they define, a simple

reference will show him that the position of the

augment rests on the same grounds.

§ 243. D.

[Homer inflects the a steins of contracted verbs in three

ways.
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1.—The syllables regularly contracted by the Attic writers

remain open and unchanged; ao'.8ia-£i, v7t£Td-ouat, with Fem.
Part. vo:i£Taa)ao( for vatcTofouaa with a remarkable change of ou

to 0).

2.—Contraction takes place; apcia = apsra'-S'. ; "po; vjuSa =
zpos T]u8a-£. Sometimes at becomes t], not a.

3.—Extension, instead of contraction, takes place when a

vowel of the same kind is inserted before the long one which

results from contraction; opaco contracted opw, extended opoto].

In thus assuming an 'extension' I have adopted the

usual method of explanation. For this a few words
of excuse are needed. It is one of the rare instances

in which I have purposely inserted an explanation

into the grammar, though 1 knew it to be at variance

with the true course of the history of language.

That forms like opoo, opaa(;, did not as a matter of

fact arise out of the contracted forms op«, opa?, but

rather stand midway between opao, opaei?, and opw,

cpac, could escape no one who has an open eye to

the history of language; and for many years I have

treated these forms in this manner in my lectures.

In the main, therefore, I fully agree with the view

taken by Leo Meyer in Zeitschr. f. vergl. Sprachf.,

X, p. 45 sq., and Vergl. Gramm., I, p. 292 sq.

All contraction of dissimilar hard vowels into one

long vowel rests on two processes; first, one vowel

became assimilated to the other, and secondly, both,

when assimilated, became united into one long sound.

These two movements, as a rule, took place at

different times in the history of language, and the

first must necessarily precede the second. Here,

as so often, the Homeric language preserves the

results of two separate epochs of language side by
side, the original form without any change at all,

vatexao, the assimilated opoo, and the contracted

opwixsvoc. The assimilation of vowels is by no means

merely a preliminary step to contraction; the phe-

nomenon also occurs independently, e. g. in 5s6a-

H
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ixa'^a.i (§ 326 D. 40) := SeSa-e-o^ai, in (^OLOLVxaroc. from

9aevTaT0(; shortened from cpasLvcTaxoc; ; and also in

9ocav'i'7], for 9a£v'i"if], yoaacxov for yoasaxov, aoo-? for

aoLOQ cp. aaoxepoc; similarly in vqizidixc. beside vrfziiv]

(original form vTjraa-ja). In this assimilation we

see most plainly the power which one vowel exer-

cises on the other. Even in this preliminary stage

the deeper 0-sound overpowers the clearer A-sound;

but this, on the other hand, overpowers the medium

E-sound (§ 37, 38). Hence, in the first case the

assimilation is retrogressive, in the second, pro-

gressive.

So far all is simple, so simple that such an ex-

planation could be admitted without hesitation into

a school grammar. But now we find forms like

opooca, opcoa, opofovxat., in which the processes

mentioned do not suffice; for according to them

we should expect opoouaa, cpoouai, opcovxai. In the

two first of these forms Leo Meyer arranges the

difficulty in a manner by no means satisfiictory, but

in regard to the third, and forms like ^ocovxa, cpowsv

and the like, he assumes without further trouble

that they, were wrongly written down at the time

of the settlement of the Homeric text; and ought,

therefore, to be replaced by opoovxai, ^ooovxai., opo-

oisv. Such a proceeding, even if it could be justified

scientifically, is absolutely inadmissible in a school-

grammar, where only the forms really in use can

be taught, not those which rest on conjecture. But

even from a scientific point of view Meyer's hypo-

thesis is not merely very rash, but totally untenable.

It is clear that according to the laws of conti-action

in Attic-Ionic, opo'ovxat, |3o6ovxa, opootsv could uever

have given rise to any other forms than opouvxai,

i^oouvxa, opoiev. Meyer p. 53 seeks to invalidate this

objection by the remark, 'It is a far older and more

extensive law that two similar vowels should contract
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into the corresponding long one.' Bnt in this case

we have to deal with forms which are by no means
of great antiqnity, but comparatively late, i. e. be-

longing to a historically demonstrable period in the

life of the Greek language. At the time when con-

traction began to force its way in, a difference must
have been felt between the vowels in voo^ and those

in opo'ovTa, otherwise we should not have vouc; as

the contracted form of the one, and optovxa as the

contracted form of the other. Now how rash it is

to declare Homeric forms, occurring again and again

in the text which has come down to us, to be errors

of writing, in order to obtain a uniformity which is

really no uniformity at all! The real forms opuvxat.,

Poovta, bpcosv, vouch for the existence of the opcovirat,,

jSooovra, opoojsv, which are found in the text of Homer.
But how can we explain the singular o, by the side

of which stands the long a of opaa? ? We must con-

nect it I believe with another lengthening which at

first sight seems very strange. From Spa-ot-fxt. comes

Spo-oi-fJLt., from (jiva6[Ji.£voc [jlvw6[jlsvo?, and similarly

uTTvoovra^ from uTrvoovrac. With the assimilation is

here connected a change of quantity of the same
varying character as that in ^aaikrioc. beside ^aatXs'oc,

^aaiX-rja beside ^aaiXea, and in the phenomena pre-

sented by the augment which have been discussed

already. In that case the lengthened syllable was
explained as arising from the desire to compensate
for a lost sj)irant. And so here: -aw, -so, -ow, have,

as has been already mentioned, sprung from a form
-ajci-mi. The loss of the j, which in other instances

was vocalized, e. g. veixetw, 7raXa'!o, was compensated
by the lengthening, sometimes of the preceding

vowel, TTst-vawv, 8p(o-ot,-(j,!. ; and sometimes of the

following vowel, cpoovira, opooGt, and also 960? =
9a(J^)o(;. But in some cases both vowels were length-

ened, e. g. Spwwci, Tfji^cooct; and in others again—
H-2
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neither, aoi.8t.aouaa. It is not my object in this place

to follow up the lengthenings in question any further,

otherwise many other dialectical forms would require

discussion, especially Doric forms like sfxexp^wpis? ^=

e[j.£.Tpou{X£v, c[JLt.o[JLSvo!. = 6[JLOU[j.£voi, wliicli Alircus ex-

plains Dor., 210 sq. In these also the long vowel is

apparently due to the same cause.

This is in brief my conception of the phenomenon

in question, with which may be compared the ex-

planation given by Dietrich in Kuhn's Zeitschr.^ X,

p. 434. Like myself he is opposed to the views of

Leo Meyer, and I agree with him in many points,

but not in all. In any case this is a matter on

which many difficulties remain to be cleared up.

I have, therefore, put a check upon my desire to

adopt at least some part of our more correct views

into the grammar, and have preferred to allow the

old doctrine to remain. It has at least the advantage

of being very simple and intelligible.

§ 245 sq.

Throughout the division of the verb-classes attention

has been also directed to the formation of nouns,

because in them the pure verb-stem is often found

in the plainest form, and indeed, is found there only

when no strong tenses are formed from it. As the

formation of words can seldom be a distinct subject

of instruction, it is the more important to point out,

as occasions offer, the most striking formations of

nouns. In this way not only are a number of words

impressed upon the memory; but at the same time

the pupil is made to feel that such words are not

mere vocabula to be found in the dictionary, but

essential forms of language, standing in the most

intimate relation with the formation of verbs.
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§ 248 sq.

The lengthening of the stem-vowel in this class

of verbs is the more clearly organic, because the

lengthened form denotes the more extended action

of the present stem; Xeot-sw as distinguished from
XiTC-sw. In this case, therefore, phonology, inflection,

and syntax unite (§ 484 sq.). Of this formation of

the present stem a few relics only remain in Latin,

e. g. dlc-o Rt. cite (causi-d^c-u-s\ fid-o (older feid-o)

lit. fid (fid-e-s)^ diic-o (older douc-o) Rt. due (dux,

diicis).

§ 249.

The attempts hitherto made to explain the T in

the present stem of this class cannot be considered

as successful (see Grundz., II, 243 sq.). But there

is no doubt that the formation is exactly parallel

with Latin verbs like plee-t-o, nec-t-o.

§ 250.

The changes of sound brought before us in the

formation of this class have been already discussed

(p. 42). These verbs may be compared with Latin

forms like fae-i-o, verb-stem fae, fod-i-o verb-stem

fod, pat-i-or verb- stem pat, the peculiarity of which
also consists in the fact that the i is confined to the

present stem. The corresponding class in Sanskrit

is formed by adding the syllable ja or jd to the

verb-stem, e. g. Rt. kup, present-stem kvp-ja, 1st Sing.

Praes. kvp-jd-mi (I fall a-wishing), cp. Latin eup-io.

In the same language we find the root jd meaning
Ho go', which stands in exactly the same relation

to the shorter sound i as Greek is -vat, to l'-[x&va!,.
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Hence with Bopp (Vergl. Gr., II, 357) and other

scholars, I consider it quite probable that the present

stem of the verbs of this class is due to composition

with this root. The original intransitive meaning-

required by this supposition is still actually demon-

strable in many of these verbs in Sanskrit (cp. Temp,

unci Modi, p. 88). In Greek the additional element

has become a purely formal instrument of construction

which is applied among other usages to distinguish

the present stem from the pure verb-stem. But in-

asmuch as the action expressed by the present stems

very often denotes the effort and desire to realise

the idea conveyed by the verb-stem, we may still

perceive a link between origin and meaning. Compare

English phrases like 'to go a-begging!' German
betteln gehen, sitzen gehen.

§ 258 sq.

In the future stem the requirements of instruction

made it necessary to deviate a little from the dis-

coveries of Comparative grammar, the main drift of

which is as follows. In Greek the formation of the

future is retained most perfectly in the Doric dialect^

Here we find in addition to the c an Iota which as

in the present stem of the fourth class corresponds

to a Jod in Sanskrit. Thus a Doric future like So-

cio corresponds to a Sanskrit dd-sjd-mi. But even

the Dorians retained the Iota only before a and o

(Ahrens, 210); elsewhere it becomes s, e. g. Soass'tg,

and then hoadc by contraction (^Grundzuge, II, 181).

In this shape the fuller form is known even to Attic

as the Doric future (§ 264), e. g. xXsu-aou-jxat.. For

the most part, it is true, the original spirant Jod

was entirely lost, and a alone remained as the char-

acteristic sound of the future. As, therefore, in the

grammar I had to assume stems for the Attic dialect,
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the future stem must then be Xua. With regard to

the origin of this future formation I now adopt the

view held by Schleicher (Compend.^ 616), who sees

in it a form compounded with the future of the

substantive verb, in preference to the explanation

given in my Tempora unci Modi^ p. 317. From the

root as (Greek ic,') language developed a present

form after the fourth class. This was originally

as-jd-mi and is retained in the Latin ero = es-io, the

middle form of which is the Greek eccop-t, = saofxau

As we have already suggested, the additional jd-mi

signified originally 'I go'; the hypothetical ia-io,

therefore, would mean 'I go to be', from which a

future signification could very easily be developed.

Compare the French je vais faire (provincial English

'I am a-going to do'), the Latin datum iri with the

rare correlative form in the Active 'datum ire'' =
^datunmi esse\ With this sa-io 'I go to be' or 'I shall

be' the other verbs must be compounded in order

to acquire a future in the same manner as the per-

fect stem in Latin is compounded with ero, e. g.

cecid-ero, in order to form its proper future, i. e.

the futuriim exactum. In the process of composition

the £ of the root has been lost, a phenomenon by

no means strange, the same vowel constantly dis-

appearing elsewhere in many languages, e. g. Latin

s-u-mxis^ s-u-nt for es-u-rmis^ es-u-nt. In stems ending

in X, p, [X, V we find an e in the future: [jlsv-s-o, after

which a sigma has undoubtedly dropped out, so that

we get [j.£v-£-a-o for [xsv-eatw. Hence it might be

supposed that this a also belongs to the root ic,\

and that {jisv-sato stands in the same relation to xpax-

ciid as Greek sa-p-sv to Latin s-u-mus. But in San-

skrit we find a vowel in the same position which

can only be regarded as a connecting vowel; e. g.

in tan-i-shjd-mi, which corresponds to the Greek xev-

e'-w (i. e. Tev-£-auo); so that the view introduced into
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the text of the grammar—that the Greek t also is a

connecting vowel—is the more natural. According

to the laws of euphony in Greek c between two

vowels disappears; hence it is lost in ir£v-£-Gi.-«, but

retained in xpax-at'w, Trpa'^o. The view maintained

by some younger scholars that rsv-e'-w is a quite

different formation into which this a never entered,

is most easily shown to he false by forms like xsX-ao,

xup-ao, from which it is clear that even the liquids

and nasals did not in the first instance avoid the

combination with c. The distinction between the

two formations is purely phonetic, and, therefore, it

is quite impossible to apply the terms 'strong' and

'weak' to the future.

§ 265.

The futures here quoted, sSofj^ai, Tciojxat., are

remains of an older formation without c and, there-

fore, without composition. Here as in sijji!. (§ 314,

Obs.) the present stem serves for the future.

§ 267.

The G of the weak aorist is usually traced back

to the same source as that of the future, i. e. the

root Si;. But while the future is compounded with a

peculiarly formed present stem of this root, in the weak
aorist the verb-stem enters into combination with ,the

pure verb-stem s'c, to which however the immovable

vowel a is appended in order to make the inflection

more easy. We find the same addition in the San-

skrit praeterite ds-a-m, Greek Tj-a for Y]G-a-[jL, Latin

er-a-m for es-a-m. The stem Xu-aa, therefore, means

literally 'to be loosing', s-Xu-ca 'I was loosing'.

Thus the weak aorist stands in the same relation

to the strong as the Latin perfect solutus est to the
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Greek \£k\)-x(xi. In each we have to deal with an

auxihary verb used for periphrasis, but in the aorist,

as in the future, this has become completely amalga-

mated with the verb-stem. In the stems ending in

X, p, [JL, V language struck out a different path in

the formation of the aorist, from that followed in

the future. No connecting vowel was inserted, but

these consonants were allowed to come into direct

collision with the objectionable a which seldom

maintained its place in the conflict, but, as a rule,

vanished, being either assimilated to the preceding

consonant, e. g. ^olic e-Tsvva = s-xsv-aa, Homeric

o9sXXa, and this may have been the older process,

or dropped without leaving any trace of its existence

beyond a compensatory lengthening sTsiva, u^£.ik(x.—

The few non-sigmatic aorists formed from other

verb-stems may be explained in the same manner.

Language avoided the collision of too many conso-

nants by shortening the original six-ca, irvsYX-Cia to

etTca, Tj'vsYxa.

§ 272.

The perfect stem with its numerous forms requires

discussion at somewhat greater length. The peculiar

and essential symbol of this stem is the reduplication.

There can scarcely be a doubt about the aim which

the genius of language had in view in applying this

instrument to the formation of the perfect stem after

the remarks of Bopp, Vergl. Gr., II, 388, Pott, es-

pecially in his latest work 'Doppelu?ig\ p. 205 sq.,

myself Temp, und Modi, p. 174, and others. That

stem denotes the completed action. And to signify

this language employs the same means or instrument

of which she avails herself frequently for the for-

mation of intensive verbs, and generally to denote

any strengthening of the idea expressed by a word.
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7i:£-9£uy as distinguished from cpuy and also from cpsuy,

denotes in the liveliest manner the action as brought

to completion. For the same reason the syllable of

the stem is also strengthened in many other ways in

this tense. The Greek language at least in the time

of its fullest bloom used the perfect stem exclusively

in this, the obviously original sense, and in doing
|

so displays an antiquity superior to all the other

members of the Indogermanic family. Hence it is

better adapted than any other to represent the ori-

ginal intentions of language in regard to the for-

mation of tenses. But it is true that this, like other

advantages of the Greek language, would scarcely

have been perceived to be such, did not the kindred

languages oflfer us the material for comparison.

With regard to the form of reduplication it will

here be sufficient to refer to the fact that the simi-

larity of sound between the augment and the re-

duplicated syllable before certain double consonants

is purely accidental. The accident however is in

harmony with the widespread tendency of language

to avoid any undue repetition of the same sound

in two consecutive syllables (cp. Grundzuge, II,

p. 279 sq.).

By reduplication all the forms of the perfect,

however widely they may differ in the mode of their

formation, are kept together as a whole; and the

unity of this whole must not be obscured even in

practical instruction. The reduplicated stem is seen

in its purest and most naked form in the Middle,

where the terminations are added to it immediately

without a connecting vowel, Xs'-Xu-[xat,, 7ie-7ipaY-[xai.

In this case there is one mode of formation only.

For the distinction between strong and weak forms

which is carried out in the aorist to the complete

separation of two entirely distinct stems, comes be-

fore us in the perfect stem in the Active voice only;
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and even there the strong and weak forms are merely

different modes of forming one and the same stem.

This must be pointed out to the pupil, and he must

be shown that the distinction in this case is to a

certain extent secondary.

In the middle the perfect stem follows the con-

jugation in -[jLt, in joining the person-terminations

directly to the stem ; in the active as a rule it avails

itself of a uniting vowel. 7i:s7cpay-a-[jL£v in distinction

from TOTrpay-fxau Forms without a uniting vowel

like l'5-jji.sv, later I'a-fxev, p£^a-[X£v, ia-ra-Ts can, there-

fore, be treated separately in § 317. This is not

the place to examine in detail Schleicher's view of

the a in the Perfect (Compend., 554) which in regard

to some forms differs from mine. But even from

what has been said it will be plain why the a cannot

certainly as in the weak aorist be regarded as part of the

stem; and why we cannot assume stems like TCSTcpaya,

Ysyova. It is to be observed moreover that in the

aorist the a passes as the characteristic vowel through

the moods and verbal nouns, Xuaa-i,-[xi,, Xuaa-rw,

Xuca-a9a(., &c. ; but in the perfect this is not the

case, TCSTupay-o-L-fjLi, Kzizgay - hai. The vowel, there-

fore, is moveable, and consequently does not belong

to the stem.

Older grammarians distinguish in the Active be-

tween the perfectum secunduTn and the perfecUtm

primum. Under the first came all those forms which

in 1st Sing, join the a without any further addition

to the reduplicated stem •ysyov-a, TCSTcpay-a. Under
the latter came two classes of Perfects, those formed

with X and those with an aspirate. But if we put

the facts clearly before us, we see at once without

going back to their origin, that the forms in x can

indeed be considered as a separate class, but the

aspirated forms cannot. For in the first place, when
we attempt to follow the old plan in establishing
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the aspirated perfect as a separate formation, we are

met by the question: to what class are we to refer

the perfects of stems ending in an aspirate? •y£'ypa9-a

is regarded as a perfectum primum. It is assumed,

therefore, that in this case aspiration was intended,

but could not be carried out on account of the

aspirate already in existence. In this particular in-

stance the short vowel might be brought forward

by which '^t'^ga.c^a. is distinguished from \i\ypoi. It

is said that this short vowel shows that ysypacpa is

not analogous to the so-called perfecta secunda. But

what are we to do with aXTJXt^-a, opwpu)(_-a? In the

Attic reduplication the penultima is not lengthened

as a rule, ax7]X0-a, sXrjXuO-a. As the aspirate is found

also in akda^o^ 8t.opux-o?, i. e. quite independently

of the perfect-stem, it would be more reasonable in

this case to assume 2i perfectum secundum. But further,

even Buttmann {Ausf. Gr., I, 410) saw that a con-

siderable number of those changes of vowels which

were usually regarded as characteristic of the so-

called perfecta secunda were to be found in con-

nection ivith and by the side of aspiration. To be

consistent, those who explain yi'^ga.<pa. as a primum
because the vowel remains unchanged, must consider

7r£7CO[X9a, xsxXo9a, Tsxpocpa, as secunda on account of

the change. But compared with the stems tcs{ji.tc,

xXsTC, xpsTT, these perfecta secunda have the addition

of a breathing; they are aspirated. Hence if we
would strictly maintain the old distinction between

the perfecta prima and secunda, we must allow,

either that aspiration is no exclusive mark of the

perfectum primum^ or that a change of the vowel

is not an exclusive mark of the secundum. In the

first case there ceases to be any reason for separating

the aspirated forms as a distinct mode of formation

from the unaspirated ; in the second there ceases

to be any reason for considering forms like yeypa<pa
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as different from \i\rf)a. In both cases we have the

indubitable result that a hard and fast line cannot

be drawn between the two formations.

This difficulty has been felt; and the attempt made
in consequence to support the aspirated forms by
uniting them with those in x. Buttmann, p. 408 as-

sumes ex as the peculiar ending of this perfect, and he

has frequently enough been followed in maintaining

that this spiritus combined with the preceding guttural

and labial mute to form an aspirate, but 'between

two vowels and after a liquid it changed into x

in order to become audible'. But the science of

language knows nothing whatever of such a change

of the spiritus asper into x. That minimum of a

sound which we call the spiritus asper appears in

Greek almost always as the last residuum of a spirant.

It would be against the analogy of the whole history

of sound for the strong guttural x to spring from

such a mere shadow of a sound. No one who has

the least knowledge of the manner in which such

questions are treated at the present day would even

for a moment agree to a theory which for Butt-

mann's time was acute, bvit which, though deserving-

notice as an effort to introduce unity into variety,

is, when examined closely, without any foundation

whatever.

Nevertheless the attempt to distinguish the aspirated

perfect as a special form has found a new defender

among the students of Comparative grammar. No less

a person than the venerable founder of this science,

F. Bopp, seeks to maintain this distinction, but in

a manner in which, as I believe I have already shown.

Temp, unci Modi, p. 191, it is impossible for us to

agree. He discusses the perfects with x and the

aspirated perfects merely en passant, while treating

of the aorist {Vergl. Gr., II, 446). The x_ of the

three isolated aorists 3-8w-xa, s-Qirj-xa and Yj-xa he
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compares with the a of the ordinary Greek aorist,

and is of opinion that x may have arisen out of a.

But there is an entire absence of any sufficient and

established analogy for such a change. For it is really

no analogy at all that in Ecclesiastical Sclavonic

the spirant ch, rather than k, appears as the re-

presentative of s; and even less, that in certain

Lithuanian imperatives, which have no connection

with the weak aorist, k is vised for s, especially as

this k is explained by Schleicher {Lith. Gr., p. 231)

in quite a diflPerent and far more satisfactory

manner. From these manifestly insufficient premisses

Bopp goes on to conclude that a is the source of

the X in the perfect no less than in the aorist,

and of the aspiration also. But in regard to the

perfect, even he can point to no analogy in the

kindred languages to prove the existence of a. The

wide difference between the sounds x and a, which

very fairly represent the extreme opposites among
the Greek consonants, thoroughly justifies us in

doubting and even decisively rejecting this expla-

nation. The reputation of such a scholar as F. Bopp
is not lessened by the fact that some of his opinions

are controverted by those who continue to work in

his spirit. It would be superfluous to make this

remark had not the authority of our venerable

master been used on this very point to protect an

assumption which has nothing in itself to support

it, and to bring forward as an established fact that

explanation of the perfects in which no other recent

scholar, so far as I know, agrees with Bopp. The

whole tendency of the modern science of language

leads us to point out wherever possible a distinct

cause for every sound and change of sound. Hence

there has been no want of other conjectures on the

origin of aspiration in the perfect, which are how-

ever no more satisfactory than Bopp's. I may refer
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on this point to Tempora unci Modi^ p. 193, and

Grundzik/e, II, 82 sq. In the latter place I have

treated this aspiration in combination with the other

cases in which a Tenuis or Media becomes an aspirate

j
in Greek, and the result is that we can hardly re-

j

gard the aspiration of the perfect as anything more

I

than a simple alteration of sound without any defi-

i

nite reason, which can only be explained by a ten-

j

dency of the Greek language not unknown in other

I instances also.

In maintaining this view of the aspirated perfect

which Pott originated, and has again advocated

in his later work 'Doppelung\ p. 257, two circum-

stances still deserve especial consideration — viz. 1.

that the same aspiration is found in 3rd PI. Med.
in -axat, and -axo, quite independently of the Act.

Perf. and without any interchange of x, e. g. tstocx.-

axai, Homeric spx^-axac (Rt. spy), cp. § 287; and
2. the small number of the aspirated forms, which

are quite unknown to the Homeric poems, where

for instance we find xsxotuo? instead of xsxo^wi; the

form usual in later Greek. In Temjwra und Modi,

p. 196, I have enumerated but 21 aspirated Perfects

in all, a great portion of which are not found before

the time of Polybius. To these, it is true, a few

more may yet be added. I have marked 5 which may
find their place here by the side of those already

noticed. Stems which have already an aspirate are

naturally not counted. From stems in x we find

hihziyjx (Hesych.), hihrupi (Babr.), SsSiox^ (Hyperides,

c. Lycophr., p. 29, 6 Schneid.), svr|VOxa, xiX'/jpu^'''-:'

TCSTcXsx^a, 7rs7cpax,a, xscpuXaxa; from stems in y, r^ya.

by the side of OL-^rflioi, 7]XXax,a in compounds sl'Xox,^,

[xs[jLa)(^a, [xe}xix.Gt, avs'ox^a by the side of avswya, opto-

gzyozzc, (Suid.), zixccfa.; from stems in tt, ^sf5X£9a

(Jmo^z^Ai.<s^6xs,Q Autipater ap. Stobaeum, 70. 13), xs'x-

Xocpa, X£X09a, TCS7roij.<pa, rsTpo9'x by the side of Tsxpacpa
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(from Tps'iio); from stems in P, Pe'jSXacpa (Demosth. 19.

180) by the side of z^\a(s^a. (C. I. n. 1570), xI^Xk^o.,

£l'X7](pa, T£Tpt.9a, rBacpoi (from Oafj-jSEo). To these may
be added the doubtful 8t,a7re7uat.x.w? (7ra'!^o) in the

much discussed expression of Sophocles on his own
artistic development, in Plutarch, de inofect. in vir-

tute, chap. 7, for which Bergk {Prcvf. ad Soph.,

p. XXXI) conjectures StaTusTrXaxw^. Such being the

case it is obvious that the Active perfect, with the

exception of the forms in x from vowel-stems, is on

the whole a rare tense. Buttmann saw this {A. Gr.,

I, 410). It is, therefore, very absurd to impress upon

the memory of the pupil forms like xeTUTra and T£'i:u9a,

neither of which are found anywhere, though they

have not yet disappeared from our grammars and

grammatical writings. And nothing is more un-

reasonable than to require the pupil should be taught

to form an Active perfect to every verb. This is

to make him learn more than the old Athenians

knew. He ought certainly to learn that only which

really occurs in the literature preserved to us in the

best period of Greece, and not fancies fashioned after

the model of supposed analogies such as were the

futura secunda which before the times of G. Hermann
and Buttmann disfigured our Greek grammars.

This discussion may be sufficient to justify the

position which I have allotted to the Aspirated

perfect, but a few words are still needed in regard

to the form with x which I denote exclusively as

the weak perfect. This also can be traced in its

gradual growth from Homer onwards. In Homer
the X is inserted in the first instance after vowels:

TsQvTjXoc by the side of tsOvtjoc. At a later period

it forced its way into stems in X, p, v, and dental

mutes saraXxa, scpOapxa, x£xc[j.(.xa. From these facts

I formerly drew the conclusion that x was here nothing

more than a phonetic element introduced to unite
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stem and termination. This view I now admit to be

untenable for the reason that in no other instance

has y. grown up out of the hiatus, and I have re-

tracted it in Grundz., I, 52, where will be found a

conjecture on the origin of this x. In any case the

sound is analogous to other elements which are

added to the verb-stem. Schleicher, Compend., 558,

adopts my view of the aspirated perfect, but marks

the origin of the x as obscure, p. 622,

§ 283,

To understand the formation of the pluperfect, we
must begin with the Homeric forms. o'-T£07]7r-sa is

distinguished from the perfect stem tsOt]:: by the

prefix of an augment belonging to a past tense and

the addition of -sa. On the origin of this -ea we
can scarcely have any doubt, when we call to mind
the Homeric imperfect ea—'I was'—which stands for

iaoL and a yet older saap. and came under our notice

above in treating of the formation of the weak
aorist. Since this saajji is exactly the same as the

Latin eram (for esam), it follows that there is the most
complete identity between forms like s-TTSTC'/^Y-ea and
pepig-eram. The compound form s-TcsTUTJy-sa, therefore,

is not different in value from the periphrastic KtK-rf{6c.

if|v (Temp, vnd Modi, 332; Schleicher, Compend., 622).

In the 3rd Sing, the a passed into s as in the weak
aorist and the perfect; s-rs-GiqTre-s ; the 3rd Plural

e-TsGTjTC-eaav has retained even the a;—terminations

in -aav being frequent in other formations also and

especially in yjaav, s'cav, so that here there was no

collision between two vowels. Thus far all is quite

clear and without any difficulty. The old Attic first

persons in -y], e. g. s'-TreTcovQir] may also be simply

explained by the rules of contraction ; and if at first

sight it is strange that the 3rd Sing., e. g. in Homeric

1
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Attic '»]87)
— 'he knew'—has the same form, the ex-

planation is that in this person also there was in

the first instance an a, and that the contraction took

place at a time when the 3rd Sing, did not yet end

in -££ but in -ea; while the forms in -slv of this person

a^re naturally to be regarded as contractions of

-es(v) with V ephelki/stikon, and, therefore, stand in

exactly the same relation to the more frequent forms

in £1 as £T£87]7U££v to 6T£9'if]7r££. But here we are met by

a real anomaly. When the diphthong ei had become

usual in 3rd Sing, which is everywhere the most

frequent form, it became inserted at a later period in

forms where it was out of place like 1st and 2nd Sing,

the Plur. and Dual ; and after the analogy of numerous

other first persons Sing, was introduced in that

person also. But i-\ekwei-^ is a much later formation

than ikzhjxri. Eustathius on Od. y]) 220 quotes

good authority for the fact that the best manuscripts

of Plato and Thucydides have t] and not £r,v. The ex-

treme point of confusion was reached when zi found

its way into 3rd Plur. in which person there was never

at any time any occasion for contraction, and conse-

quently for the diphthong. But here also the result

of the analysis of language has been most splendidly

confirmed by the tradition of grammarians, which is

the more trustworthy because it has no point of con-

tact whatever with scientific views. The Atticists

recommended the forms in -£oav, rejecting those in

-£(,aav (Phrynichus, ed. Lobeck, p. 149) and good

manuscripts have the latter form but rarely in Attic

writers (Matthia; § 198. 5, Kriiger § 30. 6 Anm.).—
In contrast to the common formation of the plu-

perfect by composition the Homeric e-[jiE{JL7]X-o-v is

formed simply, i. e. without the help of the addition

of the substantive verb; so too those very old plu-

perfect forms like e - xfiGva - cav, s - jTEmG - [j.£v (§ 317),

which have moreover no connecting vowel, being
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indeed in no need of such an expedient inasmuch

as they follow the formation of the pluperfect Middle,

rather than the Active.

§ 291.

That the Fiitumm exactum or 3rd future is com-

pounded of the perfect stem and the future of the

root £?, like the corresponding tense in Latin, Se6w-

co[j.at, like ded-ero^ needs no further confirmation after

what has been said. The insignificant variations in

the quantity of the vowel in the future and the

perfect stems which consist exclusively in this that

the vowel is more often found long in the future

than in the perfect, may very well be explained on

two grounds. 1. The Greeks had always a tendency

to lengthen short syllables when surrounded by others

also short. Hence the o in ao(f)6xego(; ^ £ijovu[j.O(;;

2. The analogy of the common Middle forms was ob-

viously not without a certain influence—thus we have

XeXijao[j.at. following Xuoo|xa!. in contrast to \i\\)-\Ka.i.

§ 292—299.

The two Passive stems are the most difficult forms

in the Greek verb. In analysing them, the kindred

languages are so far of no assistance that they pre-

sent no form exactly parallel and used in a similar

manner. It is not our object here to solve difficult

problems but to put together results which can en-

liven and advance instruction in Greek. The follow-

ing observations then may suffice. The two Passive

stems like the Greek aorist, the future and the

pluperfect are without doubt compound formations.

The Passive meaning peculiar to these stems is not

denoted by the person terminations as in the other

Passive forms— on the contrary the terminations of

12
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the two aorists are active—but must lie in the stems

themselves, i. e. in the elements £(7]) and 9e(9'r]) ap-

pended to the verb-stems. I have already stated in

Temp, und Modi, p. 329 sq. my conjecture that the s

has arisen from the root jd 'to go' which we have

already met more than once in another phonetic form.

Here this root would be used without a connecting

vowel after the analogy of the conjugation in -fxt,, e. g.

as cza in e-crrj-v, yvo in s-yvo-v, and since the verb-

stem, when it appears in its pure form, has an aoristic

force, the direct application of a stem like Ypa9-£

to express the aorist is accounted for. The Passive

meaning of this root is vindicated by Sanskrit forms

in which the syllable jd combined with Person-

terminations Active no less than Middle gives a Pas-

sive meaning and also by forms like the Latin venum

ire or venire, the Passive of venum dare or vendere.

£-Ypacp-7]-v, therefore, was pretty nearly equivalent

to German ich ging schreiben, gerieth ins Schreiben

('I went a-writing—fell a-writing'); just as German
in Verfall, in Verlust gerathen or verloren gehen is

synonymous with verloren werden (Ho go lost' =
'to be lost').—^In regard to the weak Passive stem

only so much is certain that it stands in close con-

nexion with numerous other formations which pre-

sent the same consonant 9. The formation in point

will be found collected in Grmidz., I, 54. It is

probable that this 9 arose out of the root 9s (San-

skrit dha) which even in Greek signifies not merely

'to place' but also 'to do' (e. g. Sappho, Frag., 62

zL x£ 9£i[j.£v). But how this 9 comes to be used

with a Passive meaning is a difficulty which I have

attempted to solve in Kuhn's Zeitschrift^ I, 26.

Schleicher, Compend., 623; Corssen, Jahn^s Jahrb.,

LXVIII, 368 ; Lange, Ueber den lateinischen Infinitiv,

p. 23, have adopted more or less decisively my
conjecture, that in the 9s we may recognize a

i
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compound, a combination of the root (ie with the js

already mentioned.

§ 301.

The shortness of the stem-vowel in the formation

of the tenses of numerous verb-stems, e. g. ysXaw,

fut. yzk<xao\].oii, is here pointed out merely as a fact,

because, though many conjectural explanations have

been given of this phenomenon, proof can be ob-

tained in very few cases. Since in the tense-stems

in point a short vowel is the rule where the verb-

stem has lost a dental consonant before the additional

elements, e. g. in xXa-aw from the root xXar, cppa-ao

from the root 9pa5, and since the same stems present

their final consonants elsewhere in the form of a,

e. g. 7C£7i:Xaa-[xa!., (pgoiO-TOQ^ it is natural to connect

both phenomena, the shortness of the vowel and
the frequent insertion of c (§ 288, 298, 300), in

such a manner as to assume that stems ending in

a dental sound must be our starting point in ex-

plaining them. But while it is easy to advance this,

it is difficult to establish it. TiXs'-o) has been given

as a denominative from reXsc, Nom. rsXo?, to which

Ti-Xcloa-iKivcc, only would stand in the same relation

as X£-xopi)'^-[jLevo? to the noun-stem xopu'j; and in

this case at any rate the formation of the present

from such a stem can certainly be explained by the

phonetic laws of Greek, tsXs(j-(.«, rsXs-'to, Homeric xs-

Xet'w, TsXs'w. Elsewhere kindred formations with 8, c,

T have been brought forward, e. g. aj^aS-wv for

C7ra-o, arca-aw, s - GTraatif] - v; apux-o by the side of

apu-o for apu-Go. But here the rejection of the

dental in the present between two vowels creates

a fresh difficulty. Since no phonetic law in Greek

forbids CTcaSo as a form of the present, we should,

in attempting to get rid of the old anomaly, create
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a new one which was not in existence before. Be-

sides, etymology is against the assumption of a root

aizixh (^Grii)iclz., I, 237). In other cases in which a

stem of this kind has been assumed by a similarly

circuitous path, the assumption is not merely not

confirmed by the other forms of the verb, and the

corresponding words in the kindred languages, but

rather contradicted, e. g. in apxs'-o, with which the

Latin arce-o may be compared, in s[jl&-o the s in which

is like the j in Lithuanian vem-ju (Grunch., I, 288),

in ago-o which on account of dpoupa points rather

to apoP-o (Grundz., I, 306), as aAs-«, in spite of

aXs-ao, aXTJXsxa to dXs'P-o on account of dXsupov

{Grundz., I, 325 sq.). And what consonant can well

be proved for the stems of Xuo and tctuo, or even for

Tco^s'o and Trove'o? Besides the shortness and length

of Greek forms is something so variable that in very

few of these verbs would one stem-form be sufficient,

while for the most of them two stems would have

to be assumed, each complementing the other, e. g.

^u for ^u-ao, and ^ua or something of the kind for

Ts'^uxa. In short the whole method has no basis;

it rests on mere conjectures of the boldest kind,

and, therefore, is quite unsuited for notice in a

school-grammar, even though some of the conjectures

may not be altogether improbable. I may take this

opportunity of pointing out that I cannot approve

of the assumption of dental stems such as those

which have been put forward for xspd-vvu-[j.t,, xp£[xd-

vvu-[ji.!., xops-vvu-{jL!. and some other similar formations.

In £-vvu-[jLi alone the first v has been really proved

to be due to assimilation (root s'r, Pec, § 319. 3),

and the same origin is in my opinion probable for

a^s-vvu-[ji,!, {Grundz., II, 146). But in a school-

grammar the forms s-a^Tfj-v, s-c(5Tf]-xa make the as-

sumption of such a root unadvisable. The a which

in the formation of tenses no less than of nouns
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appears between vowel-stems and the various termin-

ations is as yet by no means thoroughly cleared up,

and cannot certainly be removed at a stroke as it were

by making it in every case a component part of the

stem. Such a simple expedient carries us but a Httle

way, as may be seen very clearly in forms like ih-

e'-c'iJ'rj-v, ih-rih-s-a-\}.0!.i, c[jL-w[jLO-c-Tai, by the side of

6(i,-«[i-o-T:a!., in which the preceding vowel has never

once been proved to belong to the root. We must not

be led away by the effort to explain the variation of

quantity wherever possible by definite causes an effort

quite correct in principle into hastily seizing ujaon any

explanation which comes to hand, and embodying it

at once in a school-grammar for the benefit of young

scholars. It is not from any carelessness or inattention,

but after the fullest consideration, that I have pre-

ferred in such cases simply to point out the anomaly.

§ 304.

The verbs in -[xt might have been divided into

more classes than I have made. More especially it

seems advisable from a scientific point of view to

treat as a separate class those which distinguish their

present stem from the pure verb-stem by reduplication

(§ 308). But the number was too small to justify us

in doins so. There are but nine Greek verbs in all

of this kind, and they can, therefore, be regarded

merely as a part of the first class. The same holds

good of the verbs in -VY][jLt, (§ 312. D.) which more-

over with the exception of Suvajxat, are not found in

Attic prose. These also are nine in number, Sapi-

v'^-ij.t., xtp-vYj-fji!,, xp-K^jx-va-fj-a'., [ji.ap-va-[xat., Tcs'p-vrj-fj.i,

7c{X-va-|j.ai,, TCLX-vir]-[jLi, cxt'8-vvj-jj.t., 6\j-va-[j.at..

Among these [j.ap-va-[xat. is used only in the pre-

sent stem, 6uva-(jLa!, has an unchangeable stem 8uva

running through the whole formation of the tenses
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and occasionally increased by the addition of a sigma

(8\jva!JT7](;) ; and all the others are provided with

secondary forms of different structure which are in

more common use. To treat the dissyllabic stems

aya, spa, xpefxa, also as separate was the less neces-

sary for my purpose, as no certain explanation can

be given of their origin.

On the other hand, the verbs in -v'jp.(, are clearly

to be regarded as distinct. The syllable vu is re-

stricted to the present stem, and the number of the

verbs of this kind runs up to 38. In every respect,

therefore, they may claim to form a class by them-

selves. In their formation these verbs are evidently

clearly allied to those numerous and variously formed

verbs which extend the present by the addition of

a nasal, either alone or in combination with different

vowels, and, therefore, they stand in close connection

with the fifth or nasal class which immediately

follows them in my arrangement. As regards the

origin of these nasal additions, I cannot in spite of

the opposite theory so frequently brought forward,

and lately adopted by Schleicher in his Compendium,

p. 576, bring myself to the conviction that any

pronominal element is contained in them ; on the

contrary, I still adhere to the view given in detail

in Tempora und Modi, p. 53 sq. , that these ad-

ditions are of a purely phonetic nature and became
formed into syllables in the course of time by a

gradation which we can still trace with certainty.

The Latin pa-n-g-o, therefore, into which the

nasal enters only as an extension of the conso-

nantal sound (cp. ju-ti-g- 0, tu-n-d-o, rv-m-p-o^ I

consider as more ancient than the Greek vj-[j.i., where

the nasal, combined with 'j, forms a syllable by it-

self. Nasalization, which may take its place as a

consonantal extension by the side of the extension

of vowels, is a phenomenon which ought not to be
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disregarded by the modern science of language so

much as is usual. It would be difficult to prove

any other origin for the nasal in TC'![JL-7i:X7]-[xt,, tci[jl-

7rp7]-[xt,, TU(jL7u-avo-v (Rt. TUTc), '^ajJL-j3-o^ (Rt. Ta9),

Au^x-su-^ (Rt. Xi)x), e-^i-t\\j-i^ angiiilla, anguis by the

side of the Sanskrit ahi-s, Greek vfi-c.^ ^s'vj-oc; by
the side of i3a^o?; and I cannot see that there is

anything absurd in the supposition that the nasal

which we find as v ephelkystikoti following upon
short vowels at the end of words should be intro-

duced into the middle of words to produce a greater

fulness of tone like the extension of vowels which

is accepted by every one.

§ 305 sq.

I have been reproached with the inconsistency of

regarding sometimes the shoi-t vowel, e. g. in 6s, 8o,

and sometimes the long one, e. g. in yvo, ^lo as primary
in roots which end in a vowel. But in assuming
these forms with regard to which on the whole I difi'er

but little from other grammarians, I have acted upon
a definite plan: the root is quoted with a long vowel
where the length extends to the greater number of

forms, and with a short one where it is confined

to the smaller number. The distinction between
s'-Os'--ur(V, Gavai, Oe'-Gt-c, Ss'-So-Tat., Souvat,, So-at,-?,

(poc-Ot., 9a-Tc-c, on the one hand, and forms like

Yvo-vai, yvo-To-c, yvw-at.-;;, j^tco-vai, aXw-vat., aXu-ac,
~s'-Tpw-p.a!., s-tp(j-Otj-v, on the other, is sufficiently

marked to justify the distinction. In stems like

those of GTT,-va!., [j.£'[j.v7]-[j,ot!,, T2-GY]-xa, there is the

further practical consideration that as -q can arise

out of ; no less than a, it is only in era, [j.a, 9va

that we can recognize the real stem-vowel. The
quantity, where it fluctuates, is purposely left un-

marked. In this way I believe all objections are
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removed so far as Greek grammar, and at any rate

Greek school-grammar is concerned. When we take

up a higher point of view so as to include in our

observation the corresponding forms in the kindred

languages, we shall, it is true, find reason to alter

our judgment. The Indian grammarians allow no

roots in a, but only in a, so that Sanskrit dd cor-

responds to Greek 80, Latin dd-re (by the side of

do-nu-ni)^ Sanskrit dhd to Greek 6s, Sanskrit gd to

Greek ^a (j3aw«). But Schleicher in an essay in Kuhn
and Schleicher's Beitrdge, II, p. 92 sq., has brought

forward weighty reasons for universally assuming-

short a as the primitive form in these roots; and

he takes the same view in his Compendium. But

even in this ' case we must continue to regard the

long vowel as the characteristic in those roots in

which metathesis is found, e. g. in -yvo (= Sanskrit

gnd, Latin gno by the side of German kami)^ since

that form of the root only in which the vowel stands

between the two consonants (e. g. 6av, ^aX, [xsv,

TS[JL, Pop, crop) regularly presents the short vowel;

but, on the other hand, when metathesis takes place,

the vowel is long (Gvtj-to-?, Pe-|3X7]-xa, {ji.£-[xvYj-[jiai,

aTpovvujj.!.). Consequently in roots which present the

vowel in the latter position only, the length of the

vowel is a part of the stem. More obscure in origin

is a number of other stems like jStw, aX«, a[X|5Xo,

but in these also the long vowel is undeniably fixed,

i. e. forms part of the stem.

§ 321.

In this, no less than in the following classes of

verbs (as is pointed out even in the observations in

the grammar), we must carefully observe that over

and above the pecidiar characteristics of each class
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many isolated specialities present tliernselves. Since

language in general applies very various means to

distinguish the present stem from the verb-stem, we
cannot wonder that we sometimes find several of these

means united. Similar pleonasms may be observed

in the most widely distinct provinces of language.

We need only call to mind comparatives like izguo-

Tspo-c, and superlatives like izg^xiOTOQ. No one woidd

think of availing himself of these extended forms

to overthrow the usual arrangements of the Com-
parative and Superlative. Similarly in No. 1 of the

verbs here given, ^at'v-o, we find the double addition

in the present stem. From the root ^a arose first

^av, then |3av-!,. Here and elsewhere the doubt might

arise which of these two additions is to give the

mark for classification. Does ^aww on account of

the t, belong to the 4th or I-class (cp. fxai'vopLai), or

on account of the v to the 5th or Nasal class? The
first arrangement would be recommended by the

comparison of Latin ven-i-o by the side of ven-i

(cp. Oscan hen-Kst = ven-erit). But in favour of the

second is the circumstance that in Greek the v oc-

curs in the present stem only, and we cannot, there-

fore, in this case establish a root ^av, whereas, on

the other hand, in (pcnivt^ though we can go back

to a root 9a, yet if we leave a few Homeric forms

out of sight (9a-£v, 'Ks,-(pT^-ao-[^.al) 9av only can be

recognized as the verb-stem, and the verb, therefore,

belongs to the 4th class. As in this case then we
find the 4th and 5th classes united, so the peculiar

mark of the 7th or E- class and especially of the

second division of it, viz. the lengthening of the

verb-stem by an s added to facilitate the formation

of tenses, occurs occasionally in all the other classes.

There is only this difi'erence, that in the 7th class the

additional element is the mark which distinguishes

between the verb -stem and present stem, whereas
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in the other classes it is something accessory and

claims attention only for the formation of certain

tenses. We, therefore, who have taken this distinction

between verb-stem and present stem as the basis

of our arrangement, can be in no doubt about the

place which each verb ought to occupy. In spite

of a{j.apT-ir]-ao{xai, aij-aptravo belongs to the nasal class,

and the same is the case with a-j^-av-w in spite of

a{»^ - >] - aw.—In o(fik-iay.-dvo we find the additional

elements of the inchoative and nasal class combined,

as is pointed out by the reference to § 324. But the

proper place for the verb was in § 322, among those

which add -av to the stem. So too the circumstance

that the root tzi is supplemented in the construction

of many forms by the root ro, and consequently

must be mentioned in the mixed class, is no reason

that the relation of s-tti-o-v to izCv-o should not be

mentioned in this section.

I have already pointed out p. 136 that I consider

all these nasal additions to be purely phonetic. Here

also we find a certain pleonasm in language. When
the root-vowel is short, the mere addition of the

syllable -av is not enough, but the nasal is also

inserted in the root and is thus doubly represented,

jxav9-av, Tu^x-av, Xap.jS-av.

I have already referred p. 136 to the connection

of this nasal class with the verbs in -vu-at,. This

connection is especially prominent in some of the

verbs which belong to this place. The Homeric

dialect has preserved the form Ti-vu-jj.t,, and, there-

fore, it is not . impossible that rt'-v-o arose out of

Tt-vj-u, and cpOtvu-O-o makes an older form z^^l-vd-o

for 99''-v-o not improbable. In § 318, 4 it is noticed

how frequently we find secondary forms in the 0-

conjugation beside the verbs in -vu-p-i. In this way

also we may explain sXau-v« by the side of the verb-

stem im. We may carry it back to sXa-vj-o (cp.
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Ahrens, FormenL, p. 127), and assume the same

metathesis of the u which is brought before us so

plainly in youv-a = yovu-a (Latin genu-d).

No less plainly is the internal homogeneity of all

the nasal additions of this class displayed by the

fact that we possess double forms which exhibit a

certain variation on the part of language in regard

to the exact form of the nasal syllable. Thus by the

side of §ax-v-o) we find, in quotations of the gram-

marians only, Sayxavw, which serves to combine

forms like ^at'vw and a[xapTavo; the connecting link

between a[j.apr-av-o and xtj-v£-« is iixav-w by the side

of Cx-vs-o-ij.a!.; while the Ionic i.'Y-vu-[j.a!. (xaOi'yvuiJ.at.),

retained in Hippocrates, forms the transition to the

verbs -v^j-p.!. (Lobeck, TechnoL, 209). So too laxavo

(in a longer formation laxavao) by the side of utu-,

a[j.TZ-iai-vi-o-\iOii. The numerous verbs which belong

to this place have been illustrated by Lobeck on

Buttmann, Atisf. Gr., II, 64 sq.

§ 324.

The 6th or Inchoative-class is one of those pos-

sessions common to Greek and Latin which shew

how extremely close is the connection existing between

the two languages. There is, it is true, something

analogous to it in Sanskrit. But only three verbs in

that language form the present stem in this manner,

viz.—by the addition of the kh, the regular re-

presentative of sk in Indian. We might, therefore,

assume a ga-sk-d-mi corresponding to the Greek

^a-ax-o (Schleicher, Compend., 582), as the prede-

cessor of ga-kh-d-m% '•1 go,' from the root ga =
Greek ^a. But not merely have the sounds lost their

original form in Sanskrit; in other respects also

that language stands below the classical languages
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in regard to these forms. In it there is no trace

of that specific meaning of the additional element

which in the two classical languages is retained to

so great an extent that the class is termed from it

the Inchoative-class. The Inchoative meaning is not

only found in the verbs mostly of derivative for-

mation which are termed Inchoative in the strict sense,

e. g. Y7]pa-ax-w (cp. sen-e-se-o)^ T,[3a-ax-o (cp. pube-

sc-o)^ ava-jSto-ax-o-fiat. (cp. I'evivi-sc-o)^ but may also

be easily recognized in many others, e. g. in [xt.-p.v7]-

ax-o-[j.a!. (cp. re-min-i-sc-or\ aXS-irj-cx-o (cp. adole-

sc-6)^ yi-Yvo-ax-o (^= gnO-sc-o'), hi-ho!-ay.-o the causa-

tive correlative of the intransitive di-sc-o. As the

Inchoative meaning consists essentially in the fact

that the action comes to pass gradually, those pre-

sent stems which denote the gradual working out^

of an action, e. g. ext. - pa - ex - eiv
,
pac-i-sc-i are dis-

tinguished from the Inchoatives in the narrower

sense, which denote a gradual process, as transitive

from intransitive, i. e. as "-atr'rj-fjLt. and Latin si-st-o

from ax-^-vai. and stare. Thus, therefore, Tzi-itl-aK-o,

[jieOu-ax-w, ap-ap-L-ax-o become intelligible. The re-

duplication found in not a few verbs in conjunction

with the ax is naturally to be regarded as an ad-

ditional strengthening element, even as it is applied

in an independent manner in the verbs in -[xt to

form the present, and occurs here and there in the

verbs given § 327, 14— 17 (yi-Yv-o-jjiat,, tcl'-tttw, n-
rpa-co). After what has been said there can scarcely

be any doubt that this class originally comprised

those verbs only in which it was the intention of

language to denote in the present stem the gradual

realization of an action. Even in those forms, there-

fore, in which such a meaning can scarcely, if at

all, be proved in the historical era of the language,

6. g. pXo-ax-o, Gpw-ax-w, cxsp-L-ax-o, Latin ulc-i-sc-or,

we may reasonably assume that it existed at an
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earlier period. We need hardly dwell upon the foct

that the ax of the Iteratives in -axo-v is not dijBPerent

in nature and origin from the additional element in

the present, and consequently the Iterative was only

an isolated preterite of this formation of the present.

The gradual realization and the repetition of an

action are regarded by language as nearly akin.

Both form the opposite to the sudden incidental

action of the aorist. This class possesses a peculiar

interest for the student of the verb in general, be-

cause we can in this case prove a particular mean-
ing for the additional element in the present stem.

It ought however to be mentioned that the origin

of this ax is unknown to us, the last and highest

question, therefore, still remains unanswered.

In the mode of adding the element also, Latin

and Greek present a high degree of similarity. We
need only compare (c/)no-sc-o, (g)na-sc-or, cre-sc-o

with yc-Yvw-ax-o, TZi-Tzgd-ax-o, xi-xlri-ax-o, the deri-

vative 7j pa -ax -to
5
yifjpa-ax-M with Latin ira-sc-or,

I

aX-t-ax-o-[i.af,, arzg-i-ax-o with Latin ap-i-sc-or^

! pac-i-sc-or, and §(.5a-ax-o, \di-ax-(d in which a gut-

1 tural is lost with di-sc-o, to perceive that the laws

I
of formation are the same. It is a striking; fact

I

that the genius of language, which is ever intent

j
on delicate distinctions, has separated the Iterative

!

forms, which, in spite of their close relationship,

;
have some peculiarities of application, from the In-

choatives, at least in part by the connecting vowel;

axa-GX-ov, it is true, is formed like cpa-cx-o, but

sx,-e-cx-ov, l'8-£-cx-ov are distinct from arsp-t'-cx-o),

sup-L-cx-cj; and only ap-s-ax-o which, though else-

where also it retains the s, cannot be separated

from ap-[jLsvo-i;, ap-xco-t; in the sense 'to accomodate
one's self to' (Grundz., I, 304) makes use of the

connecting vowel. This desire for distinction stands

in my opinion by the side of the consistent develop-
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ment of the germs handed down from an earlier I

period, as a highly characteristic mark of the Greek \

language.

§ 325 AND 326. I

i

The 7th or E- class is evidently composed of
]

two formations of quite distinct origin. But as we
j

have throughout made the relation of the present

stem to the verb-stem the basis of our arrangement, I

and this relation in the verbs before us is shown
\

in the fact that a superfluous e is sometimes found i

in one position and sometimes in another, it was
I

certainly allowable for practical purposes to bring .

both under o?ie point of view. That formation i

naturally occupies the first place which in unison
j

with the classes already discussed presents the ex-
|

tended stem in the forms of the present. With re-
j

gard to the e, the addition of which distinguishes
|

ya[X£, 5ox£, xupe, &c., as present stems from the
\

verb-stems yafj., Sox, xup, I have already conjectured '

Temp, nnd Modi, p. 92, 94, that it arose out of Jod. 1

In my Grundz., II, 183 I have illustrated and con- i

firmed this explanation from other sources. The
j

identity of this s with the Jod of the I-class is
i

most apparent in the Homeric cp-e'-ovro (B 398,
'

^ 212). As £ is found even outside the verb as •

the representative of an original Jod, this form, 1

which belongs to the root op (op-vu-[j.!.), may be
j

compared with Latin or-i-tmtur. If my view is

correct, and I can see no reasonable objection against
|

it, the first division of the seventh class presents at
|

least in part the same element which characterizes i

the I-class. But there are good reasons for separat- i

ino- the two. Thus I could not maintain the same !

origin for the s in all the verbs of this class. In
|

some it is quite as possible that the present stem is I
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formed from a noun, and the rest of the tenses from

a shorter stem. In xp^wpieo this is undoubtedly the

case. The word evidently proceeds from -^gix-aiixo-Q^

and is derived from it in the same manner as aSixe-w

from oihLy.0-^. The i became inserted in the radical

syllable by Epenthesis, on which see Grundz., II, 247 sq.

Hence £-xpat,a[j.-o-v is quite an anomalous preterite,

which like s-7r(.xv-o-v became fixed for the aorist

solely because it was distinguished from the imper-

fect s'-x,paca|ji.-£-o-v (cp. s-to't-vs-o-v) as the shorter

form. The origin of the e, which in this case is

certain and corresponds exactly to the origin of the

same vowel in the derivative verbs in -so, is at least

possible in some other verbs, e. g. in 9t.X£-o (cp-

djiiko-i;), xxuTC-s'-o (x'zvKO-Q)^ ptTUTTs'-o which Lobeck on

Buttmann, II, 52 traced back to piTCTo-c, and Her-

mann, ad So})^. Ajac, 235 compares with jacto.re

in contradistinction to jacere. Similarly in tcsxxsw

(Aristoph.). That a formation of the present, in

which that tense only belongs to the derivative stem,

and the others to the primitive, is not unknown in

Greek is proved by the presents with a quoted in

§ 325 under n-p for this very purpose, yoa-o, p-vixa-

o-|j.a!,, [XTJxa-o-(;.a(, by the side of s-yo-o-v, [j.e'-[j.'r]X-a,

e'-[JLUx-o-v. In Latin this combination of two stems

thus distinguished has prevailed, as is well known,

to a very great extent—e. g. lav-a-re (older lav-e-re,

Xou-eiv) by the side of lavi, son-a-re (son-e-re) by the

side of son-ui^ son-i-tiis, in which we cannot suppose

that the long a has been dropped. For this reason

I think it probable that the same view may be taken

of the second or E-conjugation of the Latins, the

e in which is confined to the present stem. Doc-ui^

therefore, has not arisen out of doce-vi, any more

than e§o^a out of s66x7]Ga, but in Latin as in Greek

the forms without e are to be regarded as the

verb -stems, those with e as extended forms, and,

K
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therefore, confined to the present stem. Vanicek

(^Lutein. Schulgr.^ § 187) has also arranged these

verbs on this theory; and the arguments which have

been brought forward on the other side have not

convinced me that we are in the wrong. After what

has been said, sufficient reason appears to have been

given for the separation of the presents extended

with e as a distinct class. The division and arrange-

ment of the phenomena of language ought not to be

guided exckisively by our conjectures about their

origin ; but above all by the evidence of the facts

before us. And there is no question that everything

which comes under discussion here was gathered up

by the instinct of language under the change of verbs

in -so and -o.

The second division of this class is of quite a

distinct kind. Here the s comes before us as a

vowel uniting the stem and the additional elements'

of tense-formation. In many cases, therefoie, it is

simply an auxiliary or connecting vowel. Buttmann
taking a similar view, classed together (II, 56) the epic

perfects, op-op-s-tat, (x 377, 524) and ax-7])(^-e'-{Ji£vo-i;

(E 364. 2 29), to which may be added ap-Tjp-e-jxevo-c

in Apollonius Rhod. In many of the verbs belonging

to this division we can feel the need of such a vowel,

just as e is always inserted in forming the future

of certain verbs (cp. Ahrens, Formenlehre^ p. 119;

Miiller and Lattmann, p. 102), especially after p

in the stems sp, xop, after the X in ^ouX, OsX, [xeX,

the nasals in [jlsv, vs[ji, the double consonants aXs^,

au^, a^Q, i^, oXtaO, 8ap9, ^XaGT, ata9, a[j.apT:, spp, [xsXX,

TCspS, dXO; and even in dental stems like atS, £u5

(cp. suao from euw), XTf]5, [xsS, tcst, the formation of

the tenses gains in clearness by the addition, in so far

as a number of phonetic changes are thus avoided.

There are also many anomalies in verbs of other

classes which may without difficulty be brought under
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the same point of view (cp. Grundzuge, II, 302),

e. g. s'p.-irjjj.-s-xa, XcP-£-aca, ofx-ofx-o-rat. , ih-rp-o-xax

and ^5-v]8-o-xa, and the Homeric aorist from Tcs'p-

v7]-[xi, s-TCs'p-a-aaa (§ 312. D. e). In the first in-

stance the inserted vowel may have been universally

short. But in the E-stem the resemblance to the

vowel-stems in e was too close to be always avoided.

The vowel is still short in -ye'v-s-ac (cp. gen-e-trix)^

but long in y£v-Tf]-ao-[jLaL, Y£-7£v-7]-txat,. A great number

of these forms also are evidently of no great anti-

quity, especially those in which the present stem

becomes a new verb-stem by the addition of £

;

po(3x-7]-C6), xaO-i?--»]-ao[j.at. (Plato), w^-r^-aa, xXaiiqaw,

[jL£X\-i(]-C(o, £-(j.u^-Tf]-aa, w9£tX-7)-xa, tutct-t^-gw (Aristoph.).

This convenient analogy appears to have been an

especial favorite in the conversational language of

Attica. It was aided without doubt in some cases

by the desire to avoid confusion : thus we have

otT]ao[jLa(. by the side of oiao]xoLi (9£'pw), sppirjco by the

side of £pw, [jL£XXiqaw by the side of [xeXw, 8£'ir]aw

(from SfiJ^Tjaw) by the side of Sirjco, ax.O£ao[jLa!. by the

side of a^O}JLat. (ayw), p.axoij[J.ac by the side of [xa^o

([Jiacao), \xcih-ri-co\L(xi by the side of \i.rfo\i.(x.i {]piho^a.C)

and [jiaaw ([j.ai«). Anyone who wishes to follow

further the spread of these aftergrowths must in-

clude the formation of nouns in his researches, the

vowel being equally common there.

§ 327.

This last or anomalous class also comprises very

various elements. But a further division of the

material is hardly incompatible with the requirements

of instruction. From a scientific point of view two

principal divisions may certainly be distinguished.

To the first belong those verbs the stems of which

can be connected phonetically. Among these may

K2
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be counted the first seven of the verbs given in this

section (aip-e'-o, sp)(_-o-[j.a', , ep8-o, s'aOi-o), sTC-o-[j.ai,

sx,-o, [xtcy-o), and further 9, 10 (Tzdayt)^ ttlv-w), and

the five last (etTOv, Y^yvofxat., xltuto, xi-xpaw, L-auo),

in which reference is made in the text of the gram-

mar to the connection existing between the difi'erent

forms. Thus in the last mentioned the present stem

appears as a reduplicated verb-stem. Nothing is

more intelligible than that yt-yvo-fj-ai as well as the

Latin gi-gn-o, has arisen out of the root yev and in

the same manner tzC-kx-o out of the root tcst. The
roots are clearly to be seen in e'-yev-o-jxTjV and the

Doric s-TCST-o-v. In regard to the second verb the

Latin pet-e-re deserves notice. Like the old Latin

gen-i-tur (Cic, de Orat., II, § 141) it arises im-

mediately from the pure root. That pet- c -re and

Trea-sw, and also Trsx-s-aOai are identical in origin

is shown in Grundz., I, 178. In many instances

s'fJiTrsaeiv is synonymous with impetere^ impetum facere,

e. g. II. O. 624. The « in xs-TCTo-xa is explained by
the s of the Homeric tts-tuts-w^ to which it stands

in the same relation as e5-7]8-o-xa to s§-7]5-e-G-[JLat..

Without doubt the effort to distinguish the notions

of 'flying' and 'falling' has helped to produce the

0-sound, cjD. Tzxi^aiQ and izxrioic,^ tctotlxo? and tuxy]-

Tt>c6(;. Tt-xpa-o needs no further explanation. The
stem xpa stands to xsp (xep-£-xpo-v, xsp-s'-o, Latin

ter-o, ter-e-hrd) as [j.vy] ([j.t,[xv7]Cxw) to [xsv ([xs[JLOva),

x|X7] (x[i,Tjai(;) to X£[ji (xe'fxvo). Another form of the

shortest kind is presented to us in the Homeric
xop-slv.—In the Homeric i-au-o the stem, which

begins with a vowel, is reduplicated simply by t, as

in I'-Yj-pii,, and more exactly still in i-aXX-w {Grundz.^

II, 128). The root is af {Grundz., I, 355). Hence
dF-e-acx. (a-s-aa) as XoP-e-aaa. In Odyssey X 261

a rhapsody allowed to be of late origin, we do in-

deed find the aorist lauaai, but the derivation of the
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word from the root df is as little affected by this

form as the derivation of 5c-5w-[xt, from the root 5o

by the occurrence of an isolated future StSo-cw. Thus
in the conjugation in o we have a residuum, by no

means inconsiderable, of that addition to the present

which was more plainly marked in the verbs in -{xt

(cp. p. 135). I'-a^-o also—the stronger form of the

present s)(_-w quoted under No. 6—is apparently to be

traced back to the same principle of formation inas-

much as it stands for ct.-cx,-o, C-ax-w.

In the remaining verbs the phonetic changes are

less clear. A middle point in which the stems aips

and £X meet, has been found in the Cretan ac^aCkri-

aea'^ai (Grundz., II, 135, 249). We may assume a

root Pap which alternates with PeX. The present,

therefore, was probably in the first instance Pap-t-w

after the analogy of the I-class. From the penul-

timate the (, passed into the stem-syllable.—The way
in which such forms as spS-o and ps'^-o may be

connected could be pointed out even in the gram-
mar, no phonetic changes being involved beyond
those mentioned in the chapter on sounds. The same
holds good of s7ro[j.at. and s'x^w. With regard to the

first a word may be added on the aorist s-arc-6-[ji7]v.

The Homeric forms s-a7u-o-(xai., £-aTC-£-aj~a(, show
that the syllable s was originally considered part

of the stem, and, therefore, we have here to do
with a reduplicated aorist in which s stands for s as

in the perfect s-aTifj-xa. But in the Attic period the

£ was confounded with the augment and, therefore,

dropped except in the Indicative: aTuoixac, OTisaj^at,.

Of the forms belonging to e'x^o, b'^-wx-a deserves

notice. It is regarded as an Attic reduplicated per-

fect, and stands, therefore, for 6x-wx,-a (cp. olx-wx-a)

with a change of the second aspirate into the cor-

responding tenuis (cp. co-'i~7]-Ti,).—The irregularities

of TiLvo are merely so far difficult as the change of
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a hard vowel into i is usual in Greek only before

a double consonant. For this reason the stems 71:0,

and TCt, could not be explained in the grammar. The
jEolic TTO-v-o by the side of Trt'-v-o, and still more
the forms of the kindred languages quoted in Grund-

ziige, I, 245, leave no doubt that the soft vowel has

arisen out of the hard one.

Three verbs, sp-x.-o-[xa!., 7ca-a)(_-o, and (xi-oy-M have

the common characteristic that the additional element

in the present stands in connection with the Inchoative

class. If we compare sp-^-o-fxat, with the stem eX-u-^,

we perceive at once that s'p and s'X are identical.

As then we have good reason to regard p as the

older sound, when it alternates with X, we shall

assume sp as the root, which corresponds to the

Sanskrit ar 'to go' {Grundz.^ II, 54, 271). From
this may be formed an Inchoative present sp-Gx-o-[jLat,,

which again corresponds exactly to the Sanskrit ar-kh,

i. e. ar-sk, a form, according to the Petersburg

Dictionary, found, like £p)(^, only in the present

stem. How the combination ox is sometimes changed

to ax, and then deprived of the sigma in the press

of accumulated consonants, is shown in detail in the

places cited above. But the stem sX also was not

used as a verb without alteration. First of all, it

took the additional vowel u which we see very fre-

quently in combination with X; and with this we find

it united in Tupo^-T^Xu-xo-f;, s'7c-7]Xu-(;. Then was added

that ^, which serves in a number of old forms to

coin peculiar tense-stems (§ 338. D.), and frequently,

e. g. in s's'py-a-'^-o-v, Tjjjiuv-a-j-o-v is affixed, as here,

to a vowel added to the verb. We mentioned this

^ above (p. 132) while speaking of the weak passive

stem. In the stem sXu'^, which thus arose, the

auxiliary vowel is of a peculiar nature. Sometimes

it is organically lengthened like a radical vowel,

e. g. £Xeu-GO(j.a!„ siXijXou'i'a ; sometimes, on the other
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hand, it is thrown out, as in the Attic tjX^ov.—
7ra-ax,-o beside the stems xa'^, and Trev'^, has been

frequently derived from Tca'^-ox-o. The Aspirate,

it was thought, which was dropped before a, became
united as the spiritus asper to the x in the next

syllable. But elsewhere we frequently find that the

sibilants are able of themselves to exercise an aspi-

rating power (ccpoyyoc beside ax6'^jo<^). Hence the

explanation given is doubtful, and the more so as

it is probable (see Grunclz.^ II, 271) that the 'i' in

xa^ is an additional element. We are led, there-

fore, to a root Tua with a secondary form ttsv (cp.

•ya, ysv; xa, xev), from which by the addition of '^,

we have xa-'^, ttsv-^, and by the addition of gx,

jra-ax, and with peculiar aspiration Tca-ax,.—Finally

in regard to [xi'-cy-o, the Latin misc-eo makes a con-

nection between the cy and the characteristic letters

of the Inchoative class probable. In this case, with-

out doubt, owing to some indistinct analogy with

forms like (jtiyTivat, [j.ty-vu-[Jit,, the medial takes the

place of the tenuis.

We have now only to say a few words on those

verbs belonging to this class which mark the highest

degree of irregularity, inasmuch as in them two or

more entirely distinct stems are combined into one verb.

These are but 5 in number: viz. 4. sa'i'to, 8. cpao,

11. Tpe'x-o, 12. cps'p-w, 13. sotov. The phenomenon
as a whole is of peculiar interest to the student.

It causes us to throw a glance at the abundance of

verb-stems, which the older language possessed to

express nearly related notions. Even the pupil can

be made to understand that, speaking strictly, in

all these cases several defective verb-stems of slightly

different meaning mutually supply each other's de-

ficiencies, so as to form one idea, Tps'x,-f), e-Spa[x-o-v

are related to each other in the same manner as if

we were to say 'I walk' (present), 'I ran' (past);
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s'a^uo, s-9ay-o-v as 'I feast', 'I ate up'. Occasionally

we can succeed with the aid of comparison in dis-

covering the particular sense which was originally

proper to the separate stems. I have attempted to

do this especially in regard to the roots Pi5 (iSelv),

OTC (ov}jO|JLat,), and J^op (opav), which supplement each

other, in Grundz., I, 79 sq. ; and Tobler in Kuhn's
Zeitschr., IX, p. 241 sq. has examined this remarkable

phenomenon in a manner substantially agreeing with

my view. He places it very happily on the same
level with the irregularities in Comparatives (dcYa^o'c,

PeXxiov; bonus, melior, optimus). It cannot be mere
accident that language has fixed on one of the many
roots which it possesses, for the present stem, and
on another for the aorist stem. If the primary notion

of the root vid was, as I believe that I have shown
that it was, that of the discovering, perceiving look,

that root was especially adapted to denote the mo-
mentary act (^conspicere) expressed by i5eiv; while

the root Pop—which recurs in our 'ware' ('to be

ware of), and in the Greek opa—in the primitive

use of the root as seen in the Homeric ixl opovrat

(Od. Y 471, ^ 104), im cpupst (II. ^ 112), no less

than in oupoi; 'watchman', denoted the cautious watch-

ful look; and moreover in the derivative optx-o which

presupposes a noun opa, was thoroughly adapted to

express the continuous action of the present stem.

We pass on now to the several verbs of this

category. No. 4 ia'^io seems indeed to go back to

two distinct stems, but does not do so. s'S and s'g^

can be brought into connection jDhonetically. The
second form is increased by that ^, which we find

also in the present stem of tcXt^-'^-o, TipTJ-j-o. The
Homeric sa-^-w is in ia-'^i-o increased by the Iota

of the I-class. It is a noticeable instance of the

agreement between the Greek and Latin languages

that the root £§, which the Latins inflect in many
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forms without the connecting vowel es-t, es-tis, es-sem,

presents in Greek at least one form inflected in the

same manner—the Homeric sS-jJisvat,.—The root (fxxy^

on the other hand, is analogous to the Sanskrit bhag

'to divide', from which springs bhagas, portio {Grundz.,

I, 92), so that we have a similar transition of mean-
ing to that found in hale (Rt. §a 'to divide'), unless

we suppose that the yet more outward notion of

'breaking' is the primary one. This would agree

very well with the use of the Indian words bhag^

and bhang.

In regard to No. 8 little need be added to what
has been said. The root otu in the first instance

stands side by side with the Latin oculus. The
original x-sound is to be seen in the gloss quoted

by Hesychius oxxcv, 09'^aX[ji.6v, and in the changed
form caused by the influence of the adjacent i in

oact (= oxt.-s), oaco.aac (— 6x-(,-o-[i,a!,); see further

Grundz., II, 51.—The comparison of the kindred

languages leads to no certain conclusions concerning

the stems xpex.^ and Spspi, (No. 11); but in regard to

the verb-stems signifying 'to bear' we find at least

a number of points worthy of notice (Grundz., I,

264, 292). Thus the root 9ep is found only in the

present stem in both the classical languages, and in

both occasionally without a connecting vowel, 9sp-Te

^=- fer-U. The stem svsyx, on the other hand, is else-

where found only in the Sclavo-Lithuanian branch
of language, and there merely in the form Eccl.

Sclav, nes (Lith. nesz)—a form not surprising to those

acquainted with the phonetic laws of that language.

The Latins seized upon the Rt. tul (= Sanskrit tul,

Greek xaX, rXa) to fill up the defects of the root 9£p.

The origin of the future is as yet a matter of con-

jecture, nothing certain having come to light.

Of the three stems given in No. 13, sp and pe

are only phonetically diff'erent. Both unite in the
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root Pep, with which Latin ver-h-um could be com-

pared even in the grammar (cp. Gnindz., I, 308).

The root Pstc from which arose srcot;, sItcov= Pe-J^sTC-o-v,

has, hke ott, a specifically Greek ti, to which c in

Latin corresponds : hence Fo^ ^= vox, oacoL = Pox/a

{Grundz., II, 47). We may assume Ho shout',

'shout out' as the original meaning of this root,

which again was obviously well adapted to express

the aoristic action. To these may be added a fourth

stem, quite distinct from all three—the Homeric asTC,

the kindred words to which are given in Grundz.^

II, 55. Here also the primary sound was a guttural

as is shown by old Latin insece= svvstcs. By syncope

we get the aorist svi-ctc-o-v. The Imperative l-aiz-t-xt

is most naturally explained as reduplicated ae-aTC-s-xe.

Further, in a certain sense the verbs here collected

do not exhaust the mixed class. As in Latin {e)sum,

fui, esse is compounded of the two roots es (Greek

Iq) and fu (Greek 91)), so we may join sL[xt, £9uv,

Tcs9uxa or yiyova. together in Greek. There is only

this distinction that for the Greek forms of the aorist

and perfect there is a present found in common use,

whereas fuam and the like belong to the archaisms

of Latin.—The three verbs also, which signify to

strike, Tia-'o, Traxaaao, and izkriaca mutually supple-

ment each other inasmvich as the first two are used

especially in the present stem of the active, the third

in the perfect and passive stem Tziizkriya.^ stuXtJyyjv.

But the relation between the three is not so fixed

and radical that they could be included in the

grammar.

§ 328.

The preference of the Greeks for the form of the

future Middle over the Active occurred to Butt-

mann as a noticeable fact. In Ausf. Gr., II, 85 he
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collected 53 primitive and 14 denominative verbs,

in which the ftiture is Middle in form and Active in

meaning. This number has been raised by Kriiger

§ 39, 12 to 77 from the Attic authors only, including

however the verbs which alternate between an Active

and Middle future form. Buttmann was of opinion

'that this phenomenon was one of the peculiarities of

the Middle generally, rather than the future. In the

older language from Homer downwards, the Middle

is frequently used for the Active without any dis-

tinction of meaning.' This view stands in connection

with an incorrect notion of the older Greek language

which Buttmann regarded as wanting in definiteness

and development. We can by no means assent to

it; on the contrary, the older period is just that

in which it is most impossible to regard the Middle

signification as something separable from the Middle
form. Kriiger, therefore, very properly strikes out

another path, observing quite correctly that most of

the verbs which come under this head, 'denote an

expression of bodily or intellectual power', and con-

sequently 'the Middle form is not at variance with

the meaning.' In § 266 I have referred in a similar

manner to the signification of these verbs. It is true,

that I have only noticed the 'bodily activity, my
reason being that I am in that place discussing only

the so-called regular verbs, i. e. the verbs of the

first four classes. The expression of 'intellectual

force' is denoted almost exclusively by verbs which
like Yt-Yvocxo, [xav^avo, Traax" belong to other classes.

It is without doubt a happy idea to combine the

Middle future of Active meaning with that kind of

Middle, which Kriiger calls 'dynamic', and I call

'subjective', or 'inward' (§ 480). For in this usage

less than any other is it possible to separate the

Middle sharply from the Active. It depends on but

a slight difi'erence in the shade of thought whether
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an action is regarded as purely external, or as one

proceeding from the power of the subject in any-

other than the ordinary sense. The only doubt is

whether in some verbs other usages of the Middle
are not more in point, especially the indirect or

dative Middle (§ 479) o^ioixat, axouGO[/.at as well as

the Homeric opofxat, cSea^at, and the common Greek

aJa'^avofjiat,, olofxat,, a7roXa\jco[j.ai, sSofxat, TtLOfxat like

TspTCOfJiat, scTiccojjiat, suoxs'ojxa!, are certainly explained

more simply from the latter than the former. Here
language appears occasionally to have regarded the

action as one which the subject allows to take place

of itself. But at the same time it is certainly no

mere accident that this shade of representation is to

be found to an especial degree in the future. As the

future depends less on the volition of the subject,

so it is more natural to denote a future action as

one which is allowed to take place of itself, rather

than one directly originated. The verb-root jet also,

which we recognized p. 118 as an element in the

formation of the future, denotes merely the intention;

and it is not an insignificant fact, that the intransitive

werden serves in German for the auxiliary verb of

both the passive and future.

§ 329.

In roots, in which an alternation is found between

the transitive and intransitive meaning, it is a strik-

ing fact that the intransitive is evidently the earlier.

This is clear from the simple fact that it is found

in the tense-stems of older formation, whereas the

transitive force occurs in the present and the com-

pound tense-stems. We shall certainly not be wrong

in assuming that in the present stem l-ara (^ac-cta)

the change from the notion of 'standing' to that of

'placing' was not uninfluenced by the reduplication,
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in regard to which it is noticeable that the same
signification is found accompanied by the same
phonetic element in Latin sisto. As an aorist for

this notion of placing the later form cxfjaat. was
adopted, cxTJvai. having been given up to the older

intransitive meaninp;.



Chap. XIII.

—

Derivation. \

i

J

On this chapter as a whole I may here repeat the words !

which I have used on the subject in another place
|

(^Zeitschr. f. d. b. Gymn.^ 1856, p. 13 sq.). 'Derivation
j

is rarely made a special subject of continuous study,
j

Yet it is not, therefore, out of place in the grammar,
j

For when the accidence can be regarded as thoroughly '

mastered, the teacher will frequently find an oppor-
|

tunity, in explaining an author, to refer to this chapter,
|

and by the help of the material here collected to !

induce the pupil to avail himself of the leading
!

principles of derivation in order to facilitate and
!

strengthen his knowledge of the Greek vocabulary.' !

I believe that I am not wrong in maintaining that the
j

knowledge of the vocabulary is a greater difficulty

in learning Greek than the acquaintance with the !

forms and their usages. And owing to the excellent ''.

lexicons now in existence to help him, the student is
*

very easily led to entertain the notion that a word 1

^is a thing on which it is possible to have recourse i

at any moment to the dictionary. Against such
j

a purely external conception—which only encourages
\

idleness—we have to contend. The pupil must re-
|

gard a given word not merely as a word, but as 1

a structure of speech united to others by stem
|

and termination, no less than the grammatical forms. I

It is true that etymology, when driven to excess,

is a great evil, and to neglect other subjects in
|

favour of it would be very absurd. Nevertheless,
\
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here as elsewhere the understanding may be allowed

to assist the memory in acquiring the vocabulary,

though less regularly, and in a manner which must
depend entirely on the good sense of the tutor.

In the later editions of my grammar I have also

sought to call attention to this part of instruction,

by always comparing the formation of nouns, when
explaining the verb. But it must be borne in mind
that in the noun the terminations are the important

part, whereas in the verb the root and stem form

the starting point and aim of our explanations.

To be exhaustive or complete was obviously quite

beyond my purpose in this place, and in the first

section also, which treats of the simple formation

of words, it was no less impossible within the brief

limits here allowed to make any strong distinction

between form and meaning. On the whole, the

derivation, especially of nouns, is still a much neg-

lected part of grammar, which even in a severely

scientific sense, yet rec[uires a thorough revision.

Valuable collections and comparisons are to be found
in the works of Bopp (vol. Ill), Schleicher (^Com-

pendium, II), Pott (Eti/mol. Foi'sch., 1st ed., vol. II);

while with regard to the Greek language in parti-

cular, this subject has been treated by Lobeck
especially with the accurate and comprehensive
learning peculiar to him ; and his work cannot
be left out of sight, even by those who difi'er from
him in aim and method. Still this is a subject

in which it is very rarely possible to see to the

bottom ; and since, for such an insight, it is of

prime importance to regard the phenomena of lan-

guage from a general point of view, I approach
the subject of derivation chiefly from that direction

m my treatise, De nominum Grcecorum formatione
(Berhn 1842). More especially I have there shown
how impossible it is to speak of any one original
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specific meaning in regard to the numerous suffixes

used in the formation of words; that, on the con-

trary, the diiferent use of, suffixes, originally dis-

tinguished only by the slightest shade of meaning,

grew up by degrees in language, aided chiefly by the

distinction of gender. Those categories of meaning,

therefore, in which I have arranged my materials,

with a view to teaching at school, are all of later

date, and though necessary to the learner for ac-

quiring a knowledge of the language in its fullest

development, must not be supposed to have existed

in the sense of language from the first. The object

also of this whole chapter which is intended to be

nothing more than a brief conspectus, did not per-

mit me to give any more detailed description of the

classes introduced, otherwise I should have had much
to add on the changes which the several categories

of meaning undergo. Thus, even a transient glance

will show that the classes of words placed under B
(^Nomina actionis) and C (Nouns denoting the result

of an action) have many points of mutual contact,

and in the selection of examples, this has been pointed

out, to some extent at least. For instance, among
the nomina actionis we find Ssajj-o'c:, which speaking

accurately can only belong to this category so far

as it denotes 'binding', but so far as it means 'that

which binds', or 'is bound', belongs rather to the

nouns which denote the result of an action (§ 343).

The Homeric form of the Plui-al Ssa^aa-Ta (§ 175. D),

therefore, corresjDonds more accurately to the mean-

ing of the word than the masculine form used in

the singular. On the other hand, ysvo? is not con-

fined to the meaning of what is 'created' or 'born',

but encroaches on the meaning of ysveat,?, 'birth',

'origin', to which is added also the collective ap-

plication of the word to all that is born—'race'.

The difficulty which stands in the way of a really
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satisfactory explanation of derivation is owing in a

great measure to the chano^eable nature of all these

categories, which, without rendering it absolutely-

impossible for us to maintain a few leading distinctions,

checks the enquiry into details at every step,

esiDCcially as in many respects we are still without

any thoroughly certain starting point. In this re-

spect almost everything is yet to be done for science.

Not till the various Indogermanic languages have

been investigated in a comprehensive manner, not

merely with regard to sounds, but also with a deli-

cate observation of the meanings of words, shall

we be able to go further. Nothing whatever is gained

by hastily identifying suffixes which are only partially

similar. On the contrary, at present very little is

possible beyond a careful comparison of phenomena
easily connected in sound and usage. As a useful

help for Greek derivation I may here mention Pape's

Etymologisches Worterbuch der Griechischen Sprac/te

zur Uehersicht der Worthildung nach den Endsilhen

geordnet (Berlin 1836), and Schwabe, De Diminutivis

Grcecis et Latinis (Giss£e 1859), in its way a pattern

of what an essay on a special subject should be.

§ 353.

The derivative verbs are so arranged that the three

most frequent classes are placed at the beginning.

The common origin of the verbs in -oo, -ao, -so, from

the form in -ajdmi, which is preserved in Sanskrit,

has been already mentioned more than once (pp. 109,

115). The distinction of vowels was certainly in

the first instance, not irregular. With Schleicher

{Conqjend., 295) I regard the vowel a as the final

vowel of a noun-stem ; but -jdmi, as has been already

shewn, as an auxiliary verb, originally meaning 'I go'.

If, therefore, we assume an Indogermanic tima-jd-mi

L
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to correspond to the Greek itfia-o, the former would

mean, literally, 'I go honour.' Tima is here assumed

as a noun-stem, like Greek TtjJLa. So far as the

meaning is concerned, we must, it is true, from the

first, ascribe to the verb of 'going', the power of

denoting the idea of 'production', 'operation', just

as we see the intransitive axa pass into t.CTir][j.i., and

inchoative verbs, e. g. ^acxo, pass into causative

(p. 142). Thus then this very signification 'I bring

into honour' was retained for T(,[Jiao; while in other

verbs the intransitive idea of being 'busied about

something' became prominent. Now when the ori-

ginal a was divided, and separate A and 0-declensions

began to be formed in Greek, it was natural that

the same vowel should occur in the noun-stems, and

the verb-stems derived from them. Thus, in the

first instance, we may take it as a universal rule

that only verbs in -ao should be formed from noun-

stems in a, and only verbs in oo from noun-stems

in 0. Moreover this relation of the noun-stems and

verb-stems will actually be found to preponderate

greatly, in the language as it has come down to us.

For this reason, formations like [i.w'^o-o, Tt,,aa-G) are

put first in the examples given; but at the same

time, a few are added in which noun and verb

differ, e. g. -yoa-o, Zw^o-a- The verbs in -so occupy

an indifi"erent position since e is as far removed from

as from a. But it is undeniable that in many

cases the original rule has not been retained. Not

merely is a difi'erent vowel found in verb and noun,

but we even find a vowel in the verb, which is

quite unknown in the noun -stem, e. g. Trup-o-o,

STjpL-a-ojj-a!., CcTop-£-w. Many reasons may be given

in explanation of this anomaly ; thus in some in-

stances it is easy to suppose that the stem retained

in the verb was at a certain period of the language

in use by the side of the noun-stem. But it is very
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doubtful whether we are always justified in making
this assumption. Endings which frequently occur

easily acquire an independent existence in language.

Verbs in -so, -ao were so common that they were

derived by extended analogy from noun-stems in which
the elements of the derivative did not really exist.

In this respect, as usual, Latin is even less consistent

than Greek. The Latin verbs in -are (-art) correspond

to those in -aw and -oo, so that we not only have

coronare from corona, but also dominCiri from dominus.

Nevertheless I think it probable that at an earlier

period of the language, Latin also possessed an O-
conjugation to correspond to the 0-declension. But
this has been preserved only in a few verbal ad-

jectives like cegro-tu-s; from which we may, without

difficulty, go back to a form cegru-e-re 'to make sick';

to which cegro-tu-s stood in the same relation as

lai,}-x6-c, to [(Jo-G). And since the old o in Latin

often passes into u, we may without difficulty regard

nCisu-tu-s, cinctil-tu-s, versu-tu-s, as similar forms;

and perhaps, compare even argu-er-e with argil-tu-s

to a Greek apYO-tj (from apyc? 'bright'), though,

it is true, the form does not occur.—In the other

leading classes of derivative verbs, that example is

placed first, which gives the type as, for instance,

in the seventh section, CTjixaiv-o from the stem c-^pLax.

After what has been already said on these formations

of the present, it is hardly worth while to remark
that aTj[j.aLv-w stands for aif][/.av-yw. The Jod belongs

to the verbal element; CTjfxav is the noun-stem aTjfxaT

in an apparently older form. In the same manner
6vo(j.aw-(i) is from an older stem ovofxav, preserved

in Latin numen, Sanskrit and Gothic ndman, and
which also may be seen in vwvu[jlv-o-? among
other words. For here, as in the instance just

quoted from Latin, u has replaced the older o (cp.

dv(ovup.o-c, auv-G>vu[xo-(;), so that virj-ovufxvo-^ corresponds

L2
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to Latin i-gnominu-s^ which is the hypothetical stem-

word from i-gnominia.

With regard to composition, I have put together

the most essential rules as briefly as possible. Owing
to the extraordinary abundance of compounds es-

pecially in the poets, this portion of grammar is

of peculiar importance in Greek, and cannot be

omitted even in school-instruction, without endanger-

ing the accurate perception of Homeric epithets,

and many highly poetical pictures in the Tragedians.

Besides the comprehensive works already frequently

quoted, the following deserve especial notice for this

division: J. Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik^ Vol. II,

esp. p. 969 sq., where valuable materials for Greek

are discussed from the author's point of view ; Ferd.

Justi, Ueber die Zusammensetzung der Nomina in den

Indogermanischen Sprachen (Gott. 1861), a treatise

distinguished by the most comprehensive learning,

which must form the starting point for any more

detailed researches of the future, even though we can-

not entirely agree with the views on which it is based

;

Lobeck, Parergq ad Phrynichum, where some of the

fundamental laws of composition in Greek are es-

tablished for the first time, and many details discussed

in a masterly manner.

§ 354.

'A noun standing first in a compound appears

in the form of its stem: (xar^j-ydxtiv, iQgo-hihday,a\o-Q,

aaxs'c-TraXoc.'

'Consonant stems are usually united to the second

part by the connecting vowel o: av8pi,avT-o-Tcot6-c,

TcaTp-o-XTovo-i;
;

9'Jcc-o-X6yo-(;, and it regularly stands

in place of a in the stem: 7j;j.spo-§p6{Jio-(;. The o is

dropped before vowels, xop-Tjyo'-c, but remains where
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the word originally began with a digamma 8-^jj.t.ospyc-^

(Homeric),' 8'ir][ji.(,oup'y6i; (Attic).'

Even the simple fact, that in the first part of a

compound, the simple word-stem occurs in its pure

form, is of the greatest importance in giving a correct

insight into the formation of language. Could this

one fact have been recognized, a number of errors

would have been avoided, even before the remodelling

of the modern science of language. Here the stems

are clearly to be seen: the knowledge of which alone

makes the declension of nouns intelligible.—By the

manner also in which the two parts of the compound
are joined together, we may illustrate important traits

in the history of language. The uniting vowel was
certainly, in the first instance, the short a, which

was applied in the same manner in the Ace. sing.,

e. g. 7r68-a-(v). This a is retained in some words un-

changed : xuv-a-[XTJt.a (II. $. 394), 7uo8-a-vt,7CTpo-v (Od. a.

504); but as a rule it passed into o: xuv-o-xs^aXo-i;,

TCoS-o-xaxTQ. And as the same o, by the force of a

gradually extending analogy, became the regular re-

presentative even of the a of the A-declension, e. g.

in [j.ou(Jo-[X'>]Top, and became attached also to stems

in I and u, it is the vowel which is almost universally

to be looked for in the syllable which lies between

the two component stems—'the composition-vowel',

as J. Grimm calls it. But by another somewhat
neglected formation we are led back in the compounds

to the old a, which jfrom the original identity of the

hard vowels (p. 28) must always be regarded as the

precursor of o or e. The Epic poets who lengthened

words to suit the metre, have a whole series of

compounds in which -q represents o, and this, not

only in A-stems, in which the fact would be less

remarkable, e. g. [loigri-yevric, (only in Boc. [KCigrpfsvic,^

II. r, 182), but even in 0-stems: vsTriyevr];;, iXoLffi-q-
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^6\o-Q^ and after consonantal stems: ai'i^p-Yj-'ysvs'nf]-!;,

6U-Tf]-7sv7jC. This variation is evidently due to the

desire to gain a long syllable. But the o is not,

as we should have expected, lengthened into «, but

into 7j. This points back to a condition of language

in which o and y] were still united in an original a.

For the same reason, we find occasionally in the

same place an a, e. g. apexa-Xoyo-i;, 7coX£[xa-66><Oi;

(Pindar), aTa6i.a-8p6[xo-<; (Inscripp.). Thus then this

fact in the composition of words establishes and con-

firms important traits in the history of sound ; and

also shows us at the same time, how in the course

of the formation of languages, peculiar analogies

arose, which were no longer understood even by the

genius of language, if we may say so ; and yet were

retained with peculiar tenacity.

Other peculiarities which occur may be arranged

under three heads. 1. We have a number of old

forms in which the Composition -vowel is rejected:

7CUY-(jiaxo-(; (Od.), [jL£XaY-xpo(,7](; (Od.), -rcup-cpopo-c

These formations are not actually denoted in § 354

as irregular, inasmuch as a(xy.ii-Tzoikoc, (cp. s7cs?^6Xo?,

asXacjcpopoi;, cpwc96poi:), is there quoted in proof of

the fact that stems are found in their pure state in

composition. They are only so far uncommon as in

the course of time the vowels mentioned above passed

into general use. 2. We find all kinds of abbreviations

in the first word-stem, especially in those compounds
with sigma-stems, in which they are treated exactly

as 0-stems : Tet-xo-fxaxta, xpso-TccoXif]-!;. 3. We find

case-terminations at the close of the first of the two

component stems ; sometimes the genitive : ouSsvo'i;-

opo-<; (II. @. 178), sometimes, and far more frequently,

the dative, Soupt-ocXoTo-c, xif]p£aat-96pY]'co-<; (II. 0. 527),

X7)pi.-Tps<p'irj{; (Hesiod.); and the closely allied locative

ITuXot-'ysvYJ? (II. B. 54). Since it is essential to the

nature of composition that two word-stems should
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be combined into a whole, without further defining

their mutual relations. J. Grimm rightly names
these compounds 'imjjroper'. They are, to a certain

extent, amphibious forms, which stand on the boundary
between synthetic and syntactic combination.

§ 356 AND 357.

'§ 356. A verb—without changing its nature

—

can only be compounded with a preposition. The
looseness of the connection in such compounds is

the reason for the position of the augment after the

preposition a~o^aXXw, aTzi^ctllov. For the same reason

prepositions are frequently separated from their verbs

in the poets, and in Herodotus, and in some cases

even in Attic prose. This separation is called tmesis.

When any other word is to be compounded with

a verb-stem, a ?i07nen agentis is first formed of the

two, e. g. from \i^o-c. and stem ^aX, Xt^o-^oXo-?, and

from this Xo^c^oXs-o; so likewise from vaO;; and p.ax.o[j.at.

comes first vau-[xax,o-(;, and from this vau[xax£'-w ; from

su and stem spy, suepysxr^?, suspysTs'-w.

§ 357. A substantive of an abstract meaning can

only be compounded with a preposition without

changing its ending TupoiSouXir]. In every other com-

pound the abstract substantive must take a derivative

termination. Xi'^oQ and ^oXt] make Xi'^o^oXt!a, &c.'

These two paragraphs contain the most important

rules for the composition of words in Greek. 'With-

out changing its nature', i. e. so long as it continues

to be what it is, 'a verb can only be compounded
with a preposition.' This is certainly the plainest way
of stating the regium prceceptum Scaligcri (as Lobeck

terms it), which that great philologer first embodied

in the simple observation that euayysXXo could not

be a Greek verb. Lobeck, ad Phrijn., 560 sq. has
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illustrated the validity of this law from every side ; and
the few exceptions to it, which are, for the most part,

merely apparent. Compare also Buttmann, Atisf. Gr.,

II, p. 470 sq. The instinct of language felt the verb

to be something far too mobile to enter into permanent
combinations with any other part of speech. In its

whole framework a very ancient synthesis of predicate

and subject; forced moreover to distinguish Active and
Middle, kinds of time, orders of time, moods ; and
this in not a few cases by means of composition—and
with the most various changes of the stem-vowel—the

verb was not adapted the verb-forms were not the places

to combine two different conceptions into a new whole.

Only prepositions, which, being originally adverbs,

wdth case-forms not yet universally obliterated beyond
recognition, leave the essential meaning of the verb-

stem unaltered, and rather denote the direction in

which the action aims both in the original or local,

and in the metaphorical or intellectual sense, can be

brought together with verb-forms under the compass
of one principal accent, and thus become one word
with them. But the laxity of the connection is evident

from the fact that in the Homeric dialect, which in

this respect resembles the Vedas, this bond is broken

at every moment, and the preposition separated, by
means of the so-called Tmesis from the verb which
it defines; and yet more because the augment and
reduplicated syllable invariably dissolve the connection.

I By the position of these elements, e. g. in cuv-s'-Xa^-o-v,

7cpo-|3spouX-a, language shews us unmistakably that

the real body of the verb begins after the preposition.

We might, therefore, even say that only individual

verb-forms, and not verb-stems in the proper sense,

are compounded with prepositions. The rule holds

good in Latin no less than Greek; forms like cedi-

facio or cedi-Jicio being as impossible as oixoSe'ij-w.

But inasmuch as the Latin language possesses those
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remarkable semi-compounds, or improper compounds,

like caJefacio, benedico, which are distinguished to

a certain extent by accent and vocalization from the

compounds proper, the rule is less strongly marked.

This dislike to permanent composition is shared

by abstract substantives. Lobeck, ad Phryn.^ 489 sq.

shews that words like [j.i,a'i'o-9opa, C(Jto-§ox7], vsxpo-

^7]X7], are rare, and only excused by their somewhat

technical use; while, as a rule, language adheres to

the principle that two ideas can never be permanently

united except in personal nouns of agency, oJxo-86[xo-?

{cedifex)^ Xi^o - |36Xo -
(;, vau-fxaxo-?. From these com-

pounded and recreated stems come in their turn,

first the derivative verbs, oixo8o[ji.s-o (cedificare)^ Xi^o-

PcXs'o, vau[xax.s-Gj ; and abstract nouns like otxo5o[j.ta,

Xi^o^oXi'a, vai)[JLaxta, just as if in German we did not,

as we do, in contradistinction to the Greeks, allow

wakr and sagen to form walirsage.n, but first formed

a noun Wahrsager, and then from it the verb waJir-

sagen, and the substantive Wahrsagerei. Thus, it

comes to pass, that as a rule, in verbs and abstract

substantives compounds are not found without the

derivative. The middle form however has not, it

is true, been preserved in every case. It often

has merely an existence in theory for the sense of

language. These rules are of very obvious importance,

and give us in many directions a deep insight into

the nature of language.

§ 358.

'Compounds having the first part formed directly

from a verb-stem are rarely met with, except in the

poets. They are formed in two ways, viz.

:

1. The verb-stem or present stem is joined directly

to stems beginning with a vowel, and to those be-

ginning with a consonant by means of the connecting
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J

vowel s, c, or w: 5axe-'^u[xoc (Pres. §axv-w, cl. 5), '

7csfo-apx,o-? (TZtdoixoii and apx^T]), &c.
|

2. A form strengthened by a and resembling the i

Weak aorist stem is joined in the same way to the
\

second part of the word: Xuc-t-Tcovoc, tta-i^^-ltctco?, &c.'
}

The old compounds here mentioned, like 8axs-

^u[jLO-(;, which belong almost exclusively to poetical

language, I have regarded, after the old plan, as

combinations of a verb -stem with a noun -stem,

although, of course, I am aware that Comparative

Grammarians (Bopp, Vergl. Gr., Ill, 438; Justi,

p. 45) to some extent take a different view of them.

But many as have been the attempts to establish

a noun-stem in the first members of words like §axe-

^Ufxc-c, Xuci-Tcovoi;, which Grimm regarded as forms

of the Imperative, and valuable as have been the

analogies brought forward in support of this view,

especially for the second kind of formation, the

question seems to me by no means settled as yet,' and,

therefore, in a school-grammar no other course was

open but to adhere to the old method of explanation.

§ 359.
I

'In regard to their meaning compound adjectives

and substantives are divided into three principal

classes.
j

1. Determinative compounds. In these the second i

word is the principal, which, without in any way j

altering its meaning, is merely defined by the first. I

These compounds may be paraphrased by changing

!

the first part either into an adjective or an adverb :f

axp6TCoXt.-(;, i. e. axpa noXic. (Homeric ttoX!.? axpTf]);!

{Xsa-Yjjx^pia, i. e. [ji.e'(J'ir]-7][ji.spa, &c.
\

2. Attributive compounds. In them the first word

also defines the second, yet so that the latter alters
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its meaning, and together with the first forms a new
idea. These compounds can generally be paraphrased

by employing the participle of s'x^o or a verb akin

to it in meaning, and adding to this the second word
as an object, the first becoming an attribute to the

object: fjiaxpo-xstp, longi-manus, i. e. [j,apa^ X^'-P*? ^'^wv,

apYup6-To^o-(;, i. e. apyupouv xo^ov 9spov; cfJio-TpoTCO-i;,

yXaux-wTO-i^, &c.

3. Objective compounds, or those of dependency.

In these either the first word is grammatically go-

verned by the second, or the second by the first,

so that, in the paraphrase, one of the two must be

put in an oblique case: -i^vt'-oxo-? = xa rfjitx £X.wv,

X0YO-YPOC90-C, i. e. \6fO\)^ Ypa9(ov, a^to-Xoyo-f, i. e. Xoyou

a^(.o^; 9iX6-[i.ouco-(; SsLGo-Saifjiov, &c.

Even a question which appears to belong so pe-

culiarly to Greek, and to be so closely connected

with the strictest problems of philological inquiry,

as the inquiry into the meaning of compounds, was
satisfactorily exjolained for the first time by the aid

of comparative grammar, and especially of Sanskrit.

We do not know that the Greek grammarians ever

made the compounds generally an object of minute
study, or investigated their meaning. The Indians,

^ on the other hand, with the acuteness peculiar to the

nation, have arranged the infinite mass of compound
words which occur in Sanskrit, in six classes, ac-

cording to their meaning. This arrangement, though
certainly not satisfactory in every respect, brings into

striking prominence the most essential distinctions,

and is, therefore, of great importance, not merely
for Sanskrit, but for all the kindred languages, and
even for linguistic enquiry in the widest sense. Justi

in the work so often quoted has attempted in a manner
well worth notice to make this division clearer and
render the classes more definite.
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In the grammar it was merely necessary to separate

distinctly and denote clearly those kinds of composition
which are most common in Greek. Now without
any doubt three kinds stand prominently forward,

and among these, that is placed first which in many
respects is the simplest. Here the force of the com-
position is manifested only in defining the second
word more accurately by the first. For this reason

I join with Bopp in calling this class of compounds
'•Determiiiativa' . Objections have been brought against

the term as too wide because, strictly speaking, one

word is defined more accurately by the other in every

compound. But in this class the definition, and no-

thing more, is the essential part. Justi p. 87 prefers

the expression 'defining by apposition', which certainly

denotes the relation more clearly, but is inconsistent

with the view of apposition which I have introduced

with good reason into my syntax (§ 361, 12); and
moreover does not cover all the cases which may
be brought into this class. In o[x6-§ouXo-(; (fellow-

slave), for instance, we cannot without some violence

speak of o[j.o as in apposition to SouXo.;; still less,

in compounds like Tcafifj.inTwp (Soph. Ant. 1282 xouSs

TuafxiXT^Twp vsxpoij), Au(;7:api.c, aya-xXetTo-i;, a[J.9t,-'^£aTpo-v.

For the same reason, the expression 'attributive',

which Lange proposes for this class of compounds,
is unsuitable.—To this class applies the observation

of Lobeck (^ad Phryn., p. 600): '-non solent Graxi
substantivum cum adjectivo ita componere, ut composi-

toruvi cadem signijicatio sit, quce fuerat ajjpositormn.

By the composition of two words, language attempted

as a rule, to express something which could not be

expressed by simply placing them side by side. In

some cases, it is true, the instinct of language was
contented with obtaining by this method, a technical,

and, therefore, specially limited expression, e. g. in

axp6-7coXt-(;, which does not mean 'every high city',
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but the fortified high part of the city, that is to say

the high city, as raised above the rest; and, never-

theless, the word is unknown to Homer*. Similarly

in the numerous botanical compounds with aypio-,

ayfteXata, &c. ; which however came into use by slow

degrees. Others are coloured by the fancy of the

moment, or are nicknames with a special point in

them, as II. ^. 791 coixoysfovira 8s' [jllv <paa' sfxfjisvat.

(cp. Od. 0. 357 e'v qj-w Y^jpau '^-/jxev), AhoKagic,.

The second class stands in the strongest contrast

to the first. The same formations have quite a dif-

ferent sense according as they belong to this or

that class. This did not escape even the Byzantine

grammarians. Lobeck (see above) quotes Tzetzes

ad Lycophr., 731 xaXXtTcai,^ tI] -/.(Xkr^c, 7rat,8o(; p-jvifjp xai

7] xaX-Tj Tcxlc, (following Lobeck's certain emendation).

In the first or attributive sense, according to my
terminology, the epithet is given to Ph^drus in

Plato 261 A as the sire of beautiful speeches. y.ak\i-

Tcaic, in the second, or as I call it, determinative

sense occurs in Eurip. Orest. 956; where Persephone

is spoken of as Y-oXkhzaic, '^sot. The peculiarity of

the second class consists in this that, to borrow the

striking expression of Justi p. 118, 'the subject is not

in, but outside the compound.' That is what I have

attempted to point out by the epithet 'attributive',

which word I do not use here in the sense in which

it occurs here in the syntax. These compounds are

nothing by themselves; they have a meaning only

in combination with a substantive. In a work of art

the attribute is often added to god or hero in the

loosest manner, without any regard to the particular

situation in which the artist introduces him, and the

case is similar with these attributive compounds,

which in epic poetry form a great portion of the

* The word occurs twice in Od. VIII 494 ov tcot' ic, axpouo/.tv

ocAov viyayi 816; '08\j!JJ£Cc, and 504 iz axpoKokv) ipvoi'na.
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characteristic epitheta ornantia, like yj^MQO.-v.o^^ri- c,^ i

Xsux-wXsvo-c
,

,6o-(57r(.-c, po5o-5axTuXo-c. Since in this
'•

case, language, by simply bringing together two •

word-stems under one accent, creates a new forma-
;

tion in the shortest manner possible, we may say
that these compounds occupy in some measure the

highest rank; and Justi very properly distinguishes
:

them from the rest, as "-the higher kind of compo-
sition'. But just for the very reason, that in these

'

compounds a peculiarly energetic effort is required
on the part of the creative imagination, they do not
suit except, to a very small extent, the dead level ;

of every-day speech. The Indians name these com-
pounds Bahuvrihi, i. e. 'much rice', or more clearly

''

'rich in rice', after an example of the class which i

in Greek would be 7i:oXu-6pD?o-c. Bopp, Vergl. Gr.,

Ill, 455 has used the term 'possessive compounds',
because they 'denote the possessor of the quahties ,'

expressed by the separate parts of the compound,
so that the idea of possession has always to be sup-
plied.' This name and definition can be applied to

many, but not by any means to all the formations ;

belonging to this class. Even some of the examples I

quoted in the grammar, e. g. xt,>cpcya[X0(; (Od. a. 226
;

TcavTs? x' oxu[j.opo{ T£ ysvoi'aTO Tcixipoyap-ot re), SsxasTTji;,

show that the field occupied by these compounds
is not so narrow as Bopp supposes, and for the

{

language of the Tragedians the possessive signifi- I

cation is quite insufficient. The stiff and awkward
paraphrase 'having a double tongue' would not be i

an equivalent of our word 'double tongued' (cp. afxipi'-
j

yXogco? in Eustathius), and still less could we translate i

mxpoYAocco!, apat (Aesch. Sept. 768 Herm.) by 'having
i

a bitter tongue.' Thersites is not called apisTposTCT^c
j

because he has, but because he utters unmeasured j

words (cp. X!.yTj-9'^oyyo-(;); owx^'tov (Od. ^. 489) is '

not merely the man who merely has but one coat, i
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but the mau who wears but one. izigohUai (in

Hesiod. spy. 189) are men who practise the 'right

of hand
'

; the TroXwepo? 96vo^ of the raging Ajax

(Soph. Aj. 55) does not possess, but falls upon 'many

horns'; the XeuxoTnf]^^'-? x.tutuo!. (Eurip. Ph(X)i. 1356)

denote the beating caused by white arms; in short,

the connection of these compounds with their sub-

stantives can by no means be explained in every case

by the idea of possession; and I doubt whether any

more accurate definition is possible than that given

in the grammar. 'The new idea formed by the

composition is attributed as a quality to another word.'

The attempt to express the same idea by other means

than composition is carried out in a very different

way.

The third kind of compounds is so far nearer the

first than the second, that in it, one of two ideas is

defined by the other without undergoing any further

change or modification. But the relations between

the ideas in the two classes are different; in the one

case we have congruity, in the other, government.

Besides this, another distinction, the freedom of

position, comes before us. In the third class also,

it happens more frequently than in the other two
that the second word had no existence before compo-
sition. This is especially the case with the numerous

compounds in -o-^ in the nom., which, chiefly in an

active sense together with those in -tji;, in a passive

sense, arise from the combination of a noun -stem
and verb-stem, e. g. [xeko-xoio-Q, Pow6[i.o-?, in an

active sense, beside the passive pou-vofxo-?, Ttaxpo-

XTOvo-t;, but also '^sootuytJc, oixoy£V7]C. But the es-

sential characteristic of this class is the relation of

government which exists between the two members
of the compound. The difference of government is

shown by the examples. Those compounds are the

most frequent which when paraphrased by a participle
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or verbal adjective 'require the dependent word to

be in the accusative or instrumental case. Examples
of the first are: §pu-T6p.o-?, hog\)-(p6go-Q^ \oy^- gc(6-c,

[7C7c6-5a[JLO-;;, TZXoli-KOg'^Q-Q, IKIZ - OLJliJO - Q , sXx£-)(^li:t.)V,

of the second: aixP-'aXwro-i;, 'i's6-5p.7jT0-c, Ctctc6-|joto-c,

vauc'-TUopo-c. But the relations expressed by the other

Cases are also found, e. g. the locative in ©Yjija-yov-/];:,

or with locative form 0if]|5at.-7£vir]?, bga-^dxri-Q; the

dative in iiziiaigs-y,c(.y.6-Q^ '^so-eixsXo-^; the genitive, in

German the most frequent, but rather rare in Greek,

in olxo-<^x>\a.E, (Aesch.), aaTU-yeCxov, iogo-hihoiay.cd\0-Q.

This is not the place to enter further into the

subject of composition. Here I could only illustrate

the leading classes by a larger number of examples

and a few additional words of explanation. It will

certainly be an advantage to the pupil also in the

explanation of the bolder compounds in Homer and

the Tragedians to cast a glance into this laboratory

of language. For the wealth, and wise moderation

of the Greek language in this respect are truly

admirable.



Part II.

—

Syntax.

The Syntax given in my grammar will require far

fewer explanatory notes than the Accidence, because
it deviates far less from the usual treatment of the

subject. A thorough revision of this part of grammar
is as yet impossible owing to the want of the ne-

cessary scientific preparations, and above all of ample
collections of the syntactical usages of the kindred
languages, such as have hitherto been made only
for Latin, and alas ! incompletely for German in the

fourth volume of J. Grimm's German Grammar, a

book which the student of Greek syntax will find

remarkably instructive. The want of a syntax of

Sanskrit is still constantly felt. For the Sclavo-

Lettish languages Schleicher has at least made a

commencement in his Lithuanian Grammar (Prague

1856), which was often instructive to me in comparison
with the Greek usages. Many excellent hints of a
general character, and important comparisons for a
particular department of syntax—the prepositions

—

are contained in Ludwig Lange's paper, 'TJeher Ziel

und Methode der syntaJatischen Forschvng\ in the

transactions of the Gottingen Philological Association

(Gott. 1852). Kvicala has lately expressed himself in

a similar manner with regard to the requirements of

syntax in his admirable review of Baumlein's 'Por^i/;^/??'

—Zeitschr. f. d. o. Gymn., 1863, p. 304.

Such being the position of scientific enquiry, a

M
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certain amount of moderation was prescribed in deal-

ing with the Syntax. Only where the analysis of

the forms secured a firm foundation, or where the

change in our conception of the life and nature of

language urgently recommended new points of view,

could and must a change be made. For the rest

my aim was merely to put together in a plain and

compendious manner the actual usages of the language,

as they have been fixed by the industry and acuteness

of the excellent philologists of the last half century.

After Gottfried Hermann, whose works form an epoch,

K. W. Kriiger and Madvig deserve especial mention

in this respect. But in so doing a double object

had still to be kept in view throughout. First the

positive object of preserving the greatest possible

uniformity between the syntax and accidence both

in the general point of view and in the mode of

expression, and secondly the negative object of keep-

ing at as great a distance as possible all that was
fanciful, all preconceived notions or constructions

such as still alas! continue to force their way into

our grammatical manuals though in garbs changed

for the occasion. All these categories of language,

forms of thought, relations of the sentence or what-

ever else be the name by which they are or have

been called, on which so much weight is and still

will be laid to some extent from different quarters,

rest at bottom on the notion that thought was prior

in development to language, and that the forms of

language are the product of acute reflection, the in-

vention of certain individuals who founded language,

the inventores, constitutores sermonis, as they were once

termed. This conception, which corresponds to the

modes of thought current in the last century, is now
completely contradicted especially by the profound

enquiries of W. von Humboldt and by all that the

science of language in the widest sense has brought
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to light since his time. In this respect we need only
refer to the various works of Steinthal and Heyse's
'"System der Sprachwissenschaft.'' Thought grew up by
and with language; the forms of thought with and out
of the forms of language in a thoroughly instinctive

and popular manner. Hence the usages of syntax
also are wholly a growth which like growths of other

kinds admits no tying up into logical formuke, but

can only be understood by historical study and correct

conception of the development of language.

If, therefore, in explaining the syntax we must
to some extent abandon that deceptive charm
which may be gained even in a school-grammar by
connecting individual usages with general principles,

if a certain amount of dullness and dryness' is the

necessary consequence of strict adherence to the

truth—there are yet other elements intellectual in

themselves or calculated to arouse the intellect which
need not be despised. One such element, for in-

stance, was found in the arrangement of the pheno-
mena connected with each other. Even where the

ultimate questions must still remain unanswered, the

proof of such internal connection serves to combine
individual usages together and to give life to the

study of them. But we must, it is true, allow that

in this respect the final sentence has still to be pro-

nounced in many instances ; and many usages can

be connected in more than one way. I am very far

from supposing that I have always taken the right

path here. The certainty attained in the Accidence
is often not attained in Syntax. But I can assure

the reader that the arrangement and connection of

the difterent usages given in my Grammar is due
to mature consideration and that I have always kept

the syntax carefully in view though my studies have
been more especially directed to other departments
of language.

M2
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Another more peculiar feature in my treatment of the

syntax is the connection of Greek usages with these

equivalents in German and Latin. If, as we have seen,

the life of language is to be regarded as something in-

stinctive, it follows that the usages of language can by

no means be taught by rules and definitions merely,

but it is an essential part of teaching that they should

be connected with known usages in other languages

and best of all with those of the student's mother

tongue as the language with which he is most familiar.

In this way better than any other is made good that

beautiful saying of W. von Humboldt that 'strictly

speaking language cannot be taught, but we can only

awaken it in the feeling of the learner.' Thus teach-

ing actually becomes as in Plato an avap^iqacc^ not

however of knowledge acquired in an earlier con-

dition of the soul, but of the notions and perceptions

born and bred in each individual. Thus, for example,

I attempt in § 3()1, 10 to bring the further predicate

as conceived in the Greek mind nearer to the pupil

by a few German examples of a kindred nature:—

Ich fuhle mich gesund, halte click hereit^ ivir nennen

dick unsern Vetter. I explain the apparent variety in

the Greek genitive in combination with substantives

by the addition of German compounds, § 408 :—e. g.

Landsmann, Ilavsfreund, Eisenhahn, Erbtheil, Vater-

freudc, &c. ; in many verbal constructions and also for

the Genitive absolute (§§417, 4:28):—stehende7i Fusses

I adduce similar constructions from German.* In this

respect of course great moderation must be preserved

]ust as the comparisons with Latin also must be

limited to what is important in the way of similarity

or contrast. But it would be unnatural to make no

use of the grammatical conceptions and analogies

implanted in the pupil by his own sense of language;

* These German parallels are of course omitted, or replaced

by English equivalents in the translation of the Grammar.
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and it is not less undesirable that the knowledge

already attained of Latin should remain entirely un-

connected with his knowledge of Greek. In regard

to both languages moreover, it is c^uite as important

to call attention to what is different as to what is

similar. Now the difference is often marked in the

shortest and most striking way by translation. This

is the reason that I always lay such great weight

on exact translations of the Greek constructions.

The translations in my grammar are intended to be

committed to memory by the pupil together with

the Greek examples. For this reason they are added

throughout and not left either to the pupil's uncertain

intelligence or to the teacher's caprice. Indeed, the

definite form of the translation often appeared to me
quite as essential as the definite framing of the rules.

Moreover had I chosen such instances only as admit

of a correct translation apart from the context in

which they occur, 1 shovild have been limited far

more in my choice, or I must have given references

to the places where they may be found. For many
passages are not really intelligible till we see them

in the context. Of course these examples cannot by

any means take the place of independent exercises in

translation. But for such sufficient material could

not be given within the narrow limits prescribed

for my grammar. After I had made the attempt in

the first edition by a very considerable collection of

characteristic examples, 1 felt convinced on my at-

tention being drawn to the matter that my collection

was still insufficient and preferred to make a complete

separation between the grammar and exercise-book.

In all subsequent editions, therefore, the grammar
contained so many examples only as were absolutely

necessary to make every rule clear; and in order

to guard against misunderstanding of any kind a

translation both into Latin and German, carefully con-
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sidered and as verbal as possible is added to every
example. From that time the Griechisches Elementar-

huch by Dr. Carl Schenkl, now Professor at Inns-

bruck, was intended for an exercise book both in the

Accidence and Syntax. It contains a large amount
of material, well arranged, and has perhaps sufficiently

proved that it serves its purpose by the simple fact that

it has gone through five editions (Fifth, Prague 1863).

To this may be added the Uebmigshuch zum Uebersetzen

ans dem Deutschen unci Lateinischen in'8 GriecJiische

by Dr. C. Schenkl (2nd edit. Prague 1861), and the

still larger collection ^ Aiifgahen zum Uehersetzen in

das G7'iechische' by Dr. Gottfried Boehme (Leipsic

1859). Besides, the reading of the easy prose authors,

with which instruction usually commences after the

most necessary grammatical knowledge has been ac-

quired, ofi'ers at every step vouchers for the doctrines

laid down in the grammar and supplies the teacher

with ample opportunities of explaining from the

grammar the phenomena of language which come
before us.

In selecting the matter to be comprised in the syntax

I have been very strict. It appeared to me the most
essential point to bring out in the clearest light the

typical usage of the language in the most important

phenomena. When this object has been attained by
the teacher with the aid of the grammar and a suit-

able exercise-book, when once the sense of the rule,

I might say, of the syntactical rhythm of Greek
has been aroused, it will not be difficult to explain

to the pupil isolated deviations and licences with

respect to what has been learnt. It is perhaps even

a gain for instruction that much is here left to the

discretion of the teacher. Moreover, in this respect

it is certainly not quite easy to find the limit between
too much and too little. Here and there, it is true,

the wish has been expressed by teachers taking an
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interest in my book, that I would make some en-

largement in the syntax, but, on the other hand,

the very brevity and conciseness of my synopsis

have been brought forward as an advantage. For

this reason I have hitherto acceded to the demand
for extension to a very slight degree.



Chap. XVI.—The Cases.

With a great number of scholars, and even one or

two Comparative Philologers of eminence, the view

still appears to meet with much approval, that the

Cases denoted, in the first instance, relations of space;

and were thence by slow degrees, transferred to

relations of a more intellectual character. At first

sight this assumption stands in a certain degree of

unison with the fundamental theory which, quite

properly, governs modern science; and which, as a

rule, recommends us to start from what is concrete

as distinguished from what is purely ideal. Relations

of directions in space appear to be more concrete

than the mutual relation of the parts of a sentence:

and, therefore, fitted to form the basis of them.

But on closer examination this appearance vanishes,

and difficulties everywhere arise. Had language as

a fact conceived the action of the verb as a move-
ment straining from the subject towards the object,

then not merely must the point towards wliich this

action tends—the quo—have given rise to the case

of the object, as many assume, but obviously, the

starting point—the unde— must also have given rise

to the case of the subject; and thus, strictly speak-

ing, but one local relation, the uhi^ remains for the

other cases. Consistently carried out, therefore,

this assumption must lead to the conclusion, that

the Nom. is identical with the Ablative, and with

the Genitive also, if this case is regarded as the

counterpart of the Ablative. But who would venture
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to maintain this ? The only certain starting-point

for the exphmation of the use of the cases,— but

also, it is true, a point to which the advocates of

the local theory have paid the least attention—is

supplied by the forms of the cases. Now when
we look at their form one group of closely connected

cases at once rises to the surface— the Nom., Ace,
and Vocative. Throughout the Indogermanic lan-

guages these cases always coincide in the Neuter

;

whereas none of them ever displays the least contact

with the remaining cases—that is, a Vocative, No-
minative, or Accusative form never takes the place

of a Genitive or Dative form, in the way, in which,

e. g. in the Latin Plural, Dative and Ablative; in

the Greek Dual, Genitive and Dative are identical

in form. Within this group the Vocative, as the

case of appellation, is without any case sign, the

stem without any addition—the word in a condition

antecedent to the formation of the cases. The No-
minative is unmistakeably the case of the subject.

It appears, as Bopp was the first to perceive, that

the sigma of the Nom. is identical with the Pronoun-
stem sa, which in separate use is o in Greek. Lan-
guage, therefore, denoted the subject as the leading

word of the sentence by a pronoun placed like an

article after it. The opposite of the subject is ob-

viously the object. We cannot see through the

formation of the Accusative, so clearly as that of

the Nominative ; but we have already seen (p. 62)

that it is very noticeable that in the neuters, that

is, in words which from their meaning cannot be

subjects of an action in an operative sense, like the

Masculines and Feminines, the case of the object

represents also the case of the subject. If however
this is in reality the relation, if ts'xvo-v from a formal

point of view, is just as much the Ace. of the

stem Tcxvo-, as ^eov is the Ace. of the stem ^eo,
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how is it then possible that tsxvo-v origiiicilly signi-

fied Howards' or Ho the child'? Or, to reverse the

question, granting that ts'xvov originally signified this,

how could it ever be used for the Nominative and
Vocative. Would or could lano-uage interchange the

starting point of an action with the goal of it ?

Such a change, if at all, would at best be possible

only when the original meaning had been completely

forgotten, through a lingering process of decay.

But this vicarious use of the Ace. for the Nom., is

of great antiquity; it is older than the separation

of the Indogermanic languages. Consequently if it

were the case, which is certainly incredible, that in

the very beginning, the creation of the cases arose

out of ideas of space, this point of view must have

been already given up again at the time when the

forms of language became fixed, before the separation

of the languages of the Indogermanic stem. But then

it would further follow from this, that this supposed

relation of direction had already, at that early period,

become completely confused in the sense of language

;

and consequently it would in no way be adapted to

be taken by us as a basis for the complicated uses of

the cases, as they became fixed at a time obviously

far later. In short in the Ace. we see as plainly as

possible how inadmissable the local theory is. Here
also the greatest difficulties present themselves in

explaining the individual usages. For that wide-

spread and very ancient kind of Ace, more especially,

which I call the Ace. of the Internal Object, cannot

without great violence be wrung out of the category

of quo.

If, therefore, it is certain that in denoting the Nom.
language started from quite other than local per-

ceptions; and if it has been found impossible to

explain the Accusative from the category of quo,

the whole local theory is now deprived of important
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support. For the charm of the theory hiy just in

this that the three oblique cases in Greek could be

fitted so neatly into these three convenient categories

of uncle, vbi, and quo. Uhi, and uncle still remain.

But for uhi., even the Indogermanic language had

originally a special case,— the Locative, which at least

in one class of languages, is retained in form and

meaning beside the Dative, and quite distinct from it.

Elsewhere, it is true, these two cases have several

points of contact. But still it by no means follows

from this that they were originally identical: and it

would be very difficult to derive the leading use

of the Dative, i. e. its use for what is called the

remoter object, from the category of uhi. The case

is similar with the Ablative and Genitive. We do

not see why these should be two cases if both ex-

pressed originally one and the same relation of space.

Here too, especially in the Plural, where the Ablative

coincides with the Dative, each case takes its own
course. And the application of the Genitive to bring

into prominence the connection between two nouns
—by far the predominant use in all languages—is

far removed from the notion of iinclc. To explain

the widely extended use of the Genitive from this

category of uncle is to explain an infinite abundance
of applications from a small and decaying minority.

Even the Latin use of the Dative as of the Genitive

should have warned us against the mistaken idea

of placing local relations at the head in these cases.

For in truth there is scarcely any ground whatever
for such a theory. If then it is now plain that in

three of the original eight cases, viz. the Voc. Nom.
and Ace, it is impossible to carry out the local

meaning and that in two, the Dat. and Gen., such

a meaning is barely conceivable, yet again for two
others, the Loc. and Abl., this meaning is probable

inasmuch as we can without difficulty trace back
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all the functions of the Loc. to iihi und those of
the Abl. to iindc. But since both these cases have
become extinct in Greek, the local theory has for

this language a certain amount of importance only
in so far as the functions of these cases have been
adopted by others. Finally the eighth case—the In-
strumental—in certain applications called also the

Sociative or Comitative, because it expresses all the
relations for which in German the preposition tnit

is used, is obviously of so specific a character that
it cannot be inserted without violence in any one
of the three categories. The form also gives us no
ground for regarding it as a simple variety of a
local case.

These few remarks will suffice to show how
little reason there is for speaking of the local

theory, as is still constantly done, as an established

fact. That is not the case; we are fully justified

in completely disregarding so unsound a basis in

explaining the use of the cases in Greek. The triple

division of the oblique cases in Greek, which, by
reason of its apparent simplicity, has been essential

in recommending the local theory to favour, even if

it has not created it, is not a mark of antiquity,

but rather a corruption of the larger system of cases

which is retained, to some extent in Latin, and
completely in Sanskrit.

This important fact must form the basis for the

arrangement of the use of the cases in Greek. There
was an early period in this language, in which all

eight cases were in existence. Indeed many traces

of them all are still to be found. Case-forms which
in individual use have become detached from the

others of the same stem, and thus have lost their

status as such, we call adverbs. In the Adverbs in

-5ov, -87]v, Lat. -tim, the Accusative form, in zqi^c

(Homeric £?£'//]?), ofxoO, the Genitive form, in xo[j.!,8'fi.
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TuavxaTtact-v the Dative form is unmistakable. The
very common adverbs in -oi;, like the Latin in c>

(for od) and c (for cd) are proved to be Ablatives.

Locatives are concealed not merely in •^oi\i.oL-i, [jisao-i,

hut also in ttoi, ol, in apta^ss (X[kia'^L Forms like

afxa, 7uavT-7], "-v-a corresponding to the Sanskrit

Instrumental in a, are in all probability to be re-

garded as petrified instrumentals ; while, on the other

hand, the epic forms in -ot also are at least in part

to be considered as another formation of this case.

Thus, therefore, even Greek itself still points back

to a condition of language in which the cases were
more numerous; and the question arises—how was
the language able to replace the gradually encroach-

ing decay of the cases ? The answer obviously is

that another case by degrees assmiied the functions

of the decaying^ one, in addition to its own. In what
order this took place, cannot, it is true, be ascertained

with certainty. But since we have good reason from

the close relation which mutually prevails between

the two South European languages, to presuppose

that any share which Latin had in the ancient

heritage, existed in Greek also in a period which,

though prehistoric, is not imaginary, it is not im-

probable that those cases were retained the longest

in Greek, which were retained to the end in Latin,

while, on the other hand, those were the earliest

to decay, which in Latin also ceased to exist. Con-
sequently the Instrumental would be the first to give

way. The functions of this case were assumed in

Latin by the Ablative, language regarding the in-

strument as that from which the action indirectly

arose, but in Greek, where the Ablative also was
allowed to drop out of use at a very early time,

by the Dative, to which, as the case of the interested

person, the Comitative side of the Instrumental lay

very near. After the Instrumental the Ablative was
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apparently the next to disappear. In its place came
the Genitive as the case of" connection. For in the

idea of origin the ideas of unde and of connection

meet and touch. Lastly, the Locative, the pro-

portionately late disappearance of which case is

proved by the numerous local Adverbs with locative

forms found both in Sing, and Plur.—was replaced

by the Dative, after it had already become con-

siderably extended by the assumption of the functions

of the Instrumental. In these considerations more-

over the fact must not be overlooked that the use

of prepositions in combination with distinct cases

must have essentially contributed to remove any in-

definiteness in the expression, and, as it were, to

relieve the cases of their accumulated functions.

Hence it follows that the Ace. alone in Greek has

not exceeded the limits of its original sphere. The
Genitive and Dative are mixed, or as Pott, Etym.

Forsch., I, 22 terms it, 'syncretistic' cases. The use

of each of these cases cannot at all be traced back

to one single principle. Rather must we analyse

both into the modes of use which have run together

in them ; and, therefore, distinguish a double Genitive

(Genitive, and Ablative) ; and a triple Dative (Dative,

Instrumental, Locative). In Latin where the Genitive

and Dative have remained within their proper spheres,

we can perceive most clearly the genuine primary

nature of these cases. It is significant that neither

case ever occurs in this language with a preposition;

and that, generally, the older condition of the case-

system in Latin allowed writers to express much
by the simple case, which in Greek required the aid

of preposition.

Such being our conception of the cases, it is self-

evident, that we must be on our guard against all

over strict definitions of the separate cases ; and not

allow ourselves to be led away by the delusion that
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our explanation becomes scientific when we trace

back the various usages by violent means to some
single point confined within narrow limits and strictly

unalterable. Yet, on the other hand also, it is clear

that every case is to the sense of language at a

particular period an individual, which was felt as

such, and distinguished in its characteristic peculi-

arities from others. It is also by no means in-

diff'erent for the nature of the sej^arate cases, whether

the language possesses three or six oblique cases.

We can, no doubt, trace back a certain portion of

the usages of the Genitive to the Ablative, and derive

certain of its functions, e. g. the Genitive of se-

paration, from this source; and, accordingly, denote

them as vicarious functions. But the sense of

language itself ceased in time to perceive the dis-

tinction clearly, connecting links became formed un-

consciously between the two cases, and the Genitive,

increased by a part of the usages of the Ablative,

grew up gradually to a peculiar case of more ex-

tensive use. Hence a difficulty arises for the gram-
marian. It is, at times, not easy to decide whether

a mode of use belongs to the original capital, or to

the later inheritance of a stem; and again, when
the inheritance is twofold, as in the Dative, to which
part it belongs. In this latter case however the relations

are less complicated; and the decision would perhaps
only be difficult in regard to the looser use of the

Dative treated in § 144. On the other hand, the

Genitive owing to the greater extent of application,

is much more difficult. Here the Localists have
wrung everything out of their category of unde.

And how much may be developed out of this relation

can be shown by the extensive use of the German
preposition von (of). The only point is, to find the

proper limits. The Genitive of the object compared
with Comparatives, e. g. which corresponds to the
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Latin, and Sanskrit Ablative, can without violence

be explained as a later function adopted from the

Ablative. But still it is undeniable that with this

use the original and proper use of the Genitive

offers many points of connection. In the sense of

language the notion of the Genitive has become
developed to that of relativity in general. In the

Adjectives (§ 414) especially, this is clearly to be

seen. If the Genitive with a^ioc,, avra^toc is certainly

a genuine Genitive, if we must judge the same of

the adverbs quoted in § 415— e. g. Tcpoao, xpca'i'sv,

avo—it is not difficult to take the same view of the

Genitive used with |j,£i^uv, p.£'!wv. From the verbs

also of comparative meaning the Genitive with com-
paratives can hardly be separated, and yet it is

certainly simpler to explain the Genitive with ap^^etv,

paGiXsuet-v from the idea of relation than from that

of nnde. My principle, therefore, was, in the Genitive,

not to be too strict in holding asunder the originally

different iisages, and mainly to keep in view the

simple juxtaposition of what can be easily connected

in the period when the language had become de-

veloped.

By taking this view of the cases we avoid a fault

which is noticeable in many explanations proceeding

from different points of view;—the fault of starting

from quite isolated and in part poetical modes of

use. In my grammar, on the contrary, the leading

use is always placed at the head, that use, which
gives the peculiar type and characteristic of the case.

For the Accusative the starting point must in any
case be the construction with verbs, as for the

Genitive the construction with substantives. But in

Greek—for Latin in its stricter fashion takes its own
course—we can in every case distinguish a more
independent use by the side of the usage found in

a multitude of quite common constructions. In time

'
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the cases obviously extend their usage beyond the

range of the original analogies. Therefore, I distin-

guish in every case a looser or freer use. The last

step in this path is the adverbial use. The Gram-
marian nuist make it his task to illustrate the course

of the history of language so far as possible by

characteristic examples. For the Accusative the

category of the inner object is of supreme importance

in this respect; in regard to which I have adopted

Kri'iger's terminology. How very prone the Greek
is to supply in thought to every verb the notion

contained in it, in the form of the object, is shown
by usages like Soph. El. 1415 Tracaov 5'.7rXf|V, where
an attribute is added to the internal object though

omitted, Schomann in his excellent work Rede-

fheile (Berlin 1862), especially p. 148 sq., where he

is treating of the origin of the adverbs, takes quite

the same view; as also Haase on Keisig's VorJcsuvgen

i'lhi'v Lai. Sprachwissenschaft, Anm. 509, and 559.

Both with justice lay stress on the fact that even

the substantive verb very easily admits the notion

of an internal Accusative; and consequently even the

freer, and in part quite adverbial Accusatives like

axv]v scav are to be regarded in this light. axT^v

scav means literally Hhey were rest'; i. e. Hhey were

a quiet being' (cp. § 400 c), in the same sense as

we might say : 'they went a c^uiet walk'. In Sanskrit

also the Accusative of the action stands in quite

a similar manner with the substantive verb in the

paraphrastic formation of the perfect, e. g. ?f«vM asa,

or i<;um hahhuva, literally dominationem. fni, i. e. 'I

have ruled' (Bopp, Sanskritgr., § 419). The great

antiquity of this very use of the Accusative can

hardly be doubted. The numerous adverbs of Ac-
cusative-form, the use of the Supines in -/?/m in

Latin (^mniciatirm ire = o.yysX'.r^-^ zK^elv) and much
besides, proves this. In Latin also the wider use

N
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of the Accusative is by no means always to be re-

garded as a Grccisni; but sometimes as a residuum

of a power of this case, which in hiter times became

more and more cut down. This is shown not merely

by such national usages as cxcuhias^ infitias ire,

with which our phrase 'to stand guard' may be

compared, but also by the very frequent occurrence

of usages of quite a Greek character in the older

writers, e. g. Plant., Epid., IV, 1, 39: ut alias res

est impense improhiis (Holtze, Si/ntaxis pnsc. script.

Lat., I, 221).

In the Genitive—this orthography, and notGenetive,

will still be permitted in writing German and English

—

my chief object was to make clear the wide range of

relations, which this case can indicate, especially in the

simplest combinations of two substantives with each

other. To cpiote all the possible varieties of such com-

binations was superfluous: on the contrary, my pur-

pose was simply to bring forward the most essential,

and to make it plain that all those different signi-

fications of origin, possession, material, &c., are not

really expressed by the Genitive, but rather merely

infused by the intelligence into the connection de-

noted by the Genitive. Hence there are instances

which can be subsumed under none of these cate-

gories; and where the attempt to do so would be

simple sophistry, e. g. Demosth. Mid. 35 pXai^vji; v6[xo?.

And it would be foolish to assume a special Genitive of

comparison on account of such a passage, as Soph.

A?it. 1 14 xTs'pul Xsux-^?
X'-°"''°'^-

^^ ^^^ there are other

instances which can be placed with equal right under

two of the varieties quoted, opxov "xioTic. can denote

'faith in an oath', no less than the 'confidence which

springs out of an oath sworn', the latter as in boQ

[KQi X^?°? '^^fi
TTc'cTCv, Soph. Oed. Col. 1632, just as

jiducia virium is quite indefinite when standing

by itself, so that the translator is often compelled
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in these loose combinations of two ideas, to introduce

more than is really there, owing to the want of

similarly loose combinations in his own language.

The partitive Genitive also is naturally nothing more

than a Genitive of connection with a whole, or to use an

expression proper in many cases, with a totality. This

species of the Genitive was obviously first developed

in the plural; but spread out widely from thence in

all the kindred lano;uao;es. Hence I do not believe

that we can dispense with it. In a construction like

0^l3a!, ':ric, BoioTrta?, therefore, the Genitive is certainly

one of connection, but the specific kind of connection

here intended is that of a part with the whole, as

becomes quite clear from the looser use quoted in

§ 425 xr^c 'Iwvi'ai; vsvo'fx'.crai, i. e. 'in the district of

Ionia'.

In the use of the Genitive with verbs, so widely

developed in Greek, I have felt myself specially

called upon to point out everywhere the relations

to the more familiar use in combination' with Sub-

stantives and Adjectives. Here the older German
language especially offers many valuable parallels.

Here, therefore, it is especially instructive to com-

pare J. Grimm, IV, 646 sq. As opposed to the

variety of the uses of the cases in Greek, Latin

presents a monotonous logical consistency; especially

in the use with verbs. For this use in Greek,

I have, not without opposition, given a wide range

to the partitive Genitive. J. Grimm 1. c. says: 'The

Accusative denotes that the object is completely

overpowered. In the Genitive the power of the

subject is regarded as exerted to a less degree.

The active power is, as it were, only tried and

roused, not put forth to the full extent.' This is

merely another way of saying that the power of

the verb, when a Genitive is added, refers only to

a part of the object. How far we can extend this

N2
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category of the partitive Genitive may certainly be

dovibtful. Here we are still in vi^ant of copious,

and properly arranged collections, but thus much
is certain: where we find one and the same verb in

two constructions, sometimes with the Gen. and

sometimes with the Ace; and this with just the

distinction that the Ace. denotes the object as com-

pletely overpowered, or indivisible— then we are

justified in considering the Gen. as partitive in

distinction from the Ace. Thus for the Gen. with

verbs of 'aiming at', or 'striving after' (§ 419 d).

Soph. Ant. 770 is significant : xs^j^sxat. to [xy] j avstv.

—On the other hand, for the verbs of exclusion it

is certainly easy to regard the Gen. as the represen-

tative of the Abl., just as also the Abl. is found

throughout with the corresponding verbs in Latin.

Yet we must also bear in mind that the Adjectives

mentioned in § 414, 5 correspond to these verbs.

Since it is certain that oi\KOigoc. and Lat. ea'pers have

the same Genitive as s[j.(j.o!,pOi; and particeps, there is

no contradiction at all in assuming an internal con-

nection between aTC£XO[ji.a(., el'pyo, aTCOTuyy^avu, and

ixsTsx^o, [jL£~a5(.'5o[jLi , TU'y)(_avo. In the German lan-

ffuaoes it is doubtful whether the Gen. has assumed

the representation of the Abl.; but certain that a

number of verbs of privative meaning (J. Grimm,
VI, 674 sq.), especially in the older language take

the Gen,, and some of these are still retained. Grimm
explains these from the same point of view as the

constructions with the corresponding positive verbs.

But because the explanation from the Abl. is also

possible, I have in the latest edition quoted this class

of verbs in § 419 b, separately from the former.

The free use of the Gen. I have everywhere

compared with the kindred applications of the more

fixed use, so as to point out an internal connection.

That the Genitive of the cause § 427 is combined
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with that of" the aim, i. e. the cansa efficiens with

the causa jinalis, needs, of course, no justification.

The Gen. Absolute also ought by no means always

to be explained from the category of unde. There

are many constructions in modern German which

warn us against that*. It is not improbable that a

stock of similar usages was already in existence,

when the Abl. fell into dislike among the Greeks,

and that the Gen. absolute by slow degrees forced

itself into the place of the Abl., and in this way
has nov.^ certainly become extended far beyond its

original rano^e. Moreover the Gen. absolute is in

Greek itself a growing construction, the continually

increasing spread of which can be observed from

Homer onwards. On this as on many questions

belonging to this subject, compare the beautiful re-

searches of Classen, '•Beohachtungen iiber den Honie-

rischen Sprachf/ebrauch' (Frankfort on Maine 1854—56).

In the arrangement of the use of the Dative the

various sources can be distinguished more definitely.

The instrumental use especially is plainly to be

separated off, as forming a close category to itself

with several subdivisions. But nevertheless a com-

plete analysis appeared impracticable. The Dative

of community (§ 436) has its source obviously in

the sociative or comitative use of the old Instrumental

:

for which reason the Ablative—elsewhere also the

Italic representative of the lost fellow-case—corre-

sponds in Latin to the Greek Dative and the Sanskrit

Instrumental in this usage. The Preposition sa 'with'

is in Sanskrit" combined with the Instrumental ; the

corresponding S[xa, ^w, cuv in Greek take the Dative;

cum in Latin has the Ablative. Hence something

may be said in defence of placing this use after

* E. g. Er giny eilenden Schrittea, er ritt verhdngten Zilgels,

Ihr zogt unverrichteter Sache ab, er ward verdientermassen (mhd.

also unverdieliter Dingen, Grimm, Gr., IV, 907) geekrt.
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the instrumental use. But in the hmguage, as we

find it, tiie sociative Dative is more nearly akin to

the proper original Dative, than the instrumental;

and in general it certainly forms the connecting link

between these two cases, since it was easy to denote

the person, or thing connected with an action by

the same case-form which was already in use for

the person interested. We need only call to mind

the Homeric aol ap.' saTOfxeV, beside the Attic aoi.

£cTC6[j.sja. Hence the Dative of community is put

in this position. With regard to the proper, and,

so to say, genuine Dative, I have distinguished two

cases. That kind of Dative is put first from which

the case has received its name Sot'.xt]. Kriiger terms

this, which in his arrangement is placed later on,

'the objective Dative of the thing interested' § 48, 7.

It miffht otherwise be called 'the Dative of the

Indirect Object'. But it appeared to me advisable

to keep the term object within the narrowest limits

possible, in a school-granunar, in order to avoid

confusion. Hence in the explanation I preferred

the words 'the person remotely affected by anything'.

The Dative in transitive verbs like SiScvat,, sTOTpsTceiv,

Trapsxew, and with intransitives like ^ovj'^slv, Soxstv,

TCstj^sc^at,, but also with adjectives like 91X0^, TriCTro?,

Lxavoc:, is as it were necessary. The enunciation re-

mains imperfect without the mention of the person.

This is what the expressions 'interested', 'affected

by', are intended to mean. On the other hand,

the Dat^ive of 'the Interest' as I call it (cp. Kriiger

§ 48, 3) is different. This Dative is to a certain

extent added at pleasure; not required by a govern-

ment of the verb which has become typical. On the

contrary, the sentence is extended in a peculiar

manner by the introduction of the word standing

in the Dative. The so-called Dativm commodi and

inconimodi can be added to any verb whatever.
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It, therefore, and the Dative generally now under

consideration, is very frequently replaced by other

constructions, especially with prepositions. Language
has the choice between two difterent modes of ex-

pression. This, so to say, ' fjicultative ' use of the

Dative is seen most strikingly in the ethical Dative

as it is called (§ 433), which has received this name
from the very fact that it is not so much required

by the thought, as by a reference of the feelings.

The choice, on the other hand, between the simple

Dative, which in this instance has something personal

in it, and a preposition combined with the corre-

sponding case, meets us most strikingly in the com-
bination with the passive (§ 434).—For the rest, in

all these instances especially few examples seemed

to be requisite to me, because there are but a few

in which we can speak of a peculiarly Greek idiom.

That the freer Dative in its application to place

and time is derived from the Locative, was already

mentioned. For this very reason the Latins use

the Ablative, which in their language has assumed

a portion of the Locative use, in the same sense.



Chap. XVII.—The Prepositions.

In Older to understand the government of pre-

positions, nothing is more important than the in-

disputable fact that all prepositions were, in the

first instance, adverbs. There was, therefore, a con-

dition of language in which these words did not yet

exist as such, that is, in their proper prepositional

use. The government of prepositions tended to be-

come more and more fixed as language developed.

Excellent remarks on the nature and origin of these

words are given by Schomann, Uedetheile, p. 138 sq.

Now as adverbs the prepositions could j^^'ii^^^irily

take the Genitive, as the case of connection. To
this source of combination with cases, which is often

quite overlooked in the government of prepositions,

reference is made in § 447, 2. avxc is, without

question, the Locative of a noun-stem, of which
we have another case, the Ace, in avira, and yet

another, the Ablative turned Locative, in Latin ante-d.

The Genitive depends, therefore, on avn in precisely

the same manner as in the German Angesicltf, Laiit,

Kraft. With ;rp5, also, to which the Lat. AblativJ>

pro corresponds, the case is, no doubt, the same;
and with Sta, the jEschylean form of which, Stat,

has the sign of the Locative. 5t.a, without question,

goes back to a noun-stem (cp. hiici) which denoted
duality. The same is the case with uTirsp = Sanskrit

upari^ which evidently signified in a literal sense

'on the upper side', as (itco (ureaQ 'on the under side';

and with many others. Nowhere is the perversity
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of the Loyalists shown more plainly than in the at-

tempt to trace back the Genitive in this connection

invariably to uncle. When, in Latin, the prepositions

//*, pro, pnv, sub, super take the x\blative, that case

is here, as often, to be regarded as the representative

of the Locative. But the Genitive in Greek depends

in this usage on the preposition which it takes, in

the strictest sense. The most decisive confirmation

of our view is found in the fact that all the im-

proper prepositions, that is, the prepositions which

still continue to have more of the nature of adverbs,

take the Genitive.

The first step in the departure from this adverbial

use of the prepositions was taken when they were

used in a supplementary manner, and in a loose

connection with verbs, especially with a view to

define more accurately the direction of the verb.

In the Homeric language this usage is still clearly

to be seen, in so far as this, that here the pre-

position though often undoubtedly forming one notion

with the verb, can nevertheless, be separated there-

from not only, as continued to be the case in the

later language, by the augment and reduplication,

but also by independent words. The careful re-

searches of Hoffmann on 'a[j.cpi,' in der Ilias\ and

'•Die Tmesis in der Ilias'' (Luneburg and Clausthal

1857—60), show very plainly how hard it often is

to decide whether a preposition must be taken ad-

verbially or in combination with a verb. Now, in-

asmuch as the preposition in connection with a verb

forms a whole in idea, it can in this connection

require a case. When we find in Od. 8 43 axtxoxiC,

6' sw'^yov 'i^slov 56[jlov, we have an instance in which

the older usage is no doubt retained; and st^-aysw

as a whole takes the Accusative. II. I, 89 illustrates

the later use, when £',<; had already become move-

able and independent, 'kxgdhr^c, hi -^igo^ntxc, aoXXs'a^
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Y]Y£v 'AiOLiCn ic. vXiciti^. But in idea the Accusative

here no less than in the former instance depends on

the unified conception in swaystv. By the addition

of a preposition signifying the direction, a verb

gains the power of governing an external object of

that to which the action is directed; which however

is no longer felt to be such so soon as the preposition

is detached and placed immediately before the case.

This is the reason that the Accusative frequently

denotes the aim; and the other meanings also men-

tioned in § 447 follow from this. In a similar manner

the Dative is often to be regarded as a Dative of

community, which depends on the verb connected

in thought with the preposition, e. g. in the Homeric

usage Trap 8s o[ eaxT), ^ewv hi oi ocpfj. Trapscrv], beside

scTao'xe? Trap' ox£G9!.v II. 0. 565. This use of the

Dative also is the reason why the power of ex-

pressing a more external connection is ascribed in

§ 447, 3 to the Dative in combination with prepo-

sitions.—For the Genitive, it is true, we must certainly

allow that to some extent, even when dependent on

prepositions, it is the representative of the Abla-

tive; yet in such a manner that even here the Abla-

tive was dependent in the first instance on the verb

together with the preposition, e. g. A. 346 sx 6' ayays

yXiair^c, BpiarjtSa, and then the Genitive came in as

its originally less definite representative.

These observations will be sufficient to indicate in

what manner I combine the use of the prepositions

with cases with the other uses of the cases, and

to refute the objection that I assume for the pre-

positions a basis of local meaning, which I deny

elsewhere.



Chap. XX.—The Tenses.

The doctrine of the use of the tenses required

considerable revision. Here, as a fact, by a more
accurate enquiry into the form of language, quite

a new foundation had been obtained for the use of

language; and without going further into the theory

than was absolutely necessary, I attempted to apply

the insight, thus obtained, to syntax. The older

granunarians treated the aorist throughout, and the

perfect also in part, as tenses of past time. But the

analysis of the forms proves in the most striking

manner (cp. p. 98, 102, 110) that language possesses no
other means whatever to denote past time generally,

than the augment; and, therefore, the denotation of

past time can only be primarily assumed where the

augment stands, that is, in the imperfect, pluperfect,

and Indicative of the aorist, and, therefore, generally

in the Indicative only. Now in these Indicatives

we can see in the plainest manner that in such

forms, language denotes another notion in addition

to that of past time, and of quite a different nature.

g.-ye'v-s-TO, s-Yt'-yv-e-TO, e-ysyov-e!. are distinguished from

each other by something quite different from that

which distinguishes ^yi'yvsTO from y(.'yvo[j.at., sysyovs',

from ye'yova. For this something, which is denoted

in the stem of the tense-form, and for this very

reason is marked as fixed and essential, we need

an expression. Hitherto Grammarians have found

none for it; even the most artistic theories of the

tenses, which from the days of the Stoic grammarians,
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down to the most modern times, have set up dis-

tinctions such as were never observed in any living-

speech, left this point out of* sight. But for the

Greek language this distinction is undeniably requi-

site even in a school-grammar. In the Greek sense

of language lay a triple distinction of time, which

crosses with that of present, past, and future; and

runs through the whole rich system of tenses, moods,

and verbal-nouns. Not findinc; a general name for

each of these triple distinctions ready to my hand,

it became necessary to invent one. Now it was
evident that of these two distinctions of time, one

was rather external and the other internal. The
distinction of present, past, and future rests merely

on the relation of the action to the speaker. This

distinction, therefore, in which we have only to do

with the standing point, I call the 'grade of time'.

The action is cither coincident with the standing

point of the speaker, or it lies, as a previous grade,

behind it, or again, before it, as a grade still to be

reached. The expression cannot, I believe, be mis-

understood. In the image chosen it is also clearly

pointed out that the distinction is removed by simple

progression in time, without any internal change.

But the difference between -ysvea^a!,, '^i^vza^ai^ -y^"

^ovsvat, must obviously be denoted by a word, which
at once indicates that here we have to do with a

difference lying within the action itself, not merely

with the relation to something external to it. In this

sense I chose the expression 'kind of time', especially

as 'kind' is the very word which we use to signify

specific, internal peculiarities. Heyse, in his Sijstem

<ler Sprachwissenschaft, in a similar but not cjuite

the same sense, distinguishes between 'subjective',

and 'objective' time (p. 457 sq.). These expressions

would, I believe, in any case be more equivocal.

But what has already been said about the difficulty
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attending innovations in terminology applies to these

technical terms, no less than others.

The triple kind of time must now in turn be dis-

tinguished by three different names. Two of these

present themselves at once. The action of the present

stem is confinuons, that of the perfect completed. But
how shall we briefly denote the action expressed in

the aorist stem? The word 'momentary' opens a

door to numerous errors. If this term is chosen,

we are tempted to measure the distinction between

TTOielv and Troi-^aa!., vixav and vix-^aai, e'jSaXXs and ej^aXs

merely by lapse of time, whereas in reality the dis-

tinction is quite different and far deeper. Whether
the artist wrote EriOIH^E or EnOIEI under his

work, did not depend on the length of time devoted

to the task, but on his intention to lay stress either

on the simple fact that he was the artist, or on the

labour spent upon it. I preferred, therefore, to adopt

the terminology of Rost, and Kriiger, who call the

aorist '^ eintreten(V. The epithet is difficult of trans-

lation, and cannot be represented in all its bearings

by any single English word. It is 'initial' as op-

posed to 'continued', 'culminating' as opposed to

'preparatory', 'instantaneous' as opposed to 'durative'.

An action so qualified is, first of all, quite distinct

from a beginning or impending act; it has nothing

in common with the tempus instans with which it

has sometimes been erroneously confounded. On the

contrary, it is opposed to two other actions. First,

to a continuing act. Thus the advent of winter is

opposed to its continuance. In a similar manner
voa-^cat, (to fjill sick) is opposed to vocslv (to be sick)

and jjaciXiuaat. to paadsustv. Secondly, as denoting

an incident, it is opposed to an act that is not yet

finished ; and this is the relation of Tipasat (to ac-

complish) to xgdaaav (to be doing), izdaai (to per-

suade) to 7ust'^£(.v (to advise). Lastly an act to which
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this epithet is apphed, is invariably an act achieved

at one blow, or an act the single moments of which
are not to be taken into account. Hence this German
word appears to me very happily chosen for our

purpose. ' It has been objected that the word is

equivocal and indefinite, but the Greek aorist has,

as a fact, its different sides; and the peculiar ad-

vantage of the word lies precisely in the fact that

it has a certain width of meaning, by which it be-

comes applicable to the different sides of the aorist,

while at the same time a firm nucleus is unmistake-

able and can be perceived by our sense of language.

It will always be a hopeless task to give a cut and
dry definition of the Greek aorist. The distinction

of the kinds of time rests on a certain instinct, which

we can only acquire by entering ourselves into the

Greek modes of thought; and for that purpose an

image or mode of expression belonging to our own
language is a far greater help than any logic. Among
the living languages the Sclavonic possesses very similar

refinements as to the kinds of time; and, therefore,

Sclavonic speaking people find it very easy to realize

the use of the aorist and its distinction from the

forms of the present stem; cp. Kobliska, Ueher das

Verh,dltniss dcs Aorists zu den Formen des hccJdschen

Verbums (Konigsgratz 1850); Kvicala, Zcitschr. f. d.

0. Gynin., 1863, p. 137.

In the observation on p. 274 of the Grammar I

have attempted to define the three kinds of time

more accurately by means of another illustration,

borrowed from mathematics. The expression 'a point

of time' is in common use ; and to this I refer in

saying that the action of the aorist can be compared
to a point. A point, as is well known, does not

admit of any extension at all ; and in the action

denoted by the aorist its extension in time is not

at all taken into account. And as objects which are
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remote or passing into the back ground appear as

points in spite of* their actual extension in space,

so also from the speakers point of view do the

actions, which he brings forward merely as aoristic.

But a line is opposed to a point inasmuch as it

admits of extension, thongh indefinitely. Hence in

carrying out the illustration, it forms the counter-

part to the continuous action, the essential charac-

teristic of which is that it admits of extension in

time, without any internal limitation. Lastly, a

completed action is one completely limited in every

direction. Hence, therefore, it may be compared to

a surface bounded by lines.

It was not my purpose to follow out in greater

detail these leading conceptions peculiar to every

tense-stem. But some few hints may find a place

here. In the idea of an aoristic act we recognized

two moments. On the one hand, an aoristic action

is opposed to a continuing one; as a man's arrival

at a house is opposed to his stay in it, or the ad-

vent of darkness to continuous gloom. In this sense

an aoristic action denotes as it were the starting

point of a line, igaa'^r^va.i or spaaacjat, i. e. 'to fall

in love', (e. g. II. II, 182 yigdaoLi:'' 69'^a\aoLCt.v l6ov

ivl [j.£Xxo[j.e'v7]a!.v) is followed by s'pav, as ap^at by

apx^w, StavoTj j-^vai by ^lavoeca'iJau This use of the

aorist we may call the ingresswe (cp. § 489). Here
the force of the aorist is especially prominent, so

much so that at times the aoristic action requires

quite a difterent translation from the durative. On
the other hand, the culmination of an act is opposed

to the preparatory steps; as a bright flash is opposed

to a glimmer, the fall of night to evening twilight.

Thus 8i.§6va!. can be used to express the simple at-

tempt to give, the offer ; &oiivai the actual giving,

the handing over of the gift; aysLv means to 'lead

on', ayayetv 'to carry away'; xxaa'^^at. 'to acquire',
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yx-ricad^ai 'to possess'. We may term this the

effective use of the aorist. Here the tense denotes

the last point in a line; and is preceded by the

durative action. This use of the aorist, under the

name auvrsXixw^, was opposed by the old grammarians
to the action of the imperfect, which was denoted

as TuapaTaxTtxw?, e. g. Aristonicus ad II. A. 368 (cp.

Friedliinder, Ariston., p. 5). It rests with language
to bring into prominence one of these two usages,

or, from another point of view, the fundamental
meaning of every verb and tiie context present

sometimes the one, and sometimes the other sense

to the reader, though, it also frequently happens
that neither can be distinguished with certainty, and
the notion conveyed by the tense is simply that

of a point of time without any reference to other

actions.

The need of distinctions of time like those which
were certainly presented to the Greek from a very

ancient period in the use of the aorist is felt in all

languages. Here also we can find points of connection

existing in our own sense of language, and to point

out this is the object of the observation on § 485.

The effect of an aorist is frequently replaced in other

languages by composition Avith prepositions; and in

this respect the Sclavonic languages ofi'er the most
noticeable analogies. A parallel to the ingressive

signification is found in German comjDOunds like

einscldafen, einseJien, and Latin like insonare, incitare,

where the ein (in) means simply that the subject is

entering into a certain state. In German the prefix

er i. e. cms forms more especially a marked parallel

to the use of the aorist, and similarly the Latin ex.

Here of course language regards the earlier condition

or state, as that from which the new action springs

forth, as in the intransitives erklingen, erwnchen, er-

grimmen, erschrechen, crsterhen, and in the transitives
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c't'weckcn, erfinden, crregen, erkennen, erschliessen (cp.

Grimm, W., Ill, p. 694); Latin efjicere, evenire,

evincere, evitare, excitare, exclamare, emori. Yet an-

other point of view is taken up in the use of the

preposition con, e. g. in conspicere = iSsiv, consetjui,

distinguished from sequi, as denoting the happy
termination of the action commenced in the simple

verb, conticuere omnes = iai'^f\ca.v kol-vts.q^ cohorruit =
gi'^fTfiiv^ comedere, 'to eat all up together'. The coit

(compare also the Greek cuvxeXslv beside the aorist)

denotes the collective moments of the action which
are united for the complete attainment of the object.

In a similar manner per denotes the action as brought

through to an end
;
persuasit is related to suasit as

EKiiat to sTCsiOs. The German word stehcn, out of

compounds, denotes as a rule a state which the

Greek conceives as the result of the act necessary

for attaining it, and, therefore, denotes by the perfect;

saTTjxa ich stehe (I stand, I have placed myself). In

compounds, on the other hand, the word does not

denote a state, but for the most part an individual

act, and corresponds, therefore, to the Greek aorist;

ax-^vat. mif-stehen (to stand up). The same meaning

may be also found in the M.H.German, e. g. von

dem Rosse stdn. In German and Latin, therefore,

the value of a verb is altered by composition with

prepositions, in much the same manner as in Greek
by the change of kinds of time. It is true that the

two phenomena are not completely co -extensive.

In Latin the perfect combines the significations of

the aorist and the perfect proper ; conticui, therefore,

answers not only to the Greek iai-^rfiix^ but to

asct'Y'irjxa also ; and in conticesco, the present cor-

responding to the perfect conticui, we have a union

of the effective and inchoative significations unknown
in any Greek form. The German crwaclien stands,

it is true, in the same relation to wachen, as the
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Homeric sypsaOat. to sYpi^Yopsvai., but there is also a

prolonged erwachcn (awaking, crpergisci—sysLpeaQat,),

whereas eypsTO denotes merely the point of time when
the sleep ends. The German word, therefore, is not

a perfect translation of the Greek one. This is a

subject on which a wide field for observation still

remains open, as Schomann {Redetheile^ p. 139),
though from a somewhat different point of view,

has already briefly pointed out. In our Lexicons
also scarcely anything at all has been done to trace

out the distinctions between the different kinds of

time in Greek, though these are almost quite as

important in explaining the various usages of the

word, as the distinction between Active and Middle
to which so much attention has been paid. This
neglect arises from the rpurov vpeuSoi; that the aorist

and perfect are Tenses of past time, and that the

difference between the present and aorist, the present

and perfect, affects the real meaning of the verb no
more than that between present and future.

§ 496.

The view of the Tenses here brought forward as

the correct one appears to be contradicted to a certain

extent by the fact that the participle of the aorist

is frequently applied to actions previous to a point
in past time. Since the participle, like the other non-
augmented forms of the aorist," has nothing what-
ever to do with the denotation of past time, and
since time previous to a point in past time is not

the less a kind of past time, we do not here under-
stand at once how the participle became used in this

sense. But the enigma is solved when we examine
the nature of the aorist and participle. The latter,

an adjective in origin, fixes one action in relation

to another. The action which is denoted by the finite
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verb is the principal one. When the secondary action

continues side by side with the principal action, it

must stand (Trapararixoc) in the participle of the

present; if again referred to the future, the proper
sign of the future is needed ; and similarly, the

perfect participle serves to express an action regarded

as complete in reference to the principal action.

If however it is intended to denote the secondary
action without any reference to continuousncss, and
completion, and futurity, but merely as a point or

moment, the aorist participle alone remains for this

purpose. We indeed by a sort of necessity regard

a j^oint which is fixed in reference to another action

as jjrior to it, but strictly speaking this notion of

priority in jDast time is not signified by the aorist

participle. But owing to the frequent use of it in

narratives, it is quite intelligible that the notion of

priority in jJast time became spontaneously connected

with the aorist participle. For this reason, therefore,

it could not be passed over without mention in the

Grammar. Even from the examples quoted in the

observation (yeXaaa? eCxe, he began to laugh, and
said: w6s 6s xic, stTisaxsv i6«v ic, ttX-k^clov aXXov; yagiaoL

{jLOi aTTOxpivaiisvoi;), it is clear how nearly the past

and present often seem to meet in the participle.

In the predicative use of the aorist participle with

another aorist, more especially, it is often quite

impossible to speak of priority in past time, e. g.

in su iKoirffOLC. avafxvT^cac [xs (Plato, PhcecL, p. 60 c)

—

'you did well to remind me\ Again in Herodotus,

V, 24 we have su sTcoiYjoai^ a9t,x6(JL£vO(;, where it is

quite clear that the notion of the verb is not sub-

sequent to the notion of the participle, for the kind-

ness consisted precisely in the coming (cp. Kriiger,

§ 53, G. Anm. 8; § 56, 8. Anm.M). So too in the

proverb XaOs ^i6aa.<;^ both actions are regarded as

on one and the same level in point of time. If,

02
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therefore, in those other usages the priority merely
arises out of the connection, without being expressed

as such by language itself, the preterite signification

of the aorist participle stands exactly in a line with
that of the Infinitive and Optative, when these refer

to past actions in categorical sentences (§ 497). In
a sentence like Ktjx);07csc Xeyovrai s'v ^ixek'a oix'TJcai,

language does not really denote the grade of time
at all, but only the kind of time; and the aorist is

used because the fact is regarded merely as an in-

cident, and no stress is laid on the continuance of

it. Were it otherwise, were it our object to denote
a continuous state, we might use ouslv, e. g. KuxXwxsc;

Xs'-yovrai. tots sv SixeXia oixetv, and in translating it,

must have used 'have dwelt' or 'dwelt' just as in

the case of the aorist. In these cases, it is true,

the aorist must as a rule be translated as a past
tense, but it is not on that account felt to be such
in the Greek sense of language, for in German
(and English) we are frequently compelled to mark
a grade of time which the Greeks left out of sight.

Exactly the same holds good of the Indicative aorist

as the representative of a German and Latin plu-
perfect (§ 493). The past time is here expressed in

Greek, but the priority in past time is left unmarked.
Here, as a ride, German stands for nearer to Latin
than to Greek.



Chap, XXI.

—

Compound Sentences.

§ 519 sq.

Here it was my object to indicate at least the two

principal points of view which present themselves

in discussing the combination of sentences, viz. the

form of their combination, and the signification arising

out of it.—The formal side, therefore, is taken first

and explained in § 519. Here too, owing to the

brevity necessary in a school-grammar, it was by

no means easy to introduce the knowledge of the

origin and growth of the form of Sentences derived

from the historical study of language, and at the

same time to give the necessary prominence to the

forms occurring in actual use. In Greek as we find

it even in the Homeric poems the two leading forms

of combination, parataxis and hypotaxis, meet us

as characteristic, but it is clear that the latter is,

historically speaking, invariably a development from

the former. Hypotaxis was impossible until the re-

lative had become sharply distinguished from the

demonstrative, but in the first instance as we have

already seen (p. 86), this was not the case. Even

in Homer the demonstrative and relative still coincide

in many instances, and in consequence we find the

older parataxis still frequently underlying and break-

ing up through the Homeric hypotaxis. The best

known instance of this is the case of 5s in Apodosis,

which admits of no other explanation. But the same

confusion, or more correctly speaking, the same in-

complete separation of the two forms, is also to be
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seen in the various usages of the copulative article

side by side with a hypotactic combination; e. g.

11. A 218 oQ x£ ^eolc, iv:nztU)yf:o(.iy p.aXa x' sxXuov aurou

(cp. § 624, 5). Hypotaxis has obviously arisen out

of parataxis in two ways. First directly, one of

the sentences, which originally were equally in-

dependent, being thrust into the background. In this

manner have arisen relative sentences—subordinate

and parenthetical—like (j.r|VLv ouXo[X£vr)v vj {xupi' 'Aiaiol<^

aXys' sOtjxsv. These sentences continue to preserve

something of the free nature of paratactic combin-

ation, even as they are carried on in a thoroughly

paratactic manner (§ 605). But a far more fertile

source of hypotaxis is the correlative combination

of sentences which in innumerable instances forms

the connecting link between parataxis and hypotaxis.

In a Homeric sentence like II. A 125 ahkoL xa. ([J-sv)

Kokiov £^ s7upa6o[X£v TO. SfiSacJTat, we perceive as yet

no formal distinction at all between parataxis and

correlation. Emphasis alone marks the second member
xa hiha.aToi.1 as the most important. Here we see

how one of the two demonstrative pronouns became
weakened into a relative while the other became

more and more prominent. The attention was roused

by the accent in the first member (TcpoTactc) and
satisfied in the second (aTcoSoct.?) ; and in this con-

sists the essential characteristic of correlation. The
more also that the demonstrative pronoims and
particles became separated in form from the relatives,

the more did correlation begin to be distinctly marked
as diftering from parataxis. Even in Homer the

correlative combination of sentences is developed to

a great extent. But in the later language also this

combination of sentences is of great importance on
account of the hypothetical clauses (§ 534), and,

therefore, it could not be passed over. In its nature

the correlative combination is distinfjuished from the
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hypotactic by the fact that in correlatives neither

of the two sentences can be regarded as absolutely

pre-eminent, and, therefore, we cannot yet speak

of any subordination. As the protasis is completed

in the apodosis, so, conversely, the apodosis is not

intelligible till we refer to the protasis, whereas at

least some kinds of hypotactic combination are of

such a nature that the main sentence is easily in-

telligible by itself, but the dependent sentence con-

tains an addition not absolutely required to make
the meaning clear, e. g. § 531 tout:' auxo vuv 5i5aGx.'

OTZoc, av sx[j.aOo. This is the reason that in the

earlier editions of the grammar down to the fifth

the correlative sentences are separated from hypo-

taxis, and put in ji class by themselves. From a

scientific point of view such an arrangement is cor-

rect enough. There is really a distinction, though

a delicate one, between correlative and hypotactic

arrangement; but I admit that the distinction cannot

always be realized in practical instruction. From
Homer downwards language is at pains to amalga-

mate correlative sentences more closely. Even the

fact that the pronouns and particles are frequently

allowed to remain in the apodosis obscures the

mutual interchange of the clauses, which is again

still further confused by the frequent transfer and

combination of the particles peculiar to the pro-

tasis and apodosis. Thus av and xsv are particles

belonging properly to apodosis only, but in certain

shades of hypothesis they are attracted by prolepsis

into the protasis. Hence arose d av, eav, 7]v or si'

xsv. In a similar manner sTuet may certainly be

analyzed into iizi and si. sto which is here adverbial

in the sense of 'thereupon' (cp. Sanskrit apt also)

is in the first instance a correlative, in regard to

time, of SI, a particle of similarly temporal signification

= 'when'. S7CSI s'!8ev syvo is, therefore, an abbreviated
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expression for el eUSev s'tcl syvo, i. e. 'when he saw,

then he knew'. Similarly Latin tamctsi = tamen etsi,

tamquam from qumn (protasis), and tarn (apodosis),

ixrvdi 2)riusquam. When in the eflFort made by language

to bring forward as quickly as possible the leading

thought of the sentence, confusions of this kind

had become numerous, the distinction between cor-

relation and hypotaxis disappeared altogether in many
cases. Both stand in common contrast to parataxis;

hence the separation between the two has been given

up in the Grammar. But for the same reason it is

quite impossible to bring forward throughout, the

real nature of those correlative sentences which now
appear as a kind of hypotaxis. This is done only

in the hypothetical sentences (§ ^34), in which the

correlative relation can easily be made clear. The
de]3endent interrogative sentences also have without

doubt arisen from this class— question and answer

being an essential kind of correlation. In eiTcs [j.o!.

TLva 7v«|j.ir]v ix^ic,^ the second sentence was originally

an independent question, which formed the protasis

to the apodosis dizi ('What opinion hast thou, that

tell me'). But I very much doubt if it is advisable

to point this out to a pupil, for the fact has little

in common with the teaching: of Greek as distinct

from other languages, but applies equally to all.

Moreover, it is often a matter of doubt what view
ought to be taken of such sentences, and exact

knowledge is in many cases impossible, until we
have enquired into the origin and primary meaning
of the conjunctions. Nevertheless I consider it es-

sential that the idea of correlation should not escape

the pupil, because it is necessary to a proper under-

standing of the combination of sentences. This is

not the only case in which a school-grammar must
be content to indicate explanations without entering

into further detail.
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The second point to be noticed in the combination

of sentences is the meaning of the sentence or the

relation of ideas which prevails between the matter

of one sentence and the matter of another. This is

denoted in two ways, by moods and by conjunctions.

1. The form of the moods is obviously somewhat
indefinite. By the use of the two moods, which,

when connecting sentences, may be termed oblique

after the analogy of the oblique cases, no more is

really signified than that one sentence is to be re-

garded in comparison with the other as something

merely required or thought of. 2. The meaning of

the conjunctions is at first sight more specific, but

on going deeper and enquiring further into their

origin, we frequently find that the specific meaning
is merely a delusion. The same particles oi;, the

fundamental meaning of which is undoubtedly 'how',

and oTCo?, which is not materially different, meet us

in nearly every sort of sentence relative, temporal,

final and categorical, oxt, 'that', and ort, 'because' are

one and the same, the inference being that language

did not mark the distinction between categorical and

causal sentences, d was unquestionably a temporal

particle in the first instance, like the German wenn,

which is a weakened form of ivaiin. Itzi has already

been explained from this original signification, and
from it also the meaning of d with the optative dis-

cussed in § 547 is rendered intelligible. Hence we
see that even the hypothetical relation was not ori-

ginally distinguished by language from the temporal.

It follows, therefore, that in all our classifications of

sentences, we are rather logical than grammatical,

importing more into the words than the language

really means. Nevertheless some arrangement of

dependent sentences according to their meaning is

necessary in instruction. But it would be very

absurd to preserve a strict consistency in this respect
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in opposition to the genius of the language. An able

teacher will perceive that I have guarded against

that. Thus the sentences in which onac. occurs with

the future indicative are indeed included amongst
the sentences of purpose in § 552 Obs. for the sake

of completeness, but they will be found explained in

detail among the relative sentences in § 553, and

that with reference to § 500. The future indicative

in a sentence like axoTret 07co>; xa 7ipaY(j.aTa cwOiqaeTat

becomes intelligible only when we remember that

07CO(; is really a relative particle signifying ' how
'

;

'consider how, in what manner, the state will be

preserved'. The modal signification changes into

the final by a usage parallel to that of the Latin

ut. Elsewhere also I have been at pains to avoid

anything like those logical systems, which do but

stand in the way of a living insight into the pro-

cesses of language, and to refer to the connections

and transitions which prevail between usages ap-

parently distinct.

If now we ask how language has distinguished

the conjunctions from each other, and has applied

these distinctions to the sentences introduced by
them we must here as elsewhere go back to the

form. The? conjunctions used in the protasis and

apodosis have all with few exceptions arisen out of

relative stems. But they display difi'erent forms,

and four cases especially can be distinguished, viz.

Accusative, Locative, Instrumental, and Ablative.

Accusatives are o, the compound oxt, (= o xi), Latin

(pwd, and perhaps also quia, as the plural of quod.

oxL, as an accusative of substance, brings the contents

of the dependent sentence under the action of the

governing verb in the leading sentence; and, there-

fore, serves as the particle in sentences of assertion

and opinion, soi; and the correlative xsoc (cp. quam-
dia, tanidi'u) are also accusatives, the case being
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here used in a temporal sense, and, therefore, like

quantum—tantum tcmporis. rpc,^ a form proved by
the metre in Homer, corresponds to the Sanskrit

jdvat, the neuter accusative of the pronoun stem

java(ji)t (^quantuDi)^ which is used in exactly the

same sense, b'-n is naturally to be explained in the

same manner, ei is a locative used in a temporal

signification (cp. Latin uhi) ; in form it may be

compared to the Latin si and Oscan svai (cp. also

Romai, ya]^a.C). As we have already seen, it meant

'when', Avith this qualification, that it did not, like

0T£, refer to a continuance of time, but merely to a

point, "-v-a is an instrumental of the relative stem ja,

which is here weakened into i. Originally, there-

fore, it meant 'wherewith' and may be compared to

the Latin instrumental ablative quo and the German
damit. Finally wt; together with otco? and the cor-

relatives wc, ouTWi; are ablatives. Here as in the other

adverbs in t)C, the modal signification of the ablative

has arisen out of ^inde. In this manner the doctrine

of sentences may be connected with the doctrine of

cases and from the very forms of language a principle

of arrangement may be obtained for the sentences

introduced by conjunctions. We might divide them

into accusative, locative, instrumental and ablative

sentences. In so far as such an arrangement rests

on elements which we find denoted in language itself,

it would be more justifiable than the arrangements now
in use, which have arisen from mere abstractions, and

for that very reason are found to be unsuitable and

incomplete, when we classify the individual phenomena
under them. The sentences thus divided into four

classes might in turn be collected under the common
name of conjunction-sentences and distinguished from

the relative sentences in the narrower sense, i. e.

from sentences introduced by actual case-forms of

the relative pronoun. Only the interrogative sentences
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would then, it is true, still require a separate treat-

ment. But I need hardly remind my readers that

such an arrangement must first be carried out in a

strictly scientific manner, and worked through on

all sides, before it is fitted for a place in a school-

grammar. In such a work, especially on account of

the great importance of the hypothetical sentences

for the construction of the relative as of the temporal

sentences, we can hardly avoid giving an earlier place

to that class of sentences than to the latter.



Chap. XXIL—The Infinitive.

§ 559 sq.

In the Infinitive as elsewhere it is necessary to start

from the form. The Infinitive, in its origin, is the

petrified case of a substantive of abstract meaning,

but one which in many instances is united more
closely to the verb than all other abstract substantives.

As to the definite case -form, which underlies the

Infinitive, scholars are hitherto only so far agreed,

that the forms in at,: sOTSfJisvat. , Ysyove'va!, , \ijea'ioii

are pretty generally regarded as the fullest and oldest.

But whether these forms are really Locatives, or

Datives is a point on which views differ. In my
treatise, De nomimim formatione, p. 58, I have at-

tempted for the first time to establish the Locative

form of the Infinitive. Bopp, Vergl. Gramm., Ill,

323 sq., pronounces for the Dative, and also Leo
Meyer in his treatise on the Infinitive (Gottingen

1856), and Lange in his review of my grammar,
Zeitschr. f. d. o. Gymn., 1855 sq., p. 728 sq. These
scholars lay stress more especially on the circumstance,

that in the dialect of the Vedas forms distinctly

dative are applied as infinitives. I am joined by
Schleicher, Compend.^ p. 335 in starting from the

Locative, and also, though less decisively, by Scho-

mann, Redctheile, p. G6. Two reasons especially seem

to me to be in favour of the latter view. In the

first place Datives in as. are unknown in Greek,

whereas certainly one Locative at the least occurs

with this termination, Y^a\i.ai^ to which, after what
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has been said ai with the weaker form d may be

joined. As ia.[t.a.i is a Locative from I0i\).0i^ so must

the Infinitives in -jisvat be regarded as Locatives

of abstract substantives in -[jieva. We must assume

a noun-stem e'S-[X£va, the suffix of which is only

distinguished from that in TrXYjG-fxova by a difference

in the vowel. If this sS-fxeva signified 'eating', the

Locative sS-fxevai, means literally 'in eating \ In the

second place the meaning of the Locative is exactly

suited to explain the various usages of the Infinitive.

The Infinitive denotes the limits, the sphere, in which

the action of a verb moves ; Suva[JLa!. Xa^slv, also the

province in which the meaning of an adjective is

realized : ^£isiv avs[Jiot,av o{JLOt.c(,. In this sense the

Indian Grammarians use the Locative, in order

to apply the idea contained in a root, e. g. budh

(= Greek Tiu'i') vedane (Locative from the Nom.
vedana-m 'knowledge'), i. e, dhivai^ and, therefore,

exactly in the manner of the Infinitive. This more

indefinite signification of the Locative appears to me
better suited to give the starting point of the various

usages of the Infinitive than the signification of 'aim'

or 'object', from which those start, who assume the

Dative as their basis. My account of the Infinitive,

therefore, is- tacitly based on the assumption that

it was originally a Locative, and by slow degrees

has grown up to a wider usage. At the same time

it was also natural to presuppose that language her-

self lost the consciousness of this origin at a very

early period, and, therefore, I have been very careful

not to allow this view of the origin of the form to

have too much influence in the arrangement and

explanation of the usage. •



Chap. XXIII.

—

The Participle.

While the use of the Infinitive in Greek is on the

whole simple, and chiefly requires explanation at length

in regard to one point only, viz. the combination

with cases, the participle presents a considerable

number of peculiar usages. In classifying these I

have, in all essentials, followed K. W. Kriiger, with-

out however adopting his arrangement. The ex-

pression 'attributive use' is intelligible without ex-

planation. The 'appositive use' is connected with

the definition of apposition given in § 3G1, 12. By
'apposition' I mean an addition of a looser kind,

which as a rule is synonymous with a descriptive

parenthesis, or subordinate sentence. Hence the ap-

jDOsitive participles are a shorter looser and, there-

fore, also less definite mode of expression, serving

essentially the same purpose, which is attained in a

more compact manner by relative and conjunctional

sentences. Classen in his excellent remarks on the

use of language in Homer gives the name 'predicative'

to the use which I call appositive. I am not ignorant

that this term can be justified, in so far as the

appositive participle, as distinguished from the attri-

butive, possesses, it is true, a certain predicative power,

which meets us most decisively in the absolute con-

structions. But still it aj)peared to me more advis-

able to limit the expression 'predicative participle',

as Kriiger has done, to that usage, in which the

participle serves to supplement a verbal predicate

(§ 589—594), and forms as such an essential part
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of the predication. This widely ramifying use, to

which the Greek language is especially partial, is

of supreme importance to the pupil. The predicative

participle, or, to speak more truly, the participle

which unites with the verb to form a predicate, has

without doubt arisen out of the ajjpositive; Xav'i-avw

X!. Troiwv means, properly, 'I remain concealed while

I do something'. But the participle becomes so

much changed by usage, that the real predicate

is often contained in it, la'ii XuTnqpcx; ov. And, there-

fore, especially as the usage is a widespread and
manifold one in combination with cases, a special

name is absolutely necessary for it. Here, as in

the discussion of the participle generally I have felt

myself specially called upon to familiarize the Greek
usages, by the comparison of the corresponding but

more familiar phenomena in German.
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oij6£vo';(i)po; 166.

ouvofxa 30.

OupSM 111.

ou; 77.

ouTW? 219.

ccpEtXeTY] 26.

695aX[.iLo'v 153.

o9Xia)(;avto 140.

o'ij»oij.a(. 156.

n.

uaiSiov 54.

Tcat; 21.

Ttaiw 154.

TraXaiti) 115.

•n:a,a(jLV]TMp 172.

TtavTo'; 52.

Trape'x^etv 198.

TCaaa 80.

TCctaxco 100, 150, 163.

TiaTafjato 154.

TZOLTTjp 67, 68.

TCaxpaat 76.

TcaxpoxTo'vo; 164, 175.

natpu 59.

Tiarpco; 58.

Tts'SoL 78.

nd^y.p'ioi; 174.

Tieiisiv 205.

neiisabat 198.

TC£tboV=-Sa 108.

TCsfaat 205.

]l£XoTrovvY]cjtaxo'c 29.

TCETtaLSiuvTai. 20.

Ti£Z£tff}j.at 39.

7t£':iXaa|Jiat 133.

Ti£'7tX£y^a 127.

TC£:i:o.u9a 124, 127.

KiKpayri 123.

TCEirpayafJLEv 123.

TiETTpaYfJ^at. 13'2.

n:£n:pax°'t 127.

KiTZTUiy^a. 148.

H£plppUT0C 44.

n:£'pvif],at 135.

Tizaiv^ 148.

TC£T£tj5at 148.

TC£'9\jxa 154.

Kt<p\)kay^a 127.

UL^eaSE^lOS.

TCLit 96.

raxpo'Ya[j.o? 174.

TCiXvafjiat 135.

Tii,u.7i:XT)jjn. 137.

UipLTTIpYllJH 137.

Ttivw 140, 149.

mofjiat 120, 156.

itmfffxto 142.

Tri:ipa(jxu 143.

TiiTCTW 142, 148.

TCIOTO'? 198.

TCLTVY)IJ.l 135.

TTiXaato 133.

nXaxataai 65.

tcX£(uv 83.

•nXeuaoupiai. 36, 97,

110.

TtX£(j) 58.

TcXYiiu 152.

TlXT^^lTCTtO? 170.

TrXY^aaco 154.

TiXtou 58.

TCo'Sa 165.

TioSaviTttpov 165.

TCObECO 134.

TCOi 78.

TCO'.efv 205.

iroiTQCJti; 36.

TCOtTQTpta 41.

TCOtfxaivM 28.

TCO^iJi-ri'v 28, 67.

T.o'X£t? 70.

TCoXc.uaSoxo? 166.

tco'Xeco? 65.

•nro'Xiv 52, 57.

•iro'Xt? 71.

noCT£c8co 75.

TCoai 40.

TCOTt 75.

ttouXtj; 81.

Tipa^at 205.

TCpa^M 120.

TCpacj(j£iv 205.

Tcpocaaw 97.

TipEaj'i'JTa? HG.

TTpo' 200.

TCpo[3£i3ouXa 168.

upopouX-T) 167.

TTpOL^ 24.

Tzpoa-qxiSy. 113.

irpoaY^XuTo? 150.

TCpMTtoTOt; 84, 139.

TCToXiTcopioi; 176.

TCTUM 134.

TTTtoCTti; 148.

-nxtyixdioq 166.

nuXotyEv*]? 166.

Tiupo'w 162.

TCup9o'poi; 166.

pawv 83.

p£^w 149.

piTlT£'(0 145.

poSoSaxTuXo; 174.

2.

aax^CTTCaXo; 54, 164,
166.
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aaxeacpo'po? 72.

^KTrcpw 59.

aa9Tr'g 68.

a[i£'vvu|ji.i 134."

OiXaatpopo? 166.

aEaiyifjxa 209.

aeuEi 26.

aYKJiccLVw 163.

axtSvvijjLL 135.

axcop 75.

afxixpd? 83.

ao'o? 114.

cocpwTSpo? 36, 131.

CTiaScjv 133.

araSiaSpoVo^ 166.

OTtxaxov 143.

OTepiffxto 137, 143.

arv^vat 137.

CTYi'aaL 157.

au 30.

au'v 197.

auve'Xapov 168.

auvTsXEiv 209.

auo? 57.

cu'pw 42.

au? 71.

a'^dyyoc 151.

3;wxpaT£s 54, 69.

]SwxpaTY]? 55, 76.

aw(jia 49.

T.

TcxXSuptaSTi? 29.

Tsiracpa 128.

T£b£ixa 19.

T£'b-ir)y.a 137.

T£iY)XWC 128.

T£iXi9a 128.

TiivGtvai 96.

T£iVY](0? 81, 128.

TEjUxa 134.

T£IV(.) 41.

TV.ioixa)j.a 166.

T£XTWV 68.

teXew 133.

t£V£a) 119.

TEpsiva 21.

T£'pTf]V 69.

T£'p:ia(ji.7.'. 56.

TETaxa 127.

T£Tax,aTat 127.

T£TL(XT]>Ca 36.

TExpt^a 128.

rixpocpa. 124, 127.

TEtpwfxai 137.

T£'(i) 87.

T£W? 218.

nSei? 68.

TtSEfai 69.

Ttfjiau 162.

Tt[ji,ao[ji£v 109.

Tt[JI.-q 61.

TtjJLoOv 59.

TLVW 140.

Ttrpaco 142, 148.

T(!u 87.

TUTCTO) 97.

ulaat 76.

u6wp 75.

uld? 76.

U|J1,(JL£C 85.

UTC£'p 200.

UTCvdovxa? 115.

uTCvo; 81.

UTO 200.

9aavTaTo; 114.

cpaavSY) 114.

cpaSrt 137.

9aat 30.

cpard? 137.

cp£p£T£ 109.

9£'pw 151, 153.

9£pcov 68.

9Y)0i 30.

9Sr(v(o 140.

9tX£'(o 145.

cpiXoixiJ.ti8-qc; 44, 46.

9iA6,aou(joc 79, 171.

91X0? 198.

cpowc 115.

(fipd.aix) 133.

9paaaM 43.

cppiap 76.

9p-i]M 28.

9p(aao[ji£v 109.

9UY£w 99.

9ucj£t 36.

9uaioXdyoc; 164.

9uaa) 36.

9a)CT9dpo<; 166.

X.

XctfJiaSt? 79.

XafjLai 78, 221, 222.

fapitic, 70.

XaptscJt. 69.

X£p£toT£pO(; 139.

X^Eipwv 82.

ji^pco^ 42.

XOpYiyo? 164.

XOpo8iSaa/-aXo; 161,

176.

Xpaxaixiu) 145.

Xpi»cjoxd[ji.Y)? 174.

Q.

wCiQOa 147.

Wi£'t0 111.

(OM£'o,aai 112.

wpto 110.

to; 33.

u9£(Xt]zo; 147.

w9£XXa 121.



INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

A.

Ablative 187, 197.

Abstractions in grammar 53.

Accent IS, 65, 69, 106.

Accidence and Syntax 13, 178:

arrangement of 48.

Accusative, plural 66, 70, 71;

sing. 185, 193.

Adverbs 188, 200.

Analogy 55, 73.

Anomalous nouns 55, 75; ad-

jective 82 ; verbs 98, 147, 162.

Aorist, strong 99; weak 101,

120; passive 131; participle

210; infinitive and optative

212; meaning of 205 sq. ; in-

gressive 207, effective 208,

in German and Latin, &c.

208 sq.

Apodosis 214.

Aspirates 19, 20; aspiration

127, 151.

Assimilation 38, 39, 113, 121.

Attraction of vowels 42, 81

;

see Metathesis.

Attributive compounds 173.

Augment 102, 110 sq.

c.

Cases 61 sq.; 184 sq. ; decay of

189, explanation of 190.

Changes of sounds 30, 37, 38,

39, 125.

Classification of the noun 55sq.

;

of the verb 96 sq.

Comparative grammar 6, 72

;

syntax 180.

Comparatives 74.

Compensatory lengthening 37,

67 sq., 121.

Compound sentences 213 ; clas-

sification of 219.

Composition 164; -vowel 165;

of verbs and abstract nouns

167 ; meaning of 170 sq.

Conjugations 95, 107.

Conjunctions, meaning of 217 ;

form of 218.

Connecting vowel, in nouns 76

;

in verbs 107 sq., 120. 121 sq.,

143, 146; in compounds 164.

Consonants 31; double 40, 45,

111; auxiliary 40; extension

of 136.

Contracted verbs 109, 161 : in

Homer 112 sq.

Contraction of vowels 113.

Correlative sentences 214.

D.

Dative, dual 65; plural 69;'

sing, and plural 187, 197.

Declensions, Attic 65, 71; dif-

ference between 56 sq. ; di-

vision of 60.

Defective adjectives 82; nouns

76; verbs 151.

Dentals, changes of the 38

;

omission of 40. ,

Derivation 50, 158 sq.

Determinatives 172.

Dialects 11, 30; ^olic 26, 66,

84, 85 ; Boeotian 26 ; Doric

66, 118; Homeric 33, 46, 64,

86, 129, 155, 201, 213.
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Digamma 32, 59; in jEolie and
Doric 33.

Diphthongs 20 sq. ; -stems 70 ;

in declension 56 sq.

Dissimilation 37.

E.

Elision of v 73, of a 72, of t 73.

Epenthesis 145.

Etymology 158.

F.

Feminine terminations in i 59,

81.

'Flying' and 'falling' 148.

Formation of tenses by com-
position, present 117; future

118; aorist 120, 121.

Future 101, 118, 131; middle
154.

G.

Genitive 62, 64, 187, 194 sq.;

dual 65.

Grammar, and science 8 ; at

school 13.

Greek dialects, importance of 5.

Greek language, characteristics

of the 1, 38; best method of

teaching and learning 2, 3.

Ja'to go' 107, 109, 118, 132,
156.

Jod 32, 41 sq., 57, 70, 80, 163.

Language, the life of 38 ; incon-

sistency of 68 ; and thought
179.

Lengthening of vowels 37, 45.

Local origin of the cases 164sq.
Locative case 78.

Logic and grammar 217.

M.

Meaning of words 160.

Metathesis 42, 71, 76, 81, 138,

141.

Middle and Active 154.

Momentary sounds 31.

N.

Nasal element in verbs 136,

139, 140.

Neuter nouns 62, 185.

Nom. Sing., formation of 66 sq.,

185.

Nouns, abstract 167; and verbs

49, 116; declension of 49 sq.

H.

Heteroklisis 55.

Homerll,46, 64, 113, 125,213.
Hypotaxis 213 sq.

o.

Organic Lengthening 35, 117.

Optative 107.

I.

Inchoative verbs 141.

Infinitive 221.

Inflection 49.

Instrumental case 79, 188.

Iota subscriptum 27; in opta-

tive 107.

Iterative verbs 142.

Parataxis 213 sq.

Participle 222.

Passive stems 103.

Perfect 101, 122 sq. ; secunda

and prima 123; aspirated

124 sq.; participle 81.

Periphrasis 122.

Person-terminations 105.
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Phonetic changes in verbs 148,

149.

Pleonasm 139. 140.

Pluperfect 129.

Prepositions 200.

Present tense 98 sq., 117.

Pronouns, Neuter of 86 ;

Personal 85 ; Relative and
Demonstrative 86 ; Inter-

rogative 87.

Pronunciation oft 18, of ^ IS,

of 19; of the aspirates 19,

20; of modern Greek 20—
26 ; ofdiphthongs 21 ; changes

in 22 ; of at 23, of £t 23, of

01 24, of M 25, 27, of eu 20,

of oe 25.

Protasis 214.

Suffixes, meaning of 160.

Syntax and Accidence 178.

Tenses, 'strong and weak' 10,

104 ; arrangement of 90

;

Present 99 sq. ; Future 101

;

Strong Aorist lOl ; Perfect

102; Passive 103; general

and special 98 ; use of 203 sq.

Terminations 49.

Time, distinction of 204.

Tmesis 167.

Transitive and Intransitive

meaning 156.

Translation 181.

R.

Reduplication 121, 122, 142.

S.

Sclavoniclanguages 44, 85,206,
208.

Sounds and letters 17.

Spirants 32, 57.

Stems 49, 54 ; in diphthongs 56,

in and w 57, in a 61, in

T and 6 70, in co 71; elided

72 ; in verbs and nouns 91,

97, 116; of tenses 97 sq.

'Strong and weak' tenses 104.

Verb, classes of 104; Inflection

of 88 sq. ; stems in 91 sq.

;

Division of 95 sq.; arrange-

ment of 99 sq., 139.

Verbs in |jn 135; anomalous
147; Inchoative 141; Defec-
tive 151 ; Derivative 161 ;

and nouns 145, 162.

Vocative 54, 69, 185.

Vowels 17, 28 sq., 35; auxiliary

106, 146; long 30, 46, 131;
short 115, 134, 137, 147;
in Inchoatives and IteratiVes

143.

Vriddhi 35.

O
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